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Abstract
Physical Properties and Experimental Platform of
Symmetry Protected Topological Phases
by
Zhen Bi
As condensed matter theorists, we always try to seek new quantum phases of matter
that are not possible in classical physics. In this dissertation, I discussed a new type
of quantum disordered phases known as symmetry protected topological (SPT) phases,
which is a generalization of the topological insulator to interacting fermion or boson/spin
systems with various symmetries. In the first part of this thesis, a nonlinear σ-model
(NLσM) field theory is introduced as a powerful tool to describe the properties of the
bosonic SPT phases. Secondly, we want to answer the question of how to detect the SPT
states from their bulk properties. Introducing gauge fields was shown to be an effective
theoretical tool to study bulk properties of SPT phases. Furthermore, we investigated
anyon and loop statistics of gauged SPT states in the framework of NLσM. We also
designed a new numerical probe, so-called strange correlator, which can distinguish SPT
states from trivial states based on the bulk wavefunction on a closed manifold. Thirdly,
several aspects of surface states of SPT phases are discussed. 1. A surface phase transition
of 3d topological insulator is studied through a new controlled expansion method with
the help of the recently discovered fermion-vortex duality. 2. A new strongly interacting
conformal field theory on the surface of 3d bosonic SPT state is also found by a controlled
renormalization group calculation. 3. we made a connection between the surface of SPT
phase and the Lieb-Schultz-Mattis (LSM) theorem, which enables us to identity the
SU(N) and SO(N) spin systems that permit a featureless ground state in 2d and 3d.
viii
Finally, we proposed the first experimental realization of bosonic SPT state in dimension
higher than 1. We established a general relation between interacting multi-layer fermionic
SPTs and bosonic SPT with the same symmetry, which motivates a proposal of realizing
2 + 1d bosonic SPT phase in bilayer graphene system.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
From our experience of solving problems in classical mechanics, we know that the com-
plexity of a problem grows very fast with the number of objects in consideration. Con-
densed matter physics deals with macroscopic systems composed of an enormous number
of microscopic degrees of freedom, so-called many-body systems. A first principle solu-
tion of a generic interacting condensed matter system is virtually unreachable with the
computational power today. On the other hand, strongly correlated many-body systems
can give rise to many striking emergent phenomena, which provide a playground for
theoretical condensed matter study.
Interacting electrons in crystalline materials are historically the central player in
“hard” condensed matter physics. We are interested in the properties at low temperature
where quantum effects play an essential role. Surprisingly, as we zoom into the low energy
physics of electron systems, we often find emergent degrees of freedom that are related
to but different from the original electrons. One famous example arises in graphene.
Although the system is composed of ordinary massive electrons, its low energy theory
has features resembling the so-called gapless Dirac fermion. Another well known example
is the Hubbard model with large onsite repulsive interaction at half filling, in which at
1
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energy lower than the onsite interaction the effective theory is the Heisenberg model of
electron spins and the charge degrees of freedom of the electrons are completely frozen.
Interacting spin models on various lattices, so-called quantum magnetism, is also an active
topic in condensed matter. With the rapid development of cold atom experiments, it is
possible to engineer lattice systems with interacting bosonic degrees of freedom. As can
be seen from these examples, modern theoretical condensed matter physics is focused
on determining the low energy properties of all kinds of lattices models of interacting
electrons, spins or bosons.
1.1 Some common notions
To further specify the subject of our study, we need the notions of phases of matter
and phase transitions. Let us consider a macroscopic system in its thermal equilibrium
state. Usually we will have several “experimental knobs” which correspond to theoretical
tuning parameters, such as pressure, temperature and electromagnetic field, to play with.
If all macroscopic properties of the system(e.g. magnetization, magnetic susceptibility,
specific heat) change smoothly as we slowly change from one set of parameters, then
we say that the system with these two sets of parameters are in the same phase. If
instead some of the system’s macroscopic quantities go through a discontinuous change
with smoothly changing of parameters, we will say that the system undergoes a phase
transition. Gas, liquid and solid are three well known examples of phases of matter. It is
less commonly known that gas and liquid actually belong to the same phase since gas can
be turned into liquid without going through a phase transition by a particular parameter
path in the temperature and pressure plane. The gas-liquid-solid classification of phases
is a very crude one. As we now realize that for ice molecules there can exist up to 16
different phases differing by their microscopic packing geometries. Another example is
2
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solid iron, which can, depending on the temperature, exhibit two different phases: the
ferromagnetic phase and the paramagnetic phase.
A more advanced guiding principle for classifying phases of matter is symmetry and
spontaneous symmetry breaking, also known as the Landau-Ginzburg paradigm. Let us
take the Heisenberg model of spins as an example.
HHeisenberg = J
∑
<i,j>
Sˆi · Sˆj (1.1)
This microscopic spin hamiltonian has spin rotational symmetry, which means that if
we rotate every spin by the same angle, the hamiltonian remains invariant. (This is not
the only symmetry of the system. There is also spatial symmetry associated with the
lattice structure, but we will focus on the spin rotation now.) With J < 0, in the ground
states, the spins tend to be parallel to each other to achieve minimal energy. The ground
states of the hamiltonian (there are uncountably many ground states in this case) are
product states of all spins pointing in the same direction, in other words, the spins are
ordering along that direction. Notice that the ground states are not invariant under
the full spin rotational symmetry anymore. Instead, each ground state will transform
into another ground state under some spin rotation operation (except in the case of
rotation about the ordering axis). At zero temperature, the system randomly picks
one of the ground states and spontaneously breaks the spin rotational symmetry. The
system will have macroscopic magnetization and hence is in the ferromagnetic phase.
The symmetry breaking phase is also referred as the ordered phase. In the ordered phase,
the spin operator, which is also identified as the order parameter (The order parameter
by definition must have nontrivial transformation under the broken symmetry.), has
long range correlation, namely the correlation function 〈GS| Sˆi · Sˆj |GS〉 ∼ const. as
|i− j| → ∞.
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Raising the temperature will introduce thermal fluctuation to the system. In ther-
modynamics, the equilibrium state has to minimize the free energy.
F = E − TS (1.2)
Finite temperature allows the system to explore more spin configurations to gain entropy,
and consequently the thermal average value of the spin operator will decrease relative to
the zero temperature result. Above a critical temperature, Tc ∼ J , the order parameter
decays to zero, 〈Sˆ〉β = 0, and the system restores the spin rotational symmetry. The spin
system then enters the so-called paramagnetic phase, which preserves all the symmetry of
the microscopic model. Therefore, it is also referred as the symmetric or disordered phase.
In the disordered phase, although the average value of the spin operator is zero, the spin
operators have short range correlations which means that the nearby spins still tend to
aline to each other locally. Typically, the correlation function decays as a exponential
function 〈Sˆi · Sˆj〉β ∼ exp[−|i−j|/ξ]. ξ is a length scale beyond which the spins lose their
correlation, and hence it is called the correlation length. As we approach the transition
by lowering the temperature, ξ will increase and eventually diverge at the critical point.
Below the transition temperature, the spins have long range correlation. The divergence
of correlation length is a defining signature for a continuous second order phase transition.
In contrast, the system will not have any diverging length scale when crossing a first order
transition. A generic symmetry breaking phase transition, or order-disorder transition,
is usually continuous second order. Right at the continuous phase transition point, the
correlation function decays with distance in a power-law form, 〈Sˆi · Sˆj〉β ∼ 1/|i − j|α,
and the exponent is a universal property for the critical point.
We are more interested in quantum phases of matter, so we will restrict ourselves
to systems with zero temperature from now on. In other words, we are only going
4
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to look at properties of the ground states and the nearby states. In the case of the
ferromagnetic Heisenberg model, it is very easy to identify the ground states. However,
it is not always easy (in fact it is usually impossible) to determine the ground states of a
quantum many-body hamiltonian. Take the Heisenberg model with J > 0 as an example
(the so-called anti-ferromagnetic Heisenberg model). A guess for a typical ground state
would look like |ψ〉 ∼ |↑↓↑ ...〉 in the Sz basis. However, this state is actually not an
eigenstate of the hamiltonian. In particular, some terms in the hamiltonian, Sˆxi Sˆ
x
j and
Sˆyi Sˆ
y
j , acting on the state |ψ〉 can flip the spins in the state and lead to a different state in
the Hilbert space. This phenomenon is called quantum fluctuation. It happens because
different terms in the hamiltonian do not mutually commute, and the system must make
a compromise between different terms to lower the energy. Now we see that whether
the anti-ferromagnetic Heisenberg model has a symmetry breaking ground state does
not have an obvious answer because of the quantum fluctuation. The results also highly
depend on the dimension and geometric properties of the underlying lattice structure.
On a bipartite lattice in two and higher spatial dimensions, for instance the square
lattice, the ground state has so-called Neel order. The ground state is predominately
|ψ〉 ∼ |↑↓↑ ...〉, but with corrections to make sure the whole state is an eigenstate. (Of
course, this is only one of the uncountable many ground states that are all related by spin
rotations.) The spin operators have long range correlation 〈GS| Sˆi · Sˆj |GS〉 ∼ (−1)|i−j|.
The Neel state breaks the SU(2) spin symmetry down to U(1) rotation along the ordering
direction. The situation for triangular lattice is trickier. The triangluar lattice has the
property of so-called geometric frustration. That is to say, there is no way to perfectly
assign an anti-ferromagnetic pattern to this lattice without upsetting some subset of
the spins. Convincing numerical results have shown that the ground state still exhibits
ordering but in a coplanar 120 degree fashion, which completely breaks all the spin
rotational symmetries. However, the fate of the anti-ferromagnetic Heisenberg model
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on the Kagome lattice, another type of frustrated lattice, is still unsettled. Recent
numerical tests suggest that it may remain quantum disordered and host some exotic
gapless states[1].
A rather well understood iconic quantum spin model is the transverse field Ising
model or the quantum Ising model.
HIsing = −J
∑
<i,j>
Szi S
z
j − h
∑
i
Sxi (1.3)
It’s a spin model with a discrete G = Z2 symmetry, where the action of the Z2 symmetry
is to flip the Sz operators while keeps Sx invariant. Therefore, expectation value of the
Sz operator corresponds to the order parameter in this case. Let us assume J ≥ 0 and
h ≥ 0. The model is solvable in h/J → 0 and h/J →∞ limits, which are representative
points in the ordered and disordered phase, respectively. We comment on some properties
of this model:
Figure 1.1: phase diagram of quantum Ising model
1. With h/J → 0, the first term, i.e., the Ising coupling dominates. We have two-fold
degenerate ground states, in the Sz basis: |ψup〉 ∼ |↑↑↑ ...〉 and |ψdown〉 ∼ |↓↓↓ ...〉.
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They spontaneously break the Z2 symmetry and the system is in an ordered phase.
Adding Sx terms introduces quantum fluctuations to flip the spins and weaken the
Sz order. However, the ground state wavefunctions of the symmetry breaking phase
with finite h are still predominately |ψup〉 and |ψdown〉 with only small corrections.
Additionally, the energy spectrum in the ordered phase has a finite gap of order J
above the ground state.
2. In the other limit, h/J → ∞, Sx terms dominate and the ground state is unique,
|ψ〉 ∼ |→→→ ...〉, where |→〉 is the eigenstate of Sx with eigenvalue 1/2. This is
a state that respects the Z2 symmetry, and it represents the quantum disordered
phase of this model. The disordered phase also has a finite energy gap of order h.
3. If the two sets of parameters belong to the same gapped phase, then their ground
state wavefunctions can be adiabatically connected to each other. In this exam-
ple, the ground state wavefunctions of the ordered and disordered phase are both
adiabatically connected to a direct product state.
4. The energy gap closes at the order-disorder transition point. This is a second order
quantum phase transition. Correlation functions of local operators have power-law
forms with universal exponents that characterize the critical point.
In general, the symmetry of a microscopic hamiltonian is characterized by a symmetry
group G. G = SU(2) for the Heisenberg model. Any element g ∈ G will leave the
hamiltonian invariant, gHg−1 = H. In a symmetry breaking phase, the ground state
is not invariant under the whole group G. However, it may still be invariant under a
subgroup of G. Let us call this residue symmetry group H. In the ferromagnetic and
antiferromagnetic examples, H = U(1), which is the rotation along the ordering direction.
The space for the ground states, or the ground state manifold, is M = G/H, which is
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Mferro = SU(2)/U(1) ∼ S2 in the ferromagnetic phase. If dim(M) ≥ 1, a small change
of the ground state along any direction in M costs no energy. Therefore, the spectrum
of the system is gapless, and the gapless modes are called Goldstone modes. The number
of Goldstone modes is exactly dim(M). If the dim(M) = 0, then the spectrum will
be gapped, and the ground state degeneracy will be the number of disconnected points
in M. For example, the Ising model is a spin model with a discrete Z2 symmetry. In
the ordered phase, its ground state is two-fold degenerate, which can be understood by
MIsing = G/H = Z2/Z1 = Z2. To summarize, spontaneous symmetry breaking leads to
either a gapless spectrum or a gapped spectrum with ground state degeneracy depending
on whether the broken symmetry is continuous or discrete.
Figure 1.2: schematic classification of quantum phases according to spontaneous sym-
metry breaking paradigm
The schematic classification of quantum phases according to Landau’s spontaneous
symmetry breaking principle can be pictured as in Fig. 1.2. The quantum disordered
phase respects all the symmetries of the microscopic model. The system may be driven
into different ordered states by different tuning parameters, and different ordered states
can be labeled by their symmetry breaking patterns. The symmetry breaking phases may
have gapless or gapped but degenerate spectra depending on the broken symmetry. The
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transitions between disordered and ordered phases are typically second order transitions.
The transitions between different ordered states are typically first order.
1.2 Symmetry protected topological (SPT) phases
Traditionally, given a microscopic system with a certain symmetry group there is one
canonical disordered phase whose ground state wavefunction is adiabatically connect to
a direct product state, which is essentially classical. This type of quantum disordered
phase is featureless. It has a non-degenerate ground state a finite energy gap in the bulk.
If the system has spatial boundaries, the boundary energy spectrum can also generically
be gapped and non-degenerate without breaking any symmetry of the system.
However, recent studies reveal that disordered phases driven by quantum fluctuation
can have far richer structure than just direct product states. In quantum many-body
systems, several types of exotic/nontrivial quantum disordered phases are possible: (1)
algebraic liquid phases with gapless spectra and power-law correlations, (2) intrinsic
topological order with a gapped spectrum and topological degeneracy, and (3) symmetry
protected topological (SPT) phases. Each of these topics deserves its own thesis. We are
going to focus on the last one, symmetry protected topological phase, although aspects
of other two will naturally appear throughout the discussion.
The symmetry protected topological phase is a new type of quantum disordered phase.
It is intrinsically different from a trivial direct product state, when and only when the
system preserves a certain symmetry G. In terms of its phenomena, a SPT phase on a
d−dimensional lattice should satisfy at least the following three criteria:
(i). On a d−dimensional lattice without boundary, this phase is fully gapped, and
nondegenerate;
(ii). On a d−dimensional lattice with a (d−1)−dimensional boundary, if the Hamilto-
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nian of the entire system (including both the bulk and boundary Hamiltonian) preserves
a certain symmetry G, this phase is either gapless, or gapped but degenerate.
(iii). The boundary state of this d−dimensional system cannot be realized as a
(d− 1)-dimensional lattice system with the same symmetry G. Stated theoretically, the
boundary is anomalous with symmetry G.
The 2d quantum spin Hall (QSH) insulator[2, 3, 4] and 3d topological insulator (TI)
[5, 6, 7] are perfect examples of fermionic SPT phases protected by charge conservation
and time reversal symmetry, G = U(1) o T . In the free limit, the 1d boundary of a 2d
QSH insulator has a pair of gapless counter propagating edge modes, and the 2d surface
of a 3d TI hosts a single gapless Dirac fermion. These gapless modes are protected by
symmetry because there are no symmetry preserving fermion bilinear terms we can add
to gap out the boundary. Electron interactions on the boundary of a QSH insulator
are either irrelevant and do not change the gapless nature, or they are relevant and
may lead to spontaneous breaking of T symmetry, which leaves a two-fold degeneracy
on the boundary[8, 9, 10]. There are more possible surface states of a TI if we include
electron interactions. With interaction it can be (i) symmetric gapless, (ii) spontaneous
symmetry breaking (either U(1) or T ), or (iii) symmetric gapped but with intrinsic
topological order[11, 12, 13, 14]. We will encounter some aspects of interacting surface
states of a TI later in the main text.
SPT phases also exist in boson and spin systems. Unlike fermion systems, bosonic
SPT phases are always strongly interacting phases of boson systems because free boson
system at low temperature always falls into Bose-Einstein condensates. Since bosonic
SPTs are strongly interacting phases of bosons, we have fewer theoretical tools with which
to study their properties. Also, it is relatively difficult to realize them experimentally than
free fermion topological phases. One of the goals of this thesis is to develop formalism for
understanding bosonic SPT states as well as to provide some experimental suggestions
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Figure 1.3: The solid points represent spin-12 ’s, which are put into singlet states. The
lines connecting the spin-12 ’s are the valence bonds indicating the pattern of singlets.
The ovals are projection operators which“tie” together two spin12 ’s into a single spin
1, projecting out the spin-0 or singlet subspace and keeping only the spin-1 or triplet
subspace. Picture from wikipedia page on AKLT model.
to realize these bosonic topological states.
Let us discuss one of the earliest examples of SPT in 1d integer spin systems. Because
we are considering integer spins, the spin symmetry is actually SO(3) instead of SU(2).
The example goes by the name of the Haldane phase[15, 16] of 1d antiferromagnetic spin-
1 chain. There exists an exact soluble point in the Haldane phase, which is the so-called
Aﬄeck-Lieb-Kennedy-Tasaki (AKLT) model[17]. The model hamiltonian is motived by
the construction of a certain valance bond state that preserves all of the spin and lattice
translational symmetry. The idea is that we can break the spin-1 representation on each
site into two spin-1
2
representations and then form singlet state out of two spin-1
2
’s from
adjacent sites. Eventually, we want to project the state on each site onto the spin-1
sector. The construction of the state can be seen pictorially in Fig. 1.3. The projector
hamiltonian that selects the AKLT state as the ground state is the following.
HAKLT =
N∑
i=1
Si · Si+1 + 1
3
(Si · Si+1)2 (1.4)
Any change of the state will involve breaking the singlet bounds, which costs finite
energy. Therefore, we have a gapped non-degenerate ground state if the spins form a ring.
However, if we break the ring, at each boundary of the system there is a leftover spin-1
2
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degree of freedom, which is a fractional/projective representation of SO(3) symmetry.
The boundary spin-1
2
carries robust two-fold degeneracy, and there is no way to split them
with SO(3) invariant perturbations. This inability to split the boundary degeneracy while
preserving the symmetry is the signature for SPT phases in 1d.
It turns out that 1d spin-1 antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model is in the same Hal-
dane phase as the AKLT state[18]. The AKLT state is a representative state with zero
correlation length for the Haldane phase. The antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model is not
exactly soluble. Various approximation methods have been tried to solve this model. We
are going to review the nonlinear σ-model field theory for the Heisenberg model in the
next section.
1.3 The nonlinear σ-model description of 1d Heisen-
berg model
Let’s derive the effective field theory for the 1d spin-S antiferromagnetic Heisenberg
model, using standard techniques which can be found in various textbooks[19, 20]. We
start from the coherent state path integral formalism for spins. The spin-S coherent
states are defined as follows.
|Ωˆ〉 = eiSˆzφeiSˆyθeiSˆzχ |S, S〉 (1.5)
Ωˆ = (sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ) (1.6)
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χ is a gauge degree of freedom that we will fix to be zero from now on. Notice that these
coherent state basis are not orthogonal to each other
〈Ωˆ |Ωˆ′〉 =
(
1 + Ωˆ · Ωˆ′
2
)S
e−iSψ (1.7)
ψ = 2 arctan
[
tan
(
φ− φ′
2
)
cos[(θ + θ′)/2]
cos(θ − θ′)/2
]
(1.8)
The expectation value of the Heisenberg model in a coherent state is
H[Ωˆ] = 〈Ωˆ|H |Ωˆ〉 = JS2
∑
<i,j>
Ωˆi · Ωˆj (1.9)
We see that the hamiltonian is essentially classical. The coherent state is a bridge between
classical and quantum spins. The exact classical case is achieved in the limit S → ∞,
where the overlap of different coherent states vanishes.
The partition function of the spin model can be written as
Z = Tr[e−βH] = lim
N→∞
Tr
N−1∏
n=0
(1− H(τn)) (1.10)
where  = β/N, and τn = n. We now insert resolutions of the identities, composed of
coherent states, between the factors.
Z = lim
N→∞
(
β∏
τ=
∫
dΩˆ(τ)
)
β∏
τ=
〈Ωˆ(τ) |Ωˆ(τ − )〉 [1− H(τ)] (1.11)
where Ωˆ = (Ωˆ1, Ωˆ2, ..., ΩˆN ) and we refer to H as the “classical hamiltonian”.
H(τ) =
〈Ωˆ(τ)|H |Ωˆ(τ − )〉
〈Ωˆ(τ) |Ωˆ(τ − )〉 ' 〈Ωˆ(τ)|H |Ωˆ(τ)〉+O() (1.12)
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The quantum effect is hidden in the overlap term, and we expand the overlap between
coherent states at nearby timesteps to leading order in . This gives us the Berry phase
term for a quantum spin.
〈Ωˆ(τ) |Ωˆ(τ − )〉 = exp
(
−iS
∑
i
φ˙i cos[θi(τ)]
)
(1.13)
By exponentiating the expansion, the partition function can be written as
Z =
∫
DΩˆ(τ)exp
(
−S[Ωˆ]
)
(1.14)
S = iS
N∑
i=1
ω[Ωˆi] +
∫ β
0
dτJS2
N∑
i=1
Ωˆi(τ) · Ωˆi+1(τ) (1.15)
The Berry phase term measures the solid angle enclosed by the orbit parametrized by
θ(τ) and φ(τ). We can rewrite the Berry phase term as a Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW)
term at level-2S.
iSω[Ωˆ] = iS
∫ β
0
dτφ˙(1− cos[θ(τ)]) = i2pi(2S)
4pi
∫ β
0
dτ
∫ 1
0
duabcΩˆ
a∂τ Ωˆ
b∂uΩˆ
c (1.16)
where we extend the definition of Ωˆ to another direction u with the boundary conditions:
Ωˆ(τ, u = 0) = (0, 0, 1), Ωˆ(τ, u = 1) = Ωˆ(τ) (1.17)
Thus far, we have translated the Heisenberg hamiltonian into the language of coher-
ent state path integrals. Now, let us suppose we are considering a point in parameter
space where the antiferromagnetic correlation length ξ is sufficiently long that we use a
continuum approximation of the model. In this case, we parametrize the spins in the
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following way.
Ωˆi(τ) = (−1)in(xi, τ)
√
1− (m(xi, τ)/S)2 + (m(xi, τ)/S) (1.18)
where n is the unimodular Neel order parameter (n ·n = 1) and m 1 is the transverse
canting field with the condition n ·m = 0. n is a slowly varying field on the scale
of the correlation length ξ. The canting field m can have fluctuation at shorter scales,
and eventually we want to integrate out the canting field to get an effective theory of
n. Expanding the action with these two fields and taking the continuum limit, for the
classical piece we get
JS2
N∑
i=1
Ωˆi · Ωˆi+1 = JS
2
2
N∑
i=1
(a2(∂xn(xi, τ))
2 + 4(m(xi, τ)/S)
2 +O3(∂,m))
' 1
2
∫
dx
(
ρs(∂xn)
2 + χ⊥m2
)
(1.19)
where ρs = JS
2a, and χ⊥ = 4Ja−1. The Berry phase piece is a staggered sum of WZW
terms. After taking the continuum limit and integrating over the u coordinate, the sum
becomes a topological Θ-term for the Neel order parameter.
iS
N∑
i=1
∫ β
0
dτ
∫ 1
0
duabcΩˆ
a
i ∂τ Ωˆ
b
i∂uΩˆ
c
i ' i
S
2
∫
dxdτabcn
a∂xn
b∂τn
c (1.20)
+ a−1
∫
dxdτabcm
anb∂τn
c +O3(∂,m)
We can then integrate out the canting field.
Z =
∫
D[n]D[m]e−S[n,m] =
∫
D[n]e−SNLσM [n] (1.21)
The low energy effective field theory written in terms of the Neel parameter n is an O(3)
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non-linear σ-model (NLσM) with topological Θ-term at Θ = 2piS.
SNLσM =
∫
dxdτ
(
a−2
2χ⊥
(∂τn)
2 +
1
2
ρs(∂xn)
2 +
i2piS
4pi
abcn
a∂xn
b∂τn
c
)
(1.22)
We can read off the velocity of n field v = (χ⊥ρs/a−2)1/2 = 2JSa. After rescaling τ → vτ ,
we get the effective field theory in a clean form
SNLσM =
∫
dxdτ
1
g
(∂µn)
2 +
i2piS
4pi
abcn
a∂xn
b∂τn
c (1.23)
where g = 4/S is a dimensionless coupling constant.
Let us consider the physics behind the topological Θ-term. We want to impose the
boundary condition that the action is finite after integrating over space-time. This re-
quires that the order parameter n becomes a constant vector at space-time infinity. With
this boundary condition, topologically the space-time manifold is isomorphic to a two-
sphere S2. We call the space-time manifold as the base manifold. The field configuration,
n(x, τ), is a smooth map from the base manifold, S2, to the target manifold, M = S2,
which is the manifold for the order parameters. The Θ-term measures the topological in-
dex, or Pontryagin index to be precise, for this mapping. Physically, it counts how many
instanton configurations there are in the 2D Euclidean space-time. The Θ-term gives a
phase additional factor of ei2piS to each instanton configuration in the path integral.
More mathmatically, the Pontryagin index is classified by the homotopy group.
pi2(S
2) = Z (1.24)
Having a non-trivial homotopy group for the target manifold is the necessary condition
for having an instanton configuration. In other words, for manifolds with trivial homo-
topy groups, we can write down similar topological terms, but it always gives zero after
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integrating over the space-time.
If we put the Θ-term with Θ = 2piS on a manifold with spatial boundaries, then the
Θ-term can be reduced to the boundary WZW terms with level-S.
∫ L
0
dx
∫
dτ
i2piS
4pi
abcn
a∂xn
b∂τn
c =
∫ 1
0
du
∫
dτ
i2piS
4pi
abcn
a
L∂un
b
L∂τn
c
L
−
∫ 1
0
du
∫
dτ
i2piS
4pi
abcn
a
0∂un
b
0∂τn
c
0 (1.25)
As we derived in Eq. (1.16), a spin-S degree of freedom will have a Berry’s phase of WZW
terms at level-2S, so the boundary of the Θ-term at Θ = 2piS describes a spin-S/2. This
agrees with the AKLT construction, which states that the boundary of spin-1 chain hosts
a spin-1
2
. Therefore, the O(3) NLσM with Θ-term captures the key physics of the 1d SPT
phase. In chapter 2 we further analyse the NLσM and their generalizations to higher
dimensions, and make connections to bosonic SPT phases.
1.4 Outline
Continuous field theories are descriptions of the low energy degrees of freedom in the
long wavelength limit. Many microscopic details of the system are washed out in the
continuum limit, so the field theory accurately captures the universal properties of the
system. Therefore, we use lots of field theoretical methods to study the properties of
symmetry protected topological phases in this dissertation.
In chapter 2, we show that generalized non-linear σ-models with topological Θ-term
are good field theory descriptions of bosonic symmetry protected topological phases.
Based on the general formalism, we provide a new classification scheme for bosonic sym-
metry protected topological phases. This chapter is mostly based on Phys. Rev. B 91,
134404 (2015) and Phys. Rev. B 91, 184404 (2015).
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In chapter 3, we investigate some bulk properties of SPT phases. The first part
is about gauging the symmetry of a SPT phase. It has been shown that introducing
gauge field is an effective theoretical tool to detect the SPT state. We study the gauging
procedure in 2d and 3d bosonic SPT states with non-linear σ-model description and
discuss various exotic statistical properties of gauge fluxes in the bulk SPT. This section
is mostly based on Phys. Rev. B 90, 081110 (2014). In the second part we propose a
new numerical quantity, the strange correlator, that can distinguish topological phases
by their bulk wavefunction. We test the strange correlator on a number of model systems
including some strongly interacting SPT states. This section is mostly based on Phys.
Rev. Lett. 112, 247202 (2014).
In chapter 4, we discuss various surface states of SPT phases. In the first section we
studied an exotic phase transition between the superfluid phase and topological order on
the surface of 3d topological insulators. We design a new large-k expansion method, which
when combined with the newly developed fermion-vortex duality enables us to perform a
controlled renormalization group study of the critical point. This part is based on Phys.
Rev. B 94, 024433 (2016). The second part is about the surface state of a certain class
of 3d bosonic SPT state. We develop techniques to carry out controlled renormalization
group studies of a NLσM with WZW term in (2+1)d. As a result, we find a new quantum
disordered fixed point that describes a new strongly interacting conformal field theory.
This work is based on arXiv:1605.05336. In the third part, a general connection between
Lieb-Schultz-Mattis (LSM) theorem and the surface of symmetry protected topological
phases is pointed out. We focus on SU(N) and SO(N) spin system in 1d, 2d and 3d.
From the SPT perspective, we are able to get new generalized LSM theorems. This part
of our discussion is based on arXiv:1705.00012.
In chapter 5, we proposed an experimental realization of bosonic SPT states. The
key observation is that bosonic SPT can be built from interacting fermionic SPTs. This
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connection is discussed in the first section, and it is based on New J. Phys. 17, 075010
(2015). In the second section, we layout an experimental proposal to realize bosonic
SPT in bilayer graphene system. Experimental signatures for bosonic SPT states are
predicted in Phys. Rev. Lett. 118, 126801 (2017). Finally, the third part is a careful
theoretical study of the bilayer model, in which we discover a multi-layer generalization
to realize bosonic SPT with Sp(N) symmetry (Phys. Rev. B 93, 125101 (2016)).
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Nonlinear σ-Model Formalism for
Bosonic Symmetry Protected
Topological Phases
In this chapter, the content is reprinted with permission from Zhen Bi, Alex Rasmussen,
Kevin Slagle, and Cenke Xu, authors of Phys. Rev. B 91, 134404 (2015) [21] and Phys.
Rev. B 91, 184404 (2015) [22]. Copyright by the American Physical Society.
The concept of SPT phase was pioneered by Wen and his colleagues. A rather
complete periodic table for free fermion SPTs was obtained through the method of K-
theory[23] and also by mapping the boundary of the SPT state to Anderson localization
problem[24]. A mathematical paradigm for bosonic SPT phases was developed by Wen’s
group in Ref. [25, 26] that systematically classified bosonic SPT phases based on the
group cohomology of their symmetry G. But this abstract approach was unable to re-
veal all the physical properties of the SPT phases. In the last few years, SPT phase has
rapidly developed into a very active and exciting field [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34,
35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42], and besides the general mathematical classification, other
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approaches of understanding SPT phases were also taken. In 2d, it was demonstrated
that the SPT phases can be thoroughly classified by the Chern-Simons field theory [31],
although it is unclear how to generalize this approach to 3d. Nonlinear σ-model (NLσM)
field theories were also used to describe some SPT phases in 3d and 2d [33, 32, 34], but
a complete classification based on this field theory is still demanded.
The goal of this chapter is to systematically classify and describe bosonic SPT phases
with various continuous and discrete symmetries in all dimensions, using semiclassical
NLσM field theories. At least in one dimensional systems, semiclassical NLσMs have
been proved successful in describing SPT phases. The O(3) NLσM plus a topological
Θ−term describes a spin-1 Heisenberg chain when Θ = 2pi:
S1d =
∫
dxdτ
1
g
(∂µn)
2 +
i2pi
4pi
abcn
a∂xn
b∂τn
c, (2.1)
and it is well-known that the spin-1 antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model is a SPT phase
with 2-fold degeneracy at each boundary [15, 16, 17, 43, 44, 45].
In this chapter we will discuss SPT phases with symmetry ZT2 , Z2, Z2×Z2, Z2×ZT2 ,
U(1), U(1) × Z2, U(1) o Z2, U(1) × ZT2 , U(1) o ZT2 , Zm, Zm × Z2, Zm o Z2, Zm × ZT2 ,
Zm o ZT2 , SO(3), SO(3) × ZT2 , Z2 × Z2 × Z2. Here we use the standard notation: ZT2
stands for time-reversal symmetry, G× ZT2 and Go ZT2 stand for direct and semidirect
product between unitary group G and time-reversal symmetry. A semidirect product
between two groups means that these two group actions do not commute with each
other. More details will be explained when we discuss the classification of these states.
We will demonstrate that a d−dimensional SPT phase with any symmetry mentioned
above can always be described by an O(d+ 2) NLσM in (d+ 1)-dimensional space-time,
namely all the 1d SPT phases discussed in this paper can be described by Eq. (2.1), all
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the 2d and 3d SPT phases can be described by the following two field theories:
S2d =
∫
d2xdτ
1
g
(∂µn)
2 +
i2pik
Ω3
abcdn
a∂τn
b∂xn
c∂yn
d, (2.2)
S3d =
∫
d3xdτ
1
g
(∂µn)
2 +
i2pi
Ω4
abcden
a∂τn
b∂xn
c∂yn
d∂zn
e, (2.3)
The O(d+ 2) vector is a Landau order parameter with a unit length constraint: |n| = 1.
Ωd is the surface area of a d−dimensional unit sphere. The 2d action Eq. (2.2) has a
level-k in front of its Θ-term, whose reason will be explained later. Different SPT phases
in the same dimension are distinguished by the transformation of the O(d + 2) vector
under the symmetry. The classification of SPT phases on a d-dimensional lattice is given
by all the independent symmetry transformations of n that keep the entire Lagrangian
(including the Θ-term) invariant. This classification rule will be further clarified in the
next section.
An O(d + 2) NLσM can support maximally O(d + 2) symmetry and other discrete
symmetries such as time-reversal. We choose the 17 symmetries listed above, because
they can all be embedded into the maximal symmetry of the field theory, and they are
the most physically relevant symmetries. Of course, if we want to study an SPT phase
with a large Lie group such as SU(N), the above field theories need to be generalized to
NLσM defined with a symmetric space of that Lie group. But for all these physically
relevant symmetries, our NLσM is already sufficient.
In principle, a NLσM describes a system with a long correlation length. Thus a NLσM
plus a Θ-term most precisely describes a SPT phase tuned close to a critical point (but
still in the SPT phase). When a SPT phase is tuned close to a critical point, the NLσM
not only describes its topological properties (e.g. edge states etc.), but also describes its
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dynamics, for example excitation spectrum above the energy gap (much smaller than
the ultraviolet cut-off). When the system is tuned deep inside the SPT phase, namely
the correlation length is comparable with the lattice constant, this NLσM can no longer
describe its dynamics accurately, but since the topological properties of this SPT phase
is unchanged while tuning, these topological properties (like edge states) can still be
described by the NLσM. The NLσM is an effective method of describing the universal
topological properties, as long as we ignore the extra nonuniversal information about
dynamics, such as the exact dispersion of excitations, which depends on the details of
the lattice Hamiltonian and hence is not universal.
Besides the classification, our NLσMs in all dimensions can tell us explicit physical
information about this SPT phase. For example, the boundary states of 1d SPT phases
can be obtained by explicitly solving the field theory reduced to the 0d boundary. The
boundary of a 3d SPT phase could be a 2d topological phase, and the NLσMs can
tell us the quantum number of the anyons of the boundary topological phases. The
boundary topological phases of 3d SPT phases with U(1) and time-reversal symmetry
were discussed in Ref. [32]. We will analyze the boundary topological phases for some
other 3d SPT phases in the current paper.
Our formalism not only can study each individual SPT phase, it also reveals the
relation between different SPT phases. For example, using our formalism we are able
to show that there is a very intriguing relation between SPT phases with U(1) × (o)G
symmetry and SPT phases with Zm×(o)G symmetry, where G is another discrete group
such as Z2, Z
T
2 . Our formalism demonstrates that after breaking U(1) to Zm, whether the
SPT phase survives or not depends on the parity of integer m. We also demonstrate that
when m is an even number, we can construct some extra SPT phases with Zm × (o)G
symmetry that cannot be deduced from SPT phases with U(1) × (o)G symmetry by
breaking U(1) down to Zm. Our field theory also gives many of these SPT states a
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natural “decorated defect” construction, which will be discussed in more detail in the
next section.
In this chapter, we first discuss SPT states within cohomology. It is now understood
that the group cohomology classification is incomplete, and in each dimension there are
a few examples beyond cohomology classification [46, 47, 48]. These beyond-cohomology
states all involve gravitational anomalies [49] or mixed gauge-gravitational anomalies [48].
In the last section of this chapter, we will describe a generalization of our field theory to
the cases that are beyond group cohomology classification.
2.1 Strategy and Clarification
2.1.1 Edge states of NLσMs with Θ-term
In d-dimensional theories Eq. (2.1),2.2 and 2.3 (d denotes the spatial dimension), when
Θ = 2pi, their boundaries are described by (d− 1) + 1-dimensional O(d+ 2) NLσMs with
a Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) term at level-1. When d = 1, the boundary of Eq. (2.1)
with Θ = 2pi is a 0+1d O(3) NLσM with a Wess-Zumino-Witten term at level k = 1 [45]:
Sb =
∫
dτ
1
g
(∂τn)
2 +
∫
dτdu
i2pi
8pi
abcµνn
a∂µn
b∂νn
c. (2.4)
The WZW term involves an extension of n(τ) to n(τ, u):
n(τ, 0) = (0, 0, 1), n(τ, 1) = n(τ). (2.5)
The boundary action Sb describes a point particle moving on a sphere S2, with a 2pi
magnetic flux through the sphere. The ground state of this single particle quantum
mechanics problem is two fold degenerate. The two fold degenerate ground states have
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the following wave functions on the unit sphere:
U = (cos(θ/2)eiφ/2, sin(θ/2)e−iφ/2)t,
n = (sin(θ) cos(φ), sin(θ) sin(φ), cos(θ)) . (2.6)
The boundary doublet U transforms projectively under symmetry of the SPT phase, and
its transformation can be derived explicitly from the transformation of n. For example if
n transforms as n→ −n under time-reversal, then this implies that under time-reversal
φ→ φ, θ → pi + θ, and U → iσyU .
When d = 2, the boundary is a 1+1-dimensional O(4) NLσM with a WZW term at
level k = 1, and it is well-known that this theory is a gapless conformal field theory if the
system has a full O(4) symmetry [50, 51]. The 1d boundary could be gapped but still
degenerate if the symmetry of n is discrete (the degeneracy corresponds to spontaneous
discrete symmetry breaking); when d = 3, the boundary is a 2 + 1d O(5) NLσM with a
WZW at level k = 1, which can be reduced to a 2 + 1d O(4) NLσM with Θ = pi after the
fifth component of n is integrated out [32]. This 2+1d boundary theory should either be
gapless or degenerate, and one particularly interesting possibility is that it can become
a topological order, which will be discussed in more detail in section IIF. Starting with
this topological order, we can prove that this 2 + 1d boundary system cannot be gapped
without degeneracy.
All components of n in Eq. (2.1),2.2 and 2.3 must have a nontrivial transformation
under the symmetry group G, namely it is not allowed to turn on a linear “Zeeman” term
that polarizes any component of n. Otherwise the edge states can be trivially gapped,
and the bulk Θ-term plays no role.
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2.1.2 Phase diagram of NLσMs with a Θ-term
In our classification, the NLσM including its Θ-term is invariant under the symmetry
of the SPT phase, for arbitrary value of Θ. For special values of Θ, such as Θ = kpi
with integer k, some extra discrete symmetry may emerge, but these symmetries are
unimportant to the SPT phase. However, these extra symmetries guarantee that Θ = kpi
is a fixed point under renormalization group (RG) flow. In 1 + 1d NLσMs, the RG flow
of Θ was calculated explicitly in Ref. [52, 53] and it was shown that Θ = 2pik are stable
fixed points, while Θ = (2k + 1)pi are instable fixed points, which correspond to phase
transitions; in higher dimensions, similar explicit calculations are possible, but for our
purposes, we just need to argue that Θ = 2pik are stable fixed points under RG flow.
The bulk spectrum of the NLσM with Θ = 2pik is identical to the case with Θ = 0: in
the quantum disordered phase the bulk of the system is fully gapped without degeneracy.
Now if Θ is tuned away from 2pik: Θ = 2pik ± , this perturbation cannot close the bulk
gap, and since the essential symmetry of the SPT phase is unchanged, the SPT phase
including its edge states should be stable against this perturbation. Thus a SPT phase
corresponds to a finite phase Θ ∈ (2pik − δ1, 2pik + δ2) in the phase diagram.
There is a major difference between Θ-term in NLσM and the Θ-term in the response
action of the external gauge field. In our description, a SPT phase corresponds to the
entire phase whose stable fixed point is at Θ = 2pi (or 2pik with integer k). Tuning slightly
away from these stable fixed points will not break any essential symmetry that protects
the SPT state, and hence it does not change the main physics. The theory will always
flow back to these stable fixed points under RG (this RG flow was computed explicitly
in 1 + 1d in Ref. [52, 53], and a similar RG flow was proposed for higher dimensional
cases [54]). The Θ-term of the external gauge field after integrating out the matter fields
is protected by the symmetry of the SPT phase to be certain discrete value. For example
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Θ = pi for the ordinary 3d topological insulator [55, 56] is protected by time-reversal
symmetry. Tuning Θ away from pi will necessarily break the time-reversal symmetry.
2.1.3 Zk or Z classification?
In the classification table in Ref. [25, 26], one can see that in even dimensions, there
are many SPT states with Z classifications, but in odd dimensions, Z classification never
appears. This fact was a consequence of mathematical calculations in Ref. [25, 26], but
in this section we will give a very simple explanation based on our field theories.
The manifold of O(d+ 2) NLσM is Sd+1, which has a Θ-term in (d+ 1)−dimensional
space-time due to homotopy group pid+1[S
d+1] = Z. However, this does not mean that
the Θ−term will always give us Z classification, because more often than not we can
show that Θ = 0 and Θ = 2pik with certain nonzero integer k can be connected to each
other without any bulk transition.
For example, let us couple two Haldane phases to each other:
Scoupled =
∫
dxdτ
1
g
(∂µn
(1))2 +
i2pi
8pi
abcµνn
(1)
a ∂µn
(1)
b ∂νn
(1)
c +(1→ 2)+A(n(1) ·n(2)). (2.7)
When A < 0, effectively n(1) = n(2) = n, then the system is effectively described by one
O(3) NLσM with Θ = 4pi; while when A > 0, effectively n(1) = −n(2) = n, the effective
NLσM for the system has Θ = 0. When parameter A is tuned from negative to positive,
the bulk gap does not close. The reason is that, since Θ = 2pi in both Haldane phases,
the Θ-term does not affect the bulk spectrum at all. To analyze the bulk spectrum (and
bulk phase transition) while tuning A, we can just ignore the Θ-term. Without the Θ-
term, both theories are just trivial gapped phases, and an inter-chain coupling can not
qualitatively change the bulk spectrum unless it is strong enough to overcome the bulk
gap in each chain. We have explicitly checked this phase diagram using a Monte Carlo
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simulation of two coupled O(3) NLσMs, and the result is exactly the same as what we
would expect from the argument above. Thus the theory with Θ = 4pi and Θ = 0 are
equivalent.
By contrast, if we couple two chains with Θ = pi each, then the cases A > 0 and < 0
correspond to effective Θ = 0 and 2pi respectively, and these two limits are separated by a
bulk phase transition point A = 0, when the system becomes two decoupled chains with
Θ = pi each. And it is well-known that a 1 + 1d O(3) NLσM with Θ = pi is the effective
field theory that describes a spin-1
2
chain [15, 16], and according to the Lieb-Shultz-
Matthis theorem, this theory must be either gapless or degenerate [57]. This conclusion
is consistent with the RG calculation in Ref. [52, 53], and a general nonperturbative
argument in Ref. [54].
In fact when Θ = 4pi the boundary state of Eq. (2.1) is a spin-1 triplet, and by tuning
A, at the boundary there is a level crossing between triplet and singlet, while there is no
bulk transition. This analysis implies that with SO(3) symmetry, 1d spin systems have
two different classes: there is a trivial class with Θ = 4pik, and a nontrivial Haldane class
with Θ = (4k + 2)pi.
If we cannot connect Θ = 4pi to Θ = 0 without closing the bulk gap, then the
classification would be bigger than Z2. For example, let us consider the 2d SPT phase
with U(1) symmetry which was first studied in Ref. [28]. This phase is described by
Eq. (2.2). B ∼ n1 + in2 and B′ ∼ n3 + in4 (n1 · · ·n4 are the four components of O(4)
vector n in Eq. (2.2)) are two complex boson (rotor) fields that transform identically
under the global U(1) symmetry. Now suppose we couple two copies of this systems
together through symmetry allowed interactions:
Scoupled = S1 + S2 + A1B1B†2 + A2B1B′†2 + A3B′1B†2 + A4B′1B′†2 +H.c. (2.8)
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No matter how we tune the parameters Ai, the resulting effective NLσM always has
Θ = 4pi instead of Θ = 0 (this is simply because (−1)2 = (−1)4 = +1). This implies
that we cannot smoothly connect Θ = 4pi to 0 without any bulk transition. Thus the
classification of 2d SPT phases with U(1) symmetry is Z instead of Z2. This is why
in 2d (and all even dimensions), many SPT states have Z classification, while in odd
dimensions there is no Z classification at all, namely all the nontrivial SPT phases in odd
dimensions correspond to Θ = 2pi. Thus in Eq. (2.2) we added a level-k in the Θ-term.
2.1.4 NLσM and “decorated defect” construction of SPT states
Ref. [38] has given us a physical construction of some of the SPT states in terms of the
“decorated domain wall” picture. For example, one of the 3d ZA2 ×ZB2 SPT state can be
constructed as follows: we first break the ZB2 symmetry, then restore the Z
B
2 symmetry
by proliferating the domain wall of ZB2 , and each Z
B
2 domain wall is decorated with a 2d
SPT state with ZA2 symmetry. This state is described by Eq. (2.3) with transformation
ZB2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, na → na(a = 3, 4, 5);
ZA2 : n1,→ n1, na → −na(a = 2, · · · 5). (2.9)
Here ni is the ith component of vector n. To visualize the “decorated domain” wall pic-
ture, we can literally make a domain wall of n1, and consider the following configuration
of vector n: n = (cos θ, sin θN2, sin θN3, sin θN4, sin θN5), where N is a O(4) vector with
unit length, and θ is a function of coordinate z only:
θ(z = +∞) = pi, θ(z = −∞) = 0. (2.10)
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Plug this parametrization of n into Eq. (2.3), and integrate along z direction, the Θ−term
in Eq. (2.3) precisely reduces to the Θ−term in Eq. (2.2) with k = 1, and the O(4) vector
n = N . This is precisely the 2d SPT with Z2 symmetry. This implies that the Z
B
2
domain wall is decorated with a 2d SPT state with ZA2 symmetry.
Many SPT states can be constructed with this decorated domain wall picture. Some
3d SPT states can also be understood as “decorated vortex”, which was first discussed
in [32]. This state has U(1)× ZT2 symmetry, and the vector n transforms as
U(1) : (n1 + in2)→ (n1 + in2)eiθ, n3,4,5 → n3,4,5,
ZT2 : n→ −n. (2.11)
If we make a vortex of the U(1) order parameter (n1, n2), Eq. (2.3) reduces to Eq. (2.1)
with O(3) order parameter (n3, n4, n5). Thus this SPT can be viewed as decorating the
U(1) vortex with a 1d Haldane phase, and then proliferating the vortices.
2.1.5 Independent NLσMs
Let us take the example of 1d SPT phases with Z2×ZT2 symmetry. As we claimed, all
1d SPT phases in this paper are described by the same NLσM Eq. (2.1). With Z2 × ZT2
symmetry, there seems to be three different ways of assigning transformations to n that
make the entire Lagrangian invariant:
(1) : Z2 : n→ n, ZT2 : n→ −n.
(2) : Z2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, n3 → n3
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ZT2 : n→ −n
(3) : Z2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, n3 → n3
ZT2 : n3 → −n3, n1,2 → n1,2. (2.12)
However the NLσMs defined with these three different transformations are not totally
independent from each other. Let us parameterize the O(3) vectors n(i) with transfor-
mations (1), (2) and (3) as:
n(i)(r) = (n
(i)
1 , n
(i)
2 , n
(i)
3 ) =
(
sin(θ(i)r ) cos(φ
(i)
r ), sin(θ
(i)
r ) sin(φ
(i)
r ), cos(θ
(i)
r )
)
, (2.13)
φ
(i)
r and θ
(i)
r are functions of space-time. Under Z2 and Z
T
2 symmetry, θ
(i) and φ(i)
transform as
Z2 : θ
(i) → θ(i),
φ(1) → φ(1), φ(i) → φ(i) + pi, (i = 2, 3);
ZT2 : θ
(i) → pi − θ(i),
φ(i) → φ(i) + pi, (i = 1, 2), φ(3) → φ(3). (2.14)
First of all, since θ(i) have the same transformation for all i, we can turn on strong
coupling between the three NLσMs to make θ(1) = θ(2) = θ(3) = θ. Now we can construct
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n(3) using the parametrization of n(1) and n(2):
n
(3)
1 = sin(θ) cos(φ
(1) + φ(2)),
n
(3)
2 = sin(θ) sin(φ
(1) + φ(2)),
n
(3)
3 = cos(θ). (2.15)
It is straightforward to prove that n(3) defined this way transforms identically with the
case (3) in Eq. (2.12), also the topological number of n(3) in 1 + 1d space-time is the sum
of topological numbers of n(1) and n(2). More explicitly, an instanton of n(a) is a domain
wall of n
(a)
3 decorated with a vortex of φ
(a). As we explained above, with appropriate
coupling between these vectors, we can make θ(1) = θ(2) = θ(3) = θ, and φ(3) = φ(1) +φ(2).
Thus a domain wall of n
(3)
3 is also a domain wall of n
(1)
3 and n
(2)
3 , while the vortex number
of φ(3) is the sum of vortex number of φ(1) and φ(2). Thus the Θ-term of n(3) reduces to
the sum of Θ−terms of n(1) and n(2). In this example we have shown that NLσMs (1)
and (2) in Eq. (2.12) can “merge” into NLσM (3). Thus the three NLσMs defined with
transformations (1), (2) and (3) are not independent from each other. 1 The consequence
of this analysis is that if all three theories exist in one system, although each theory is
a nontrivial SPT phase individually, we can turn on some symmetry allowed couplings
between these NLσMs and cancel the bulk topological terms completely, and drive the
entire coupled system to a trivial state.
Also, for either NLσM (1) or (2) in Eq. (2.12), we can show that Θ(i) = 0 and 4pi
can be connected to each other without a bulk transition (using the same method as
1The “merging” argument is usually easy to implement for systems with simple symmetries, but
we should admit that for higher dimensions and complicated symmetries, the “merging” argument can
become rather involved.
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the previous subsection). Then eventually the 1d SPT phase with Z2 × ZT2 symmetry is
parametrized by two independent Θ-terms, the fixed point values of Θ(1) and Θ(2) can be
either 0 or 2pi, thus this SPT phase has a (Z2)2 classification, which is consistent with
the classification using group cohomology. NLσMs with transformations (1), (2) are two
“root phases” of 1d SPT phases with Z2 × ZT2 symmetry. All the other SPT phases can
be constructed with these two root phases.
For most SPT phases, we can construct the NLσMs using the smallest representa-
tion (fundamental representation) of the symmetry groups G, because usually (but not
always!) NLσMs constructed using higher representations can reduce to constructions
with the fundamental representation with a different Θ. For example, the 1d SPT phase
with U(1)oZ2 symmetry can be described by Eq. (2.1) with the following transformation
U(1) : (n1 + in2)→ eiθ(n1 + in2), n3 → n3,
Z2 : n1 → n1, n2,3 → −n2,3, (2.16)
namely B ∼ (n1 + in2) is a charge-1 boson under the U(1) rotation, and the edge state
of this SPT phase carries charge-1/2 of boson B. We can also construct an O(3) NLσM
using charge-2 boson B′ ∼ (n′1 + in′2) ∼ (n1 + in2)2 that transforms as B′ → B′e2iα, then
mathematically we can demonstrate that the NLσM with Θ = 2pi for order parameter
n′ = (n′1, n
′
2, n3) reduces to a NLσM of n with Θ = 4pi, hence it is a trivial phase.
More explicitly, let us take unit vector n = (sin(θ) cos(φ), sin(θ) sin(φ), cos(θ)), and
vector n′ = (sin(θ) cos(2φ), sin(θ) sin(2φ), cos(θ)), then we can show that when n has
topological number 1 in 1 + 1d space-time, n′ would have topological number 2. This
means that if there is a Θ−term for n′ with Θ = 2pi, it is equivalent to a Θ−term for n
with Θ = 4pi.
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Physically, the edge state of NLσM of n′ with Θ = 2pi carries a half-charge of B′,
which is still a charge-1 object, so it can be screened by another charge-1 boson B. Hence
in this case NLσM constructed using charge-2 boson B′ would be trivial.
However, later we will also show that when the symmetry group involves Zm with
even integer m > 2, then using higher representations of Zm we can construct SPT phases
that cannot be obtained from the fundamental representation of Zm.
2.1.6 Boundary topological order of 3d SPT phases
The (d− 1)-dimensional boundary of a d-dimensional SPT phase must be either de-
generate or gapless. When d = 3, its 2d boundary can spontaneously break the symmetry,
or have a topological order [32]. We can use the bulk field theory Eq. (2.3) to derive the
quantum numbers of the anyons at the boundary.
Let us take the 3d SPT phase with Z2 × ZT2 symmetry as an example. One of the
SPT phases has the following transformations:
Z2 : na → −na(a = 1, · · · 4), n5 → n5;
ZT2 : n→ −n. (2.17)
The 2 + 1d boundary of the system is described by a 2 + 1d O(5) NLσM with a Wess-
Zumino-Witten (WZW) term at level k = 1:
Sb =
∫
d2xdτ
1
g
(∂µn)
2 +
∫ 1
0
du
i2pi
Ω4
abcden
a∂xn
b∂yn
c∂zn
d∂τn
e, (2.18)
where n(x, τ, u) satisfies n(x, τ, 0) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1) and n(x, τ, 1) = n(x, τ). If the time-
reversal symmetry is preserved, namely 〈n5〉 = 0, we can integrate out n5, and Eq. (2.18)
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reduces to a 2+1d O(4) NLσM with Θ = pi:
Sb =
∫
d2xdτ
1
g
(∂µn)
2 +
ipi
Ω3
abcdn
a∂τn
b∂xn
c∂yn
d. (2.19)
In Eq. (2.19) Θ = pi is protected by time-reversal symmetry.
In the following we will argue that the topological terms in Eq. (2.18) and Eq. (2.19)
guarantee that the 2d boundary cannot be gapped without degeneracy. One particularly
interesting possibility of the boundary is a phase with 2d Z2 topological order [32]. A
2d Z2 topological phase has e and m excitations that have mutual semion statistics [58].
The semion statistics can be directly read off from Eq. (2.19): if we define complex boson
fields z1 = n1 +in2 and z2 = n3 +in4, then the Θ−term in Eq. (2.19) implies that a vortex
of (n3, n4) carries half charge of z1, while a vortex of (n1, n2) carries half charge of z2, thus
vortices of z1 and z2 are bosons with mutual semion statistics. This statistics survives
after z1 and z2 are disordered by condensing the double vortex (vortex with vorticity 4pi)
of either z1 or z2 at the boundary, then the disordered phase must inherit the statistics
and become a Z2 topological phase [32]. The vortices of (n1, n2) and (n3, n4) become the
e and m excitations respectively. Normally a vortex defect is discussed in systems with
a U(1) global symmetry. We do not assume such U(1) global symmetry in our case, this
symmetry reduction is unimportant in the Z2 topological phase.
At the vortex core of (n3, n4), namely the m excitation, Eq. (2.18) reduces to a 0 + 1d
O(3) NLσM with a WZW term at level-1 [59]:
Sm =
∫
dτ
1
g
(∂τN )
2 +
∫ 1
0
du
i2pi
8pi
abcµνN
a∂µN
b∂νN
c, (2.20)
whereN ∼ (n1, n2, n5). This 0+1d field theory describes a single particle moving on a 2d
sphere with a magnetic monopole at the origin. It is well known that if there is a SO(3)
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symmetry for N , then the ground state of this 0d problem has two fold degeneracy, with
two orthogonal solutions
um = cos(θ/2)e
iφ/2, vm = sin(θ/2)e
−iφ/2,
N = (sin(θ) cos(φ), sin(θ) sin(φ), cos(θ)) . (2.21)
Likewise, the vortex of (n1, n2) (e excitation) also carries a doublet (ue, ve). Under the
Z2 transformation, φ→ φ+pi, thus ue,m and ve,m carry charge ±1/2 of the Z2 symmetry,
namely under the Z2 transformation:
Z2 : Ue,m → iσzUe,m, (2.22)
where Ue,m = (ue,m, ve,m)
t.
Under time-reversal transformation T , N → −N , θ → θ + pi. Thus the e and m
doublets transform as
ZT2 : Ue,m → iσyUe,m, (2.23)
thus the e and m anyons at the boundary carry projective representation of ZT2 which
satisfies T 2 = −1.
Based on this Z2 topological order, we can derive the phase diagram around the Z2
topological order, and show that this boundary cannot be gapped without degeneracy.
For example, starting with a 2d Z2 topological order, one can condense either e or m exci-
tation and kill the topological degeneracy. However, because Ue,m transform nontrivially
under the symmetry group, condensate of either e or m will always spontaneously break
certain symmetry and lead to degeneracy. For example, the condensate of e excitation
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has nonzero expectation value of (n3, n4, n5) ∼ U †eσUe, which necessarily spontaneously
breaks the Z2 or Z
T
2 symmetry.
We also note that one bulk BSPT state can have different boundary states, which
depends on the details of the boundary Hamiltonian. Recently a different boundary
topological order of BSPT state was derived in Ref. [60], but the bulk state is the same
as ours.
2.1.7 Rule of classification
With all these preparations, we are ready to lay out the rules of our classification:
1. In d-dimensional space, all the SPT phases discussed in this paper are described
by a (d+1)-dimensional O(d+2) NLσM with a Θ-term. The O(d+2) vector field n is an
order parameter, namely it must carry a nontrivial representation of the given symmetry.
In other words, no component of the vector field transforms completely trivially under
the symmetry, because otherwise it is allowed to turn on a strong linear “Zeeman” term
to the trivial component, and then the system will become a trivial direct product state.
2. The classification is given by all the possible independent symmetry transforma-
tions on vector order parameter n that keep the Θ-term invariant, for arbitrary value of
Θ. Independent transformations mean that any NLσM defined with one transformation
cannot be obtained by “merging” two (or more) other NLσMs defined with other trans-
formations. SPT phases constructed using independent NLσMs are called “root phases”.
All the other SPT phases can be constructed with these root phases.
3. With a given symmetry, and given transformation of n, if Θ = 2pik and Θ = 0 can
be connected without a bulk transition, this transformation will contribute classification
Zk; otherwise the transformation will contribute classification Z.
Using the rule and strategy discussed in this section, we can obtain the classification
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of all SPT phases in all dimensions. The final classification of the SPT phases we obtained
is consistent to the classification based on group cohomology [25, 26].
2.2 Full classification of BSPT phases
Let us carefully discuss (1 + 1)d BSPT phases with Z2 × Z2 × ZT2 symmetry as an
example in the following section. And then we list our classification results for the 17
different symmetry classes in Table 2.1. The root states for each of the symmetry classes
are given in the appendix.
2.2.1 Example: 1d BSPT phase with Z2 × Z2 × ZT2 symmetry
These SPT phases were discussed very thoroughly in Ref. [61]. There are in total 16
different phases (including the trivial phase). The goal of this section is to show that all
these phases can be described by the same equation Eq. (2.1) with certain transformation
of n, and the projective representation of the boundary states given in Ref. [61] can be
derived explicitly using Eq. (2.6).
For the consistency of notation in this paper, Rz and Rx in Ref. [61] will be labelled
ZA2 and Z
B
2 here. Let us consider one example, namely Eq. (2.1) with the following
transformation:
ZA2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, n3 → n3;
ZB2 : n2,3 → −n2,3, n1 → n1;
ZT2 : n2 → −n2, n1,3 → n1,3. (2.24)
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Now let us parametrize n as
n = (sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ) , (2.25)
then θ and φ transform as
ZA2 : θ → θ, φ→ φ+ pi,
ZB2 : θ → pi − θ, φ→ −φ,
ZT2 : θ → θ, φ→ −φ. (2.26)
These transformations lead to the following projective transformation of edge state
Eq. (2.6):
ZA2 : U → iσzU,
ZB2 : U → σxU,
ZT2 : U → U. (2.27)
Thus this NLσM corresponds to phase E5 in Ref. [61].
The 16 phases in Ref. [61] correspond to the following transformations of O(3) vector
n:
E0 : Trivial phase, Θ = 0;
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E ′0 : Z
A
2 , Z
B
2 : n→ n, ZT2 : n→ −n;
E1 : Z
A
2 : n→ n,
ZB2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, n3 → n3,
ZT2 : n→ −n,
E ′1 : Z
A
2 : n→ n,
ZB2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, n3 → n3,
ZT2 : n1,2 → n1,2, n3 → −n3;
E3 : Z
B
2 : n→ n,
ZA2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, n3 → n3,
ZT2 : n→ −n,
E ′3 : Z
B
2 : n→ n,
ZA2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, n3 → n3,
ZT2 : n1,2 → n1,2, n3 → −n3;
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E5 : Z
A
2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, n3 → n3;
ZB2 : n2,3 → −n2,3, n1 → n1;
ZT2 : n2 → −n2, n1,3 → n1,3;
E ′5 : E5 ⊕ E ′0;
E7 : Z
A
2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, n3 → n3,
ZB2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, n3 → n3,
ZT2 : n1,2 → n1,2, n3 → −n3;
E ′7 : Z
A
2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, n3 → n3,
ZB2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, n3 → n3,
ZT2 : n→ −n;
E9 : Z
A
2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, n3 → n3;
ZB2 : n2,3 → −n2,3, n1 → n1;
ZT2 : n3 → −n3, n1,2 → n1,2;
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E ′9 : E9 ⊕ E ′0,
E11 : Z
A
2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, n3 → n3;
ZB2 : n2,3 → −n2,3, n1 → n1;
ZT2 : n1 → −n1, n2,3 → n2,3;
E ′11 : E11 ⊕ E ′0;
E13 : Z
A
2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, n3 → n3;
ZB2 : n2,3 → −n2,3, n1 → n1;
ZT2 : n→ −n;
E ′13 : E13 ⊕ E ′0. (2.28)
All the phases except for the trivial phase E0 have Θ = 2pi in Eq. (2.1). Here E5⊕E ′0
means it is a spin ladder with symmetry allowed weak interchain couplings, and the two
chains are E5 phase and E
′
0 phase respectively. For all the 16 phases above, we can
compute the projective representations of the boundary states using Eq. (2.6), and they
all precisely match with the results in Ref. [61].
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Symmetry Group 1 + 1d 2 + 1d 3 + 1d
Z2 Z1 Z2 Z1
ZT2 Z2 Z1 Z2
U(1) Z1 Z Z1
U(1)o Z2 Z2 Z× Z2 Z2
U(1)× Z2 Z1 Z× (Z2)2 Z1
U(1)o ZT2 Z2 Z2 (Z2)2
U(1)× ZT2 (Z2)2 Z1 (Z2)3
Z2 × Z2 Z2 (Z2)3 (Z2)2
Z2 × ZT2 (Z2)2 (Z2)2 (Z2)3
Zm Z1 Zm Z1
Zm o Z2 Z(2,m) Zm × Z2 × Z(2,m) (Z(2,m))2
Zm × Z2 Z(2,m) Zm × Z2 × Z(2,m) (Z(2,m))2
Zm o ZT2 Z2 × Z(2,m) (Z(2,m))2 Z2 × (Z(2,m))2
Zm × ZT2 Z2 × Z(2,m) (Z(2,m))2 Z2 × (Z(2,m))2
SO(3) Z2 Z Z1
SO(3)× ZT2 (Z2)2 Z2 (Z2)3
Z2 × Z2 × Z2 (Z2)3 (Z2)7 (Z2)8
Table 2.1: BSPT classification from NLσM method. Our results completely agree
with the group cohomology classification given in Ref [25, 26]. (m,n) is the greatest
common divisor of m and n.
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2.2.2 Summary and comments
In this part we systematically classified and described bosonic SPT phases with a large
set of physically relevant symmetries for all physical dimensions. We have demonstrated
that all the SPT phases discussed in this paper can be described by three universal
NLσMs Eq. (2.1), 2.2 and 2.3, and the classification of these SPT phases based on NLσMs
is completely identical to the group cohomology classification [25, 26]. However, we have
not built the general connection between these two classifications, and it is likely that
SPT phases with some other symmetry groups (for example symmetry much larger than
O(d + 2)) can no longer be described by these three NLσMs any more. In Ref. [33, 34],
SPT phases that involve a large symmetry group PSU(N)= SU(N)/ZN were discussed,
and in these systems it was necessary to introduce NLσMs with a larger target manifold.
But it is likely that all the SPT phases with arbitrary symmetry groups (continuous or
discontinuous) can be described by a NLσM with certain continuous target manifold.
Our NLσM can also be very conveniently generalized to the cases that involve lattice
symmetry such as inversion, as was discussed in Ref. [62], as long as we require our order
parameter n transform nontrivially under lattice symmetry. We leave a thorough study
of SPT states involving lattice symmetry to future studies.
2.3 Bosonic symmetry protected topological states
beyond group cohomology classification
There are roughly two types of BSPT states, their mathematical difference is whether
they can be classified and described by group cohomology [25, 26] and semiclassical non-
linear sigma model field theory [63]. For example, the well-known E8 bosonic short range
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entangled (BSRE) state 2 [64, 65] in 2d space, and its higher dimensional generaliza-
tions [49] cannot be classified by group cohomology.
Any nontrivial SPT state’s boundary state cannot exist by itself, as long as the system
preserves the necessary symmetry. This means that the boundary of a SPT state must
be “anomalous”. The relation between boundary anomaly and bulk SPT states has
been studied systematically in Ref. [66]. If a nontrivial SRE state does not need any
symmetry to protect its boundary, then its boundary must have gravitational anomaly.
The 2d p + ip topological superconductor, and the 2d E8 state both have chiral edge
states, which lead to gravitational anomaly. Analogues of 2d E8 state can be found in all
even spatial dimensions. In every (4k+ 2)d space (or equivalently (4k+ 3)d space-time),
there is a BSRE state with Z classification described by action [49]
S(4k+3)d =
∫
iKIJ
4pi
CI ∧ dCJ , (2.29)
where CI is a 2k+1 form antisymmetric gauge field, and KIJ is the Cartan matrix of the
E8 group. These states have bosonic 2k−dimensional membrane excitations in the bulk,
and perturbative gravitational anomalies at the boundary [49, 67]; In every (4k + 4)d
space (or equivalently (4k+ 5)d space-time), there is a BSRE state with Z2 classification
described by action
S(4k+5)d =
∫
iKIJ
4pi
BI ∧ dBJ , (2.30)
where BI is a 2k + 2 form antisymmetric gauge field, and KIJ = iσy. This theory with
k = 0 (4d space) has been studied carefully in Ref. [68], and it was demonstrated that
2In this section, we define short range entangled state as systems with gapped and nondegenerate
bulk spectrum, namely it has no topological entanglement entropy. In our definition, SRE states include
SPT states as a subset.
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its 3d boundary is an “all fermion” 3d QED [37] which cannot be independently realized
in 3d space, and it has a global gravitational anomaly [48].
As was pointed out by Ref. [46, 47], the state Eq. (2.30) can also have a time-reversal
symmetry. For instance, this action is invariant under ZT2 : i→ −i, (B1, B2)→ (B2, B1).
But this state is also stable if the time-reversal symmetry is broken. In this section, we
will only count this state as a BSRE state without any symmetry.
All these BSRE states in even spatial dimensions have their descendant BSPT states
in higher dimensions. All these descendant BSPT states are also beyond the group
cohomology classification. Recently, a systematic mathematical formalism for BSRE
and BSPT states has been proposed in Ref. [69], which was based on cohomology of
G × SO(∞), where G is the symmetry group, and SO(∞) is supposed to describe the
gravitational anomaly. The purpose of the current section is to give a physical construc-
tion and field theory description of BSPT states beyond the ordinary group cohomology
classification.
2.3.1 General constructions
We will view the BSRE states without any symmetry in even spatial dimensions
(Eq. (2.29) and Eq. (2.30)) as base states. Our general strategy for constructing other
beyond-Group-Cohomology BSPT states, is to first break part or all of the symmetry
by condensing an ordinary Landau order parameter, then proliferating/condensing the
topological defects of the Landau order parameter. The nontrivial BSPT state and the
trivial state are distinguished by the nature of the topological defects: nontrivial BSPT
states corresponds to the case where the defects are decorated with the BSRE states
in Eq. (2.29) or Eq. (2.30). The first example of such beyond-Group-Cohomology BSPT
state, which is protected by Time Reversal Symmetry T , was discovered in Ref. [32].
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This state can be constructed by proliferating T -breaking domain walls decorated with
the 2d E8 state. The topological term in the field theory Lagrangian density that encodes
the decoration reads:
LZT23+1d =
i2pi
2pi
ndn ∧ K
IJ
E8
8pi2
CI ∧ dCJ = idθ ∧ K
IJ
E8
8pi2
CI ∧ dCJ = −iθK
IJ
E8
8pi2
dCI ∧ dCJ (2.31)
where the O(2) vector n is parametrized as n = (cos θ, sin θ). The T -symmetry trans-
formation is
ZT2 : (n1, n2)→ (n1,−n2),
θ → −θ (2.32)
One can verify that the Eq. (2.31) is time-reversal invariant. Also, if we keep time-reversal
invariance, then 〈n2〉 = 0, namely 〈θ〉 = 0 or pi, which precisely corresponds to the trivial
and nontrivial BSPT state discussed in Ref. [32]. Meanwhile, across a T -breaking domain
wall, θ continuously changes from −pi + 0+ to pi + 0−. After integrating over the normal
direction, the effective field theory left on the domain wall precisely describes a 2d E8
state.
The idea of “decorated domain wall” construction of SPT states was further explored
in Ref. [38]. Domain wall of Z2 or time-reversal symmetry is the simplest kind of topo-
logical defect. In our work, we will construct beyond-group-cohomology BSPT states
using more general topological defects of other symmetry groups. Here we want to clar-
ify that in our current work the concept “topological defect” refers to a topologically
stable configurations of Landau order parameter n in d−dimensional space Rd with a
singularity I, and the singularity can be viewed as the boundary of Rd−I. The Landau
order parameter n has a soliton configuration on Rd − I, which has no singularity any
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more. For example, in 2d space a vortex core is a singularity at the origin (0, 0), and it
can be viewed as the boundary of R2 − (0, 0), which is topologically equivalent to a ring
S1. A vortex configuration corresponds to a 1d soliton on S1, based on the simple fact
pi1[S
1] = Z. In 3d space a hedgehog monopole core is again a singularity at (0, 0, 0), and
a hedgehog monopole corresponds to a soliton on space R3 − (0, 0, 0), based on the fact
pi2[S
2] = Z.
In general, the field theories we will discuss in this work is a combination of the Θ-
term of n discussed in Ref. [63] and Chern-Simons form of CI or BI in Eq. (2.29),2.30.
The explicitly form of the topological term in D−dimensional space-time is:
LDd,A = iΘ
ΩD−(4k+4)
n dn ∧ ... ∧ dn︸ ︷︷ ︸
D−(4k+4)
∧K
IJ
8pi2
dCI ∧ dCJ , (2.33)
LDd,B = iΘ
ΩD−(4k+6)
n dn ∧ ... ∧ dn︸ ︷︷ ︸
D−(4k+6)
∧(iσ
y)IJ
8pi2
dBI ∧ dBJ , (2.34)
where n is a Landau order parameter with a unit length. ΩD = VD×D!, VD is the volume
of the unit D-dimensional sphere. Here we assume all components of order parameter n
transform nontrivially under the symmetry group.
The equations above are also effectively equivalent to the two equations in the follows:
LDd,A = iΘ
ΩD−(4k+3)
n dn ∧ ... ∧ dn︸ ︷︷ ︸
D−(4k+3)
∧K
IJ
8pi2
CI ∧ dCJ . (2.35)
LDd,B = iΘ
ΩD−(4k+5)
n dn ∧ ... ∧ dn︸ ︷︷ ︸
D−(4k+5)
∧(iσ
y)IJ
8pi2
BI ∧ dBJ , (2.36)
where the component n1 does not transform under any symmetry group, but the rest of
the components all transform nontrivially. The equivalence between the two descriptions
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above can be made explicit by parametrizing n as: n = (cos θ, sin θn2, sin θn3, · · · ), then
following the derivation in Eq. (2.31), because the desired BSPT state is fully symmetric,
〈θ〉 must be either 0 or pi, which corresponds to the trivial state and nontrivial BSPT
state respectively. And with 〈θ〉 = pi, Eq. (2.35),2.36 return to Eq. (2.33) and 2.34.
All the terms above are “topological” in the sense that they are invariant under local
coordinate transformation, because they do not involve the metric. We only wrote down
the most important topological terms explicitly, but the readers should be reminded that
there are other terms that guarantee the system is in a fully gapped and nondegenerate
phase. For example, we need a term 1/g(∂µn)
2 in the field theory to control the dynamics
of n, and we must keep g large enough to disorder n; we also need a BF theory term[32]
∼ (dB)2 + 1
2pi
B ∧ dC to gap out all the excitations of the CI field.
Naively, we can also write down the following field theory, with all n components
transforming non-trivially under symmetry:
L = iΘ
Ω
ndn ∧ ... ∧ dn ∧ K
IJ
8pi2
CI ∧ dCJ .
For example, we can write down such field theory in 3 + 1d space-time, with n being
an O(2) vector, and CI a one form vector gauge field. Then the physical meaning of
this field theory is that, the vortex core of n will host the boundary state of the 2d E8
state, which must be gapless. Then this means that we can never achieve a fully gapped
nondegenerate state by proliferating the vortex loops. Thus this field theory will always
be gapless, unless we explicitly break the U(1) symmetry of n. Therefore this field theory
describes the boundary of a 4d space, rather than a 3d bulk state.
For field theories in Eq. 2.33 and 2.34, in general we consider fixed points Θ = 2pip
with p ∈ Z. However, this does not mean that we have a Z classified state. If we can
show that two field theories, Θ = 0 and Θ = 2piq with certain q ∈ Z, can be smoothly
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connected without closing the bulk gap, then they must be in the same phase. In that
case, the classification will be reduced to Zq.
Because our field theory is constructed with order parameter n and Chern-Simons
form of CI or BI , the classification will depend on both sectors.
For pure C∧dC theory, the classification is Z, because its boundary state has pertur-
bative gravitational anomaly [67, 49], which has Z classification. Then the classification
of the mixed field theory of n and CI only depends on the n sector.
For instance, we can take Eq. (2.31) as an example. Take two copies of the field
theories and couple them to each other:
L = i2pi
2pi
n(1)dn(1) ∧
KIJE8
8pi2
CI(1) ∧ dCJ(1) + (1→ 2) + βn2,(1) · n2,(2) + λdCI(1) ∧ ?dCI(2), (2.37)
where ? is the Hodge star operator. Now we fix λ at a negative value, and tune β from
negative to positive. With negative β, effectively n(1) and n(2) will align with each other,
thus n2,(1) = n2,(2), C(1) = C(2), then the two theories will “constructively interfere”
with each other, and the final theory effectively has Θ = 4pi; with positive β, effectively
n2,(1) = −n2,(2), C(1) = C(2), thus the two theories will “destructively interfere” with each
other, and the final theory effectively has Θ = 0. Because both theories are fully gapped
and nondegenerate in the bulk, tuning the coupling between them does not close the bulk
gap (as long as the coupling is not too strong to overcome the bulk gap), thus the two
effective coupled theories with Θ = 0 and Θ = 4pi are smoothly connected without going
through a bulk phase transition. Therefore the classification for the state Eq. (2.31) is
Z2.
By contrast, let us consider a U(1) BSPT in 4d space with the following field theory:
LU(1)4+1d =
i2pi
2pi
ndn ∧ K
IJ
E8
8pi2
dCI ∧ dCJ . (2.38)
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Symmetry 3 + 1d 4 + 1d 5 + 1d 6 + 1d
U(1) 0 Z 0 Z× Z2
Z2 0 Z2 Z2 Z22
ZT2 Z2 0 Z22 Z2
U(1)o ZT2 Z2 Z Z22 Z32 (Z42)
U(1)× ZT2 Z2 0 Z32 Z22 (Z32)
U(1)o Z2 0 Z2 Z22 Z× Z32
U(1)× Z2 0 Z× Z2 Z2 Z× Z42
Table 2.2: BSPT beyond Group Cohomology constructed from decorated topological
defects. Please note that the states within group cohomology classification is not listed
here. The case for U(1) × Z2 symmetry was not discussed in Ref. [69]. Our results
largely agree with Ref. [69]. The results in Ref. [69] that do not fully agree with ours
are highlighted in red.
The U(1) symmetry acts as U(1) : (n1 +in2)→ eiφ(n1 +in2). Imagine we have two copies
of the theory, the only U(1) symmetry allowed coupling between these two theories would
be βn(1) · n(2). Then for either sign of β, i.e. for either n(1) ∼ n(2) or n(1) ∼ −n(2), the
final effective theory always has Θ = 4pi (simply because (−1)2 = +1). Thus there is no
symmetry allowed coupling that can continuously connect Θ = 4pi to Θ = 0. Therefore
the classification for this U(1) BSPT state is Z.
For pure B ∧ dB theory, the classification is Z2 [68], therefore the classification of the
mixed state can only be Z2 or trivial depending on the classification on the n sector.
2.3.2 Classification
We study examples of beyond-group-cohomology BSPT states with various symme-
tries up to 6 + 1d space-time dimensions. All these states are constructed with Landau
order parameters and the 2d E8 state or the 4d BSRE state in Eq. (2.30). Our results
are summarized in Table 2.2. Our results are mostly consistent with results in Ref. [69],
exceptions are highlighted in red in the table. The detailed construction of field theories
for each case can be found in the appendix.
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Bulk Properties of Symmetry
Protected Topological Phases
In this chapter, the contents, excerpts and figures are reprinted with permission from
Zhen Bi, Yi-Zhuang You, Alex Rasmussen, Kevin Slagle, and Cenke Xu, authors of
Phys. Rev. B 90, 081110 (2014) [70] and Phys. Rev. Lett. 112, 247202 (2014) [71].
Copyright by the American Physical Society.
3.1 Anyon and loop braiding statistics in field theo-
ries with a topological Θ-term
One of the key properties of topological states is that, the gapped topological excita-
tions above the ground state can have nontrivial braiding statistics. In both 2d and 3d,
all discrete lattice gauge theories have a deconfined topological phase [72]. 2d discrete
gauge theories have point particle topological excitations, while 3d discrete gauge theo-
ries have both particle excitations and loop excitations which correspond to gauge charge
and gauge flux loop respectively. The simplest lattice discrete gauge theory (which we
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call “plain gauge theory”) already has nontrivial braiding statistics [58]. More exotic
gauge theories can be constructed by coupling the plain gauge theory to matter fields,
and drive the matter fields into certain nontrivial short range entangled (SRE) state or
symmetry protected topological (SPT) phase [25, 26]. For example, once we couple a 2d
p + ip topological superconductor to a Z2 gauge field, then the vison of the gauge field
would acquire a Majorana fermion zero mode, which will grant the vison a nonabelian
statistics [73, 64]. Also, if we couple a 2d bosonic SPT phase with Z2 symmetry to a
Z2 lattice gauge theory, the lattice gauge theory will have both semion and anti-semion
excitations [27], which is different from a plain lattice gauge theory.
Recently these results have been generalized to 3d systems. It was demonstrated
that once a 3d lattice discrete gauge theory is coupled to a 3d SPT state, the loop
excitations (fluctuating gauge flux loops) would acquire nontrivial multi-loop braiding
statistics [74, 75, 76, 77], in addition to the standard particle-loop statistics of the plain
gauge theory. For example when loop-B and loop-C are both linked to loop-A, namely
none of the loops is contractible, the system wave function could acquire a universal
phase angle after braiding loop-C through loop-B as shown in Fig. 3.1(a). These braiding
statistics can be used as a diagnostics for SPT phases [74].
ΘBC,A
A
BC
HaL
Τ
A B
HbL
Figure 3.1: (Color online.) (a) Three-loop braiding process. The loops A, B and C
are colored blue, red and green respectively. The braiding path of loop-C is indicated
by the dotted arrow curve. (b) Two-loop linking in the (2 + 1)d space-time, which
corresponds to creating a pair of ZA2 and Z
B
2 visons, and annihilating them after
braiding one ZA2 and one Z
B
2 visons. The time τ is along the vertical direction. The
inset shows the local cylindrical coordinate system around a segment of the ZA2 vison
loop.
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Besides the standard group cohomology description of SPT phases introduced in
Ref. [25, 26], it was pointed out in Ref. [32, 33, 35, 63] that the bosonic SPT phases can
also be described by semiclassical nonlinear sigma model (NLSM) field theories with a
topological Θ-term. In this theory all the field variables are fluctuating Landau order
parameters that trciteansform nontrivially under global symmetry. The goal of this
section is to demonstrate that the nontrivial statistics between topological excitations
after coupling the SPT phases to a discrete gauge theory can also be described and
calculated using this NLSM field theory. Basically the braiding phase factor comes from
the Θ−term in the field theory, as long as we carefully analyze the field configuration in
the space-time which corresponds to the braiding process. The NLSM field theory with a
topological term can be viewed as the continuum limit field theory description for these
braiding statistics.
3.1.1 2d anyon statistics
We will first look at 2d systems, and as an example let us start with the 2d SPT state
with ZA2 × ZB2 symmetry, which can be described by the following (2 + 1)d O(4) NLSM
with a Θ-term at Θ = 2pi [63]:
S =
∫
d2xdτ
1
g
(∂µn)
2 +
iΘ
Ω3
abcdn
a∂xn
b∂yn
c∂τn
d, (3.1)
where n is a four component vector with unit length, and Ω3 = 2pi
2 is the volume of a
three dimensional sphere with unit radius. Under the ZA2 × ZB2 symmetry, the vector n
transforms as
ZA2 : n
1, n2 → −n1,−n2, n3, n4 → n3, n4;
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ZB2 : n
1, n2 → n1, n2, n3, n4 → −n3,−n4. (3.2)
Now let us couple the vector n to a ZA2 × ZB2 gauge field. The excitations that will
have nontrivial braiding statistics are the vison excitations (pi-gauge flux) of gauge fields
ZA2 and Z
B
2 . Let us consider the following braiding process: one pair of Z
A
2 visons
and one pair of ZB2 visons are created in space at one instance in time, then they are
annihilated at another later instance after braiding one ZA2 vison with one Z
B
2 vison.
In the (2 + 1)d space-time, this process corresponds to one linking between ZA2 and Z
B
2
vison loops, as shown in Fig. 3.1(b). Because the Z2 gauge fields are coupled to the four-
component vector n, the ZA2 vison is bound with a±1/2-vortex of (n1, n2), while ZB2 vison
is bound with a ±1/2-vortex of (n3, n4). Then the braiding process in the space-time
can be viewed as a linking configuration between (n1, n2) half-vortex loop and (n3, n4)
half-vortex loop. Due to the Θ-term in Eq. (3.1), this configuration will contribute a
phase factor exp(±ipi/2) = ±i to the action, which implies the mutual braiding statistics
between the ZA2 vison and Z
B
2 vison.
To calculate this phase factor explicitly, let us first consider a finite segment of ZA2
vison loop along the τˆ direction. A vison is always bound with either 1/2-vortex or −1/2-
vortex of (n1, n2). Around this segment, the O(4) vector n has the following configuration
with cylindrical coordinate (r, φ, τ) (x = r cosφ, y = r sinφ, see Fig. 3.1(b) inset):
n1 = sinα(r) cos f(φ),
n2 = sinα(r) sin f(φ),
n3 = cosα(r)N1(τ),
n4 = cosα(r)N2(τ),
(3.3)
where N = (N1, N2) is an O(2) unit vector |N |2 = 1. N is a function of τ only. α(r)
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is a nonnegative continuous function that satisfies α(0) = 0, α(∞) = pi/2. Along the τˆ
axis, i.e. r = 0, we have (n3, n4) = N . Using this configuration, we can compute the
Θ-term:
∫
d2xdτ
2pii
Ω3
abcdn
a∂xn
b∂yn
c∂τn
d =
∫ 2pi
0
dφ ∂φf
∫
dτ
i
2pi
abN
a∂τN
b. (3.4)
If n1 and n2 form a full vortex line along the τˆ axis, namely f(φ) ∼ φ, the O(4) Θ-term
reduces to a 1d O(2) NLSM with Θ = 2pi. If there is a ZA2 vison line along the τˆ axis, i.e.
n1 and n2 form a ±1/2-vortex line along τˆ axis, namely f(φ) ∼ ±φ/2, then the (2 + 1)d
O(4) NLSM reduces to a 1d O(2) NLSM of vector N with Θ = ±pi. Now let us consider
two linked vison loops, and in Eq. (3.4) τ becomes the parameter along the ZA2 vison
loop. Since the two loops are linked, vector N will have a ±1/2-vortex winding along
ZA2 vison loop:
∮
dτ abN
a∂τN
b = ±pi. (3.5)
Combining Eq. (3.4) and Eq. (3.5) together, we conclude that this linking configuration
(which corresponds to a braiding process in the space-time) would contribute factor ±i
to the action. In other words, the linking configuration in Fig. 3.1(b) corresponds to
±1/4-instanton of the four component vector n in the (2 + 1)d space-time.
Now let us consider a 2d SPT state with Z2 global symmetry only, and couple it to
a Z2 gauge field. This SPT state can be described by the same field theory Eq. (3.1),
and under the Z2 symmetry n→ −n. A vison of this Z2 gauge field can be viewed as a
bound state between the ZA2 vison and Z
B
2 vison discussed previously. Then the linking
configuration in Fig. 3.1(b) can be interpreted as creating a pair of visons, self-twisting
one vison by 2pi, then annihilating them. The phase ±i corresponds to topological spin-
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±1/4 of the vison, which is consistent with the semion and anti-semion statistics of the
vison proved in Ref. [27].
All the analysis above can be straightforwardly generalized to ZN gauge theory cou-
pled to a 2d ZN SPT state. The 2d ZN SPT state is described by the same field theory
Eq. (3.1) [63], where Θ = 2pik, k = 0, 1, · · · , (N − 1). The same analysis above leads to
the result that the topological spin of the 2pi/N flux excitations can be k/N2, namely
self-twisting such excitation will grant its wave function a phase exp(2piik/N2).
3.1.2 3d loop statistics
Now we consider 3d bosonic SPT states with ZA2 × ZB2 × ZC2 symmetry. In terms of
field theory, one of these SPT states is described by the following (3 + 1)d O(5) NLSM:
S =
∫
d3xdτ
1
g
(∂µn)
2 +
iΘ
Ω4
abcden
a∂xn
b∂yn
c∂zn
d∂τn
e, (3.6)
where Ω4 = 8pi
2/3 is the volume of a four dimensional sphere with unit radius. Under
the ZA2 × ZB2 × ZC2 symmetry, the five component vector n transforms as
ZA2 : n
1, n2 → −n1,−n2, n3,4,5 → n3,4,5;
ZB2 : n
2, n3 → −n2,−n3, n1,4,5 → n1,4,5;
ZC2 : n
4, n5 → −n4,−n5, n1,2,3 → n1,2,3.
(3.7)
Now let us couple this SPT state to ZA2 ×ZB2 ×ZC2 gauge field, and consider the statistics
between the three loops in Fig. 3.1(a), in which the base loop is a vison loop of ZA2 gauge
field, and it is linked with vison loops of both ZB2 and Z
C
2 gauge fields.
A vison loop can be bound with either a +1/2-vortex or −1/2-vortex, both cases
exist in the system, and they correspond to different excitations. As an example let us
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Figure 3.2: (Color online.) The space-time configuration of N ∼ (n1, n4, n5) on the
world sheet of the ZB2 vison loop (in red) as the Z
C
2 vison loop (in green) braiding
around it. Each red line is a time slice, at which moment the corresponding three-loop
configuration is shown below.
study the braiding statistics of vison loops bound with +1/2-vortex. The choice of +1/2
vortex gives each vison loop an orientation, as marked out in Fig. 3.1(a). Let us first look
at the ZB2 vison loop. Following the same calculation as Eq. (3.4), because Z
B
2 vison loop
is bound with a half-vortex loop of (n2, n3), the O(5) NLSM with Θ = 2pi is reduced to
an O(3) NLSM with Θ = pi in the (1 + 1)d world-sheet of the ZB2 vison loop, and the
three component vector on this world sheet is N ∼ (n1, n4, n5):
S1d,B =
∫
dxdτ
1
g
(∂µN )
2 +
ipi
4pi
abcN
a∂xN
b∂τN
c. (3.8)
On the (1+1)d world sheet of ZB2 vison loop, the braiding between Z
B
2 and Z
C
2 vison loops
corresponds to the space-time configuration N (x, τ) in Fig. 3.2, and this configuration
carries 1/2 O(3) instanton number, thus it will contribute a factor i to the action. This
implies that the three-loop braiding statistics angle is θBC,A = pi/2. The statistics angle
θAC,B can be calculated in the same way after interchanging n1 and n3 in the O(5) vector,
which will lead to factor −1 due to the antisymmetrization in the Θ-term in Eq. (3.6).
Thus θAC,B = −pi/2.
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Figure 3.3: (Color online.) (a) Braiding a link of the ZB2 and Z
C
2 vison loops with the
ZA2 vison loop also accumulates the phase θBC,A. (b,c) The three-loop braiding process
that corresponds to the statistic angle θAC,B (θAB,C). The light blue torus indicates
the surface traced out by the ZA2 vison loop through the braiding processes, which can
be considered as the Gaussian surface that measures the ZA2 charge enclosed. Small
arrows on the loops mark out the loop orientation.
The loop braiding statistics can also be understood in a different way. Ref. [78] pointed
out that the three-loop braiding in Fig. 3.1(a) can also be viewed as a link of the ZB2 and
ZC2 vison loops braiding with the Z
A
2 vison loop, as illustrated in Fig. 3.3(a). This link-
loop braiding statistics can be described by the NLSM as well. As the vison link braid
through the vison loop, the space-time configuration of the O(5) vector n around the
vison link can be described as following:
n1 = cosα(τ),
n2 = sinα(τ)N1(x, y, z),
n3 = sinα(τ)N2(x, y, z),
n4 = sinα(τ)N3(x, y, z),
n5 = sinα(τ)N4(x, y, z),
(3.9)
where N = (N1, N2, N3, N4) is an O(4) unit vector |N |2 = 1 that describes the config-
uration of the (linked) half-vortex loops bound to the vison loops of ZB2 and Z
C
2 . The
time τ (running from 0 to 1) parameterizes a full braiding of the ZB2 × ZC2 vison link
with the ZA2 vison loop. Suppose the n
1 component is energetically more favored, then
the ZA2 branch cut disk bordered by the Z
A
2 vison loop will be bound with a n
1 domain
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wall. Let the braiding of the ZB2 × ZC2 vison link initiates from one side of the domain
wall, and ends up at the other side of the domain wall, then α(τ) will be a continuous
function satisfying α(0) = pi, α(1) = 0. Plugging the configuration Eq. (3.9) into the
NLSM Eq. (3.6), the O(5) Θ-term of n is reduced to an O(4) Θ-term of N at Θ = 2pi:
−
∫ 1
0
dτ ∂τα sin
3 α
∫
d3x
2pii
Ω4
abcdN
a∂xN
b∂yN
c∂zN
d
=
∫
d3x
2pii
Ω3
abcdN
a∂xN
b∂yN
c∂zN
d. (3.10)
According to our previous calculation, the linking configuration between (N1, N2) half-
vortex loop and (N3, N4) half-vortex loop corresponds to the 1/4 O(4) soliton in the 3d
space, so the above O(4) Θ-term in Eq. (3.10) will result in a pi/2 phase angle accumulated
in the link-loop braiding, which equals to the three-loop braiding angle θBC,A calculated
already in our paper.
The non-trivial link-loop braiding statistics implies that the ZB2 ×ZC2 vison link must
carry the charge of the ZA2 gauge field. Let us denote the Z
A
2 charge carried by the
ZB2 × ZC2 vison link as qABC . It is related to the braiding angle by θBC,A = −piqABC .
The minus sign is due to the reversed link-loop braiding direction as shown in Fig. 3.3(a)
(which corresponds to the positive three-loop braiding direction). As shown in Fig. 3.3(b),
the torus traced out by the ZA2 vison loop through braiding with the Z
C
2 vison loop (in the
linking with the ZB2 vison loop) actually forms a Gaussian surface enclosing the Z
C
2 vison
loop. So the three-loop braiding statistics angle θAC,B measures the Z
A
2 charge carried
by the ZC2 vison loop in the Z
B
2 ×ZC2 link, denoted qAC , and θAC,B = piqAC . Similarly from
Fig. 3.3(c), the three-loop braiding statistics angle θAB,C measures the Z
A
2 charge carried
by the ZB2 vison loop in the same Z
B
2 ×ZC2 link, denoted qAB, and θAB,C = piqAB. Obviously,
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qABC = q
A
B + q
A
C , thus
θAB,C + θBC,A + θAC,B = 0, (3.11)
which is precisely the cyclic relation [78, 74], and it implies that θAB,C = 0 (given θBC,A =
pi/2 and θAC,B = −pi/2 as previously calculated).
®
A A
B B
C C
Figure 3.4: (Color online.) Illustration of moving ZB2 vison loop through the Z
A
2
vison loop. The ZA2 vison loop borders a branch cut disk, which can be viewed as
a 2d ZB2 × ZC2 SPT. When the ZB2 vison loop pokes through this disk, a pair of ZB2
semion-antisemion are created, braided with the ZC2 vison, and annihilated.
θAB,C can also be computed as follows: θAB,C corresponds to braiding Z
A
2 and Z
B
2
vison loops, both of which are linked to a ZC2 vison loop. This process can be divided
into two steps: first moving ZB2 vison loop through Z
A
2 vison loop, then moving Z
A
2 vison
loop through ZB2 vison loop. The first step (see Fig. 3.4) is equivalent to creating a pair
of ZB2 vison-antivison (vison and antivison have semion and antisemion statistics) at the
2d ZB2 ×ZC2 SPT phase, then braiding the ZB2 vison (or antivison) around the ZC2 vison,
and annihilating the vison-antivison pair. This step will contribute a phase factor i to
the action. The second step is equivalent to creating and annihilating a pair of ZA2 visons
at the 2d ZA2 × ZC2 SPT phase, and braiding around the ZC2 vison in between, which
will contribute factor −i. The two processes together will lead to a trivial phase factor,
namely θAB,C = 0.
More ”conventionally”, θBC,A and θAC,B can be interpreted in the “decorated domain
wall” picture [38]. In our NLSM Eq. (3.6), the ZA2 vison loop is the boundary of a 2d
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disk of branch cut of coupling between n1 components. According to Ref. [79], after
integrating out n1, the effective field theory on this 2d disk is the same as Eq. (3.1) with
Θ = 2pi, except now the O(4) vector is (n2, n3, n4, n5), i.e. this 2d disk can be viewed as
a 2d SPT state with ZB2 × ZC2 symmetry, which is precisely the decorated domain wall
picture. Then after gauging the ZB2 and Z
C
2 symmetry, the vison loop statistics reduces
to the anyon statistics of the 2d ZB2 ×ZC2 topological order, which is what we have already
computed using Eq. (3.1).
We can also consider 3d SPT state with ZA2 ×ZB2 symmetry. There are in total three
different nontrivial 3d bosonic SPT states with this symmetry [25]. The first state can
be constructed using the previously discussed ZA2 × ZB2 × ZC2 SPT state, and break its
subgroup ZB2 × ZC2 down to one diagonal Z2 symmetry, namely now the O(5) vector n
transforms as
ZA2 : n1, n2 → −n1,−n2, n3,4,5 → n3,4,5;
ZB2 : n1 → n1, n2,3,4,5 → −n2,3,4,5.
(3.12)
Now a ZB2 vison loop corresponds to a bound state between the Z
C
2 and Z
B
2 vison loops
in the previous case. Thus 1
θBB,A = 2θBC,A = pi,
θAB,B = θAC,B + θAB,C = ±pi/2.
(3.13)
All the other braiding angles are zero. The second type of 3d SPT state corresponds to
interchanging ZA2 and Z
B
2 symmetries, thus after gauging the symmetries, θAB,A = ±pi/2,
θAA,B = pi. The third type of SPT state is equivalent to the two SPT states discussed
1Here θBB,A stands for the full braiding statistics angle between two Z
B
2 vison loops while they are
both linked with a ZA2 vison loop.
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above weakly coupled together, thus
θAB,A = θAB,B = ±pi/2, θAA,B = θBB,A = pi. (3.14)
In summary, we have computed the anyon braiding statistics, and three-loop statistics
of 2d and 3d topological phases constructed by coupling plain gauge theories to bosonic
SPT states. Our calculation is based on semiclassical field theories, and all the braiding
phases naturally come from the topological Θ−term in the field theory.
3.2 Wave function and strange correlator of short
range entangled states
A short range entangled (SRE) state is a ground state of a quantum many-body
system that does not have ground state degeneracy or bulk topological entanglement
entropy. But a SRE state (for example the integer quantum Hall state) can still have
protected stable gapless edge states. Thus it appears that the bulk of all the SRE states
are identically trivial, and a nontrivial SRE state is usually characterized by its edge
states. In this section, we propose a diagnosis to determine whether a given many-body
wave function defined on a lattice without boundary is a nontrivial SRE state or a trivial
one. This diagnosis is based on the following quantity called “strange correlator” 2:
C(r, r′) =
〈Ω|φ(r)φ(r′)|Ψ〉
〈Ω|Ψ〉 . (3.15)
2In the thermodynamic limit, both numerator and denominator of the strange correlator approach
zero, while their ratio remains a finite constant. All the calculations in this section were based on finite
system size first, the thermodynamic limit is taken after taking the ratio.
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Þ
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Figure 3.5: (color online). (a) |Ψ〉 and 〈Ω| are given by infinite time evolution of
their quantum field theories (QFT) from below and above respectively. The strange
correlator can be viewed as the correlator at the τ = 0 interface. (b) Under the
Lorentz rotation, the two QFT’s are separated by the x = 0 interface, and the strange
correlator can be interpreted as the correlation function on this spatial interface.
Here |Ψ〉 is the wave function that needs diagnosis, |Ω〉 is a direct product trivial disor-
dered state defined on the same Hilbert space. Our conclusion is that if |Ψ〉 is a nontrivial
SRE state in one or two spatial dimensions, then for some local operator φ(r), C(r, r′)
will either saturate to a constant or decay as a power-law in the limit |r − r′| → +∞,
even though both |Ω〉 and |Ψ〉 are disordered states with short-range correlation.
Another possible way of diagnosing a SRE wave function is through its entanglement
spectrum [80]. If a SRE state has nontrivial edge states, an analogue of its edge states
should also exist in its entanglement spectrum [81]. However, many SRE states are
protected by certain symmetry, some SRE states are protected by lattice symmetries (for
example the spin-2 AKLT state on the square lattice requires translation symmetry). If
the cut we make to compute the entanglement spectrum breaks such lattice symmetry,
then the entanglement spectrum would be trivial, even if the original state is a nontrivial
SRE state. By contrast, the strange correlator in Eq. (3.15) is defined on a lattice without
edge, thus it already preserves all the symmetries of the system, including all the lattice
symmetries. Thus the strange correlator can reliably diagnose SRE states protected by
lattice symmetries as well.
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3.2.1 Field theoretical arguments
The strange correlator can be roughly understood as follows: |Ψ〉 can be viewed as a
generic initial state evolved with a constant nontrivial SRE Hamiltonian from τ = −∞
to τ = 0; 〈Ω| is a state evolved from τ = +∞ to τ = 0 with a trivial Hamiltonian,
thus the strange correlator can be viewed as a “correlation function” at a temporal
domain wall of the QFT’s at τ = 0, see Fig. 3.5(a). If there is an approximate Lorentz
invariant description of the system, a space-time rotation can transform Eq. (3.15) to a
space-time correlation at a spatial interface between nontrivial and trivial SRE systems,
see Fig. 3.5(b). And for one and two spatial dimensions, a spatial interface between
trivial and nontrivial SRE states should have either long range or power-law correlation
between certain local operators, which after Lorentz rotation will lead to the conclusion
of this paper. A similar observation of Lorentz rotation was used to derive the bulk wave
function of topological superconductors [82].
For bosonic SRE states that are protected by certain symmetry (so called symmetry
protected topological (SPT) states [25, 26]), the argument above can be demonstrated
more explicitly. In Ref. [63], it was demonstrated that a large class of 1d and 2d bosonic
SPT states can be described by the following two nonlinear Sigma model (NLSM) field
theories:
S1d =
∫
dxdτ
1
g
(∂µn)
2 +
i2pi
8pi
abcµνn
a∂µn
b∂νn
c, (3.16)
S2d =
∫
d2xdτ
1
g
(∂µn)
2 +
i2pi
12pi2
abcdµνρn
a∂µn
b∂νn
c∂ρn
d. (3.17)
Here n(x) is an O(3) or O(4) vector order parameter with unit length constraint: (n)2 =
1. Different SPT phases are distinguished from each other based on different implementa-
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tions of the symmetry group on the vector order parameter n. In both 1d and 2d, ground
state wave functions of SPT phases can be derived based on Eq. (2.1) and Eq. (2.2) (see
Ref. [35]):
|Ψ〉d ∼
∫
Dn(x) exp−
∫
Sd
ddx 1
G
(∇n)2+WZWd[n] |n(x)〉, (3.18)
where Sd is the compactified real space manifold, and WZWd[n] is a real space Wess-
Zumino-Witten term:
WZW1[n] =
∫ 1
0
du
i2pi
8pi
µνabn
a∂µn
b∂νn
c, µ, ν = x, u
WZW2[n] =
∫ 1
0
du
i2pi
12pi2
abcdµνρn
a∂µn
b∂νn
c∂ρn
d,
µ, ν, ρ = x, y, u. (3.19)
In contrast, the trivial state wave function is a superposition of all configurations of
|n(x)〉 without a WZW term. Based on the wave functions in Eq. (3.18), the strange
correlator of order parameter n(x) reads
C(r, r′) =
∫
Dn(x) na(r)nb(r′)e−
∫
Sd
ddx 1
G
(∇n)2+WZWd[n]∫
Dn(x) e−
∫
Sd
ddx 1
G
(∇n)2+WZWd[n]
. (3.20)
Mathematically, this strange correlator can be viewed as an ordinary space-time corre-
lation function of a (d − 1) + 1 dimensional field theory with a WZW term, as long as
we view one of the spatial coordinate as the time direction. When d = 1, this strange
correlator is effectively a spin-spin correlation of one isolated free spin-1/2, and the corre-
lation is always long range. When d = 2, this strange correlator is effectively a space-time
correlation function of a (1 + 1)d O(4) NLSM with a WZW term, and when this model
has a full SO(4) symmetry, this theory is a SU(2)1 conformal field theory with power-law
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correlation [83, 50]; when the symmetry of the system is a subgroup of SO(4), as long
as the residual symmetry prohibits any linear Zeeman coupling to order parameter n,
this (1 + 1)d system either remains gapless, or spontaneously breaks the symmetry and
develop long range order. Thus the strange correlator is either long range or decays with
a power-law.
The two arguments above both rely on a certain continuum limit description of the
SRE state. However, for a fully gapped system, when the gap is comparable with the
ultraviolet energy scale of the system, a continuum limit description may not be ap-
propriate. In the rest of the section, we will compute the strange correlator for several
examples of SRE states far from the continuum limit, i.e. the gap of the SRE states is
comparable with UV cut-off. We will see that in some examples, the strange correlator is
indeed different from the physical edge of the SRE state, but our qualitative conclusion
is still valid.
3.2.2 Examples in 1d and 2d
The first example we study is the AKLT state [17, 84] of the Haldane phase of spin-1
chain. In the Sz basis, the AKLT wave function is a “dilute” Ne´el state, namely it is
an equal weight superposition of all the Sz configurations with an alternate distribution
of |+〉 = |Sz = +1〉 and |−〉 = |Sz = −1〉, sandwiched with arbitrary numbers of
|0〉 = |Sz = 0〉 [85]:
|Ψ〉 =
∑ 1
N
|+ 0 · · · 0− 0 · · · 0 + · · · 〉 (3.21)
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We choose the trivial state to be |Ω〉 = |000 · · · 〉. Straightforward calculation leads to
the following answer of the strange correlator:
C(r, r′) =
〈Ω|S+r S−r′ |Ψ〉
〈Ω|Ψ〉 = 2, (3.22)
which is the expected long range correlation.
The second example we study is the two dimensional quantum spin Hall (QSH) insu-
lator with a Rashba spin orbit coupling. We will use the same notation as Ref. [3]. The
QSH insulator Hamiltonian reads
H = t
∑
〈i,j〉
c†icj + iλSO
∑
〈〈i,j〉〉
νijc
†
is
zcj
+λR
∑
〈i,j〉
c†i (s× dˆij)zcj + λv
∑
i
ξic
†
ici. (3.23)
λSO is the spin-orbit coupling that leads to the QSH topological band structure, λR is
the Rashba coupling that breaks the conservation of sz, and λv is a staggered potential
that leads to charge density wave. The electron operator ci carries spin and sublattice
indices, thus the strange correlator C(r, r′) is a 4 × 4 matrix. For QSH state |Ψ〉, we
choose λSO = t, λR = 0.5t, λv = 0; trivial state |Ω〉 is chosen to be a strong CDW state
with λSO = t, λR = 0.5t, λv = 10t. These two states are far from the continuum limit,
namely the gap is comparable with the UV cut-off.
Fig. 3.6(a) shows the amplitude of strange correlator |Ck| = |〈Ω|c†A,↑,kcB,↑,k|Ψ〉/〈Ω|Ψ〉|
plotted in the momentum space. There is one clear singularity at the corner of the
Brillouin zone, which diverges as ∼ 1/|k|. This implies that in the real space the strange
correlator decays as |C(r, r′)| ∼ 1/|r − r′|, which is consistent with the result obtained
from Lorentz transformation, despite the large bulk gap.
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Figure 3.6: (a) The amplitude of strange correlator in the momentum space. The
inset shows the Brillouin zone and the high symmetry points. (b) |Ck|−1 exhibits nice
linearity around the K point, establishing the 1/|k| divergence in |Ck|.
The third example we will study is the spin-2 AKLT state on the square lattice,[84,
86] which is a SPT state protected by the on-site Z2 × Z2 and the lattice translation
symmetry,[87] whose wave function has a tensor product state (TPS) representation[88,
89]
|Ψ〉 =
∑
{mi}
tTr(⊗iTmi)|{mi}〉. (3.24)
Here mi = 0,±1,±2 labels the Sz quantum number of the spin-2 object on site i, and
|{mi}〉 is the state for the configuration {mi} over the lattice. tTr traces out the internal
legs in the tensor network shown in Fig. 3.7(a), in which the vertex tensor is given by
Tms1s2s3s4 =
 4s1s2 : −s1 − s2 + s3 + s4 = m,0 : otherwise, (3.25)
with sj = ±1/2 labeling the spin-1/2 internal degrees of freedom. While the trivial state
|Ω〉 = |{∀i : mi = 0}〉 is chosen to be the direct product state of Sz = 0 on every site.
We look into the strange correlator
C(r, r′) =
〈Ω|S+r S−r′ |Ψ〉
〈Ω|Ψ〉 =
tTr(T 0 · · ·T 1(r)T−1(r′) · · · )
tTr(T 0 · · · ) , (3.26)
which can be expressed as a ratio between two tensor networks: the denominator is a
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Figure 3.7: (color online). (a) Tensor network representation of the 2d AKLT state.
The red (blue) legs represent the physical (internal) degrees of freedom. (b) Strange
correlator of the 2d AKLT state measured along the horizontal direction. (c) The
amplitude follows a power-law behavior in the log-log plot. The final deviation is due
to the finite-size effect.
uniform network of the tensor T 0 on each site, and the numerator is the same network
except for impurity tensors T±1 on site r and r′ respectively.
The evaluation of the tensor trace in Eq. (3.26) over the 2d lattice can be refor-
mulated as an (1+1) dimensional quantum mechanics problem in terms of the transfer
matrix for each row, which can then be studied by the density matrix renormalization
group (DMRG) method.[90, 91] The calculation is performed on an 128×∞ lattice with
periodic boundary condition along both directions. We found that the strange correlator
decays with oscillation (as in Fig. 3.7(b)), and its amplitude follows a power-law behavior
|C(r, r′)| ∼ |r−r′|−η with the exponent η ' 0.32, see Fig. 3.7(c), which is consistent with
our previous field theory argument.
The last example we will study is the two dimensional bosonic SPT phase with Z2
symmetry which was first studied in Ref. [27]. The ground state wave function of this
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Figure 3.8: (color online). (a) The strange correlator of the SPT state (in blue) at
infinite distance |r − r′| → ∞, in comparison with that of the trivial state (in red).
The SPT strange correlator follows the power-law behavior (b) at the critical point
and (c) in the dense loop phase.
SPT phase is
|Ψ〉 =
∑
{σi}
(−1)Nd exp
(
− β
2
∑
〈i,j〉
σiσj
)
|{σi}〉, (3.27)
which is a superposition of all the configurations of the Ising degree of freedom |{σi}〉
with a factor (−1) associated with each closed Ising domain wall (with Nd being the
number of domain wall loops). The trivial state |Ω〉 is simply an Ising paramagnet,
whose wave function is similar to Eq. (3.27) but without the domain wall sign structure
(−1)Nd . Compared with Ref. [27], we have added a factor exp(−β/2∑〈i,j〉 σiσj) to each
Ising configuration to adjust the spin correlation length.
The strange correlator of the Z2 bosonic SPT phase can be viewed as a correlation
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function of a “classical statistical mechanics model”:
C(r, r′) =
∑
{σi} σrσr′(−1)Nde−β
∑
〈i,j〉 σiσj∑
{σi}(−1)Nde−β
∑
〈i,j〉 σiσj
. (3.28)
Our goal is to show that this is either a long range or power-law correlation for arbitrary β.
In other words, Eq. 3.28 is less likely to disorder than the ordinary 2d Ising model. This
result can be naively understood as follows: the ordinary 2d Ising model is disordered
at high temperature (small β) due to the proliferation of Ising domain walls. But in the
current model, due to the (−1) sign associated with each domain wall, the proliferation
of domain walls is suppressed, thus eventually the current Ising model Eq. (3.28) is not
completely disordered even for small β.
This Ising model is dual to a loop model with the following partition function:
Z =
∑
C
KLnNd , (3.29)
where loops are the domain walls of the original Ising model, K = exp(−2β) is the
loop tension, n = −1 is the loop fugacity, L is the total length of loops, and Nd is the
total number of closed loops. If the loops do not cross, then according to Ref. [92], by
tuning K there is a phase transition between a small loop phase (which corresponds to
the Ising ordered phase) for small K, and a dense loop phase for large K. The critical
point and the dense loop phase are both critical with power-law correlations, and they
correspond to two different conformal field theories with central charges c = −3/5 and
c = −7 respectively. If the loops are allowed to cross, the dense loop phase is driven
to a different conformal field theory with c = −2, which is described by free symplectic
fermions.[93]
The Ising order parameter σi corresponds to the “twist” operator of the loop model,
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because σi changes its sign when it crosses a loop. The twist operator is well-studied at the
critical point of loop models, and in our case with n = −1, at the critical point between
small and dense loop phases the scaling dimension of the twist operator is −1/10 [94],
which is confirmed by our numerical calculation.
The tensor renormalization group (TRG) method[95, 96] has been applied to loop
models in Ref. [97]. Here we use the same approach to study the twist operator corre-
lations for the loop model in Eq. (3.29). For simplicity we forbid the loops to cross, so
the model never develops antiferromagnetic order even for negative β. For positive large
β, the strange correlator is long-ranged, see Fig. 3.8(a). As β decreases, the correlator
grows and diverges at the critical point βc ' 0.521 with a power-law C(r, r′) ∼ |r−r′|0.199
as shown in Fig. 3.8(b), which confirms the theoretical prediction of scaling dimension
−1/10 of twist operator [94]. Theoretically the entire dense loop phase (when β < βc)
should be controlled by one stable conformal field theory fixed point. Our numerical re-
sults suggest that this fixed point is likely around β ∼ −0.1816, the power-law behavior
of C(r, r′) at this point (Fig. 3.8) is qualitatively consistent with the conclusion of this
paper. 3
3.2.3 Subtleties in 3d
We have checked that the ordinary free electron 3d topological insulator also gives
us a very clear power-law decay of strange correlator. However, in general a strongly
interacting SRE state in three dimensional space can be more complicated, because its
two dimensional edge can be (1) a gapless (2 + 1)d conformal field theory, (2) long range
3For β far away from this fixed point, the finite system size and error bar, as well as the incom-
mensurate oscillation of the strange correlator make it more difficult to extract a conclusive scaling
dimension of σi. But we expect C(r, r
′) to crossover back to the same scaling behavior as the stable
fixed point β ∼ −0.1816 in the infrared limit for arbitrary β < βc. Our result may have also been
strongly affected by our choice of microscopic rules for loops close to each other. More recent studies
by Scaffidi and Ringel [98] on the Levin-Gu model on a triangular lattice have successfully extracted a
scaling dimension consistent with the Coulomb gas prediction of the dense loop phase [94].
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Figure 3.9: (color online). (a) Under Lorentz transformation, the density matrix of the
SRE edge states is mapped to the overlap between bulk ground state wave functions
on a manifold with open boundaries in one direction. The edge manifold may be
partitioned into the regions A (red) and B (blue). (b) The reduced density matrix in
the region A of the edge states corresponds to joining the boundaries of B together.
(c) Trρ2A is given by doubling ρA and sealing the boundaries of regions A with each
other, resulting in the pants (double torus) topology. Trρ is simply obtained by rolling
up (a). Their ratio gives the Re´nyi entropy H2.
order that spontaneously breaks symmetry, (3) two dimensional topological phase [32].
Based on our Lorentz transformation argument, it is possible that 〈Ω|Ψ〉 is mapped to the
partition function of a topological phase, then in this case the strange correlator C(r, r′)
may also be short ranged. Thus for 3d SRE states, besides the strange correlator, we
also need another method that diagnoses the situation when 〈Ω|Ψ〉 corresponds to a
topological phase partition function.
The method we propose is illustrated in Fig. 3.9, where the horizontal direction
represents the XY plane, while the vertical direction is the z axis of the three dimensional
space. We can first calculate the overlap between the given 3d wave function |Ψ〉 and the
trivial wave function on a 3d “pants”-like manifold in Fig. 3.9c (〈Ω|Ψ〉pants), which after
Lorentz transformation becomes Trρ2A at the edge, where ρA is the reduced density matrix
of subsystem A at the boundary. The following quantity after Lorentz transformation
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becomes the Re´nyi entanglement entropy of the edge topological phase:
S = − log
( 〈Ω|Ψ〉pants
(〈Ω|Ψ〉cylinder)2
)
. (3.30)
This quantity should scale as S = αL − γ, where γ is the analogue of the topological
entanglement entropy of the edge topological phase [99, 100]. Thus a 3d wave function
|Ψ〉 is still a nontrivial SRE state as long as γ defined above is nonzero, even if this wave
function has a short range strange correlator. We will leave the detailed study of this
proposal to future work.
In summary, we have proposed a general method to diagnose 1d and 2d SRE states
based on their bulk ground state wave functions. We expect our method to be useful
for future numerical studies of SRE states. In Ref. [101, 102, 103, 104], it was proposed
that interacting fermionic topological insulators and topological superconductors can be
characterized by the full fermion Green’s function; Ref. [105] proposed a method to
diagnose bosonic SPT states characterized by group cohomology. The method proposed
in our current paper is applicable to both fermionic and bosonic SRE states.
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Surface States of Symmetry
Protected Topological Phases
In the first section of this chapter, the contents, excerpts and figures are reprinted
with permission from Zhen Bi, Yi-Zhuang You, and Cenke Xu, authors of Phys. Rev.
B 94, 024433 (2016) [106] (Copyright by the American Physical Society). The sec-
ond part is based on arXiv:1605.05336 [107] with permissions from the authors, Zhen
Bi, Alex Rasmussen, Yoni BenTov, and Cenke Xu. The third part is reprinted from
arXiv:1705.00012 [108] with permissions from Chao-Ming Jian, Zhen Bi and Cenke Xu.
4.1 Exotic Quantum Critical Point on the Surface of
3d Topological Insulator
Although it is well-known that the boundary state of a noninteracting 3d topological
insulator (TI) is described by one or odd number of free (2+1)d Dirac fermions [5, 6, 109],
curiosity drives theorists to look for all possible boundary states of 3d TI under strong
interaction. It was demonstrated that under strong interaction the boundary of a 3d TI
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can have various topological orders that cannot be realized in a pure 2d system [110,
111, 112, 113, 13]. And the general procedure of obtaining these topological orders, is
to first drive the boundary into the so-called Fu-Kane superconductor [114], then restore
the U(1) symmetry by condensing a bosonic vortex of the superconductor, for example
a vortex of 8 fold vorticity (or a vortex that would trap 8hc
2e
flux once the fermion is
coupled to the external electromagnetic field). In the condensate of the 8-fold vortex, all
symmetries of the system are preserved, the boundary remains gapped, but the ground
state has topological order with nonabelian anyon excitations [110, 111, 112, 113, 13].
More recent theoretical exploration has concluded that the charge neutral 4-fold vor-
tex is a fermion, and it is doublet that transforms under time-reversal symmetry as
T : ψ → iσyψ†. This fermionic 4-fold vortex provides a dual description of the boundary
of 3d TI, which is a (2 + 1)d quantum electrodynamics (QED3) with N = 1 flavor of
Dirac fermion:
Ldual = ψ¯γµ(∂µ − iaµ)ψ + 1
e2
f 2µν ,
γ0 = σy, γ1 = σx, γ2 = σz, (4.1)
where aµ is the dual of the Goldstone mode of the Fu-Kane superconductor, and the
flux quantum of aµ carries half of the physical electric charge [115, 116, 117, 118], thus
aµ is a noncompact gauge field. This duality is a fermionic version of the well-known
duality between the 3d XY model and the bosonic QED [119, 120]. And based on this
duality, recently it was demonstrated that QED3 with N = 2 is self-dual [121], which is
a fermionic analogue of the self-duality of the noncompact CP1 theory with easy-plane
anisotropy [122, 123, 124].
Ref. [116, 117, 118] demonstrated that the dual theory Eq. (4.1) is the parent state of
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many known strongly interacting boundary states of 3d TI, and these boundary states can
also be constructed using the original physical Dirac fermion (electron). It is tempting
to claim that Eq. (4.1) is exactly dual to the free Dirac fermion (or weakly interacting
Dirac fermion), which is a very simple (2 + 1)d conformal field theory (CFT). Recently
a coupled wire construction of the duality further supports this idea [125]. In this paper
we will assume this duality is exact: namely Eq. (4.1) is indeed a CFT in the infrared
that is dual to the noninteracting (2+1)d Dirac fermion, and we will use this assumption
to explore other possible behaviors of the boundary.
The goal of this section is to study the quantum phase transition described by the
following field theory:
L = ψ¯γµ(∂µ − iaµ)ψ + 1
e2
f 2µν
+ |(∂µ − ikaµ)φ|2 + r|φ|2 + g|φ|4, (4.2)
with tuning parameter r, arbitrary integer k, Dirac fermion ψ and complex scalar bosonic
field φ which both couple to the same (2+1)d dynamical U(1) gauge field aµ. The boson
φ can be viewed as the 4k-fold vortex of the Fu-Kane superconductor bound with another
extra degree of freedom (d.o.f). For even integer k, φ is the bound state of 4k-vortex and
an extra boson; while if k is odd, φ must contain an extra fermion that transforms in the
same way as ψ under T , but neutral under the dynamical gauge field aµ. The tuning
parameter r can be tuned by the mass gap of this extra d.o.f.
Obviously this theory has two phases: when r is sufficiently large, φ is gapped, and
based on our assumption the boundary is described by Eq. (4.1), and it is dual to a
noninteracting Dirac fermion; while when r is negative and large, φ condenses, and it
drives the boundary into a topological order with gapless Dirac fermion ψ. We are
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interested in the quantum phase transition between these two phases. Notice that when
φ condenses, ψ is not automatically gapped, i.e. there is no Yukawa type of coupling such
as φ∗ψtγ0ψ in the Lagrangian, which is forbidden by the gauge symmetry for k 6= 2. It is
easy to show that there is no other obviously relevant couplings in Eq. (4.2) allowed by
the gauge symmetry.
Our goal is to calculate the scaling dimension of gauge invariant order parameters
and other universal quantities at the quantum critical point r = 0. Let us take the limit
k → +∞ first. In this limit, the gauge field dynamics is completely dominated by its
coupling to the scalar field, and the fermions will effectively decouple from the gauge field.
More precisely, the fermion decouples from the gauge field at the energy scale below k2e2.
This effect becomes explicit after we rescale kaµ = a˜µ. In this case the theory becomes a
standard bosonic QED with gauge field a˜µ, and it is well-known that this theory is dual
to a 3d XY transition [119, 120]. We assume that we know everything about the 3d XY
transition, including all of its critical exponents, the scaling dimension of all the composite
operators, the operator product expansion, and most importantly, the universal boson
conductivity σ˜ [126, 127], which we will take as a dimensionless constant, assuming the
boson carries charge−1. All these information can be obtained by numerically studying
the 3d XY transition only. For example, numerically the critical exponent ν has been
confirmed to be very close to (slightly larger than) 2/3 [128]. The universal conductivity
of the 3d XY transition has also been studied with various methods [129, 130, 131, 132].
Recent progresses based on conformal bootstrap have determined the value of σ˜ very
precisely [133], which is highly consistent with the numerical results [131, 132]
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4.1.1 Scaling dimension of T -breaking order parameter
Time-reversal symmetry T is the key symmetry that protects the 3d TI. Let us
compute the scaling dimension of the time-reversal symmetry breaking order parameter
ψ¯ψ = ψ†γ0ψ. In the large−k limit, because ψ basically decouples from the gauge field
(as we argued above), the scaling dimension of ψ¯ψ is the same as that of the free fermion
∆[ψ¯ψ] = 2. The correction to this scaling dimension comes from the gauge fluctuation
aµ, thus we need to know the photon propagator G
a
µν in the large-k limit.
In the large−k limit, since this quantum phase transition belongs to the 3d XY uni-
versality class, we assume that the universal conductivity of the boson degrees of freedom
which carries the global U(1) symmetry of the 3d XY transition is a known dimensionless
constant σ˜. We know that in the momentum-frequency space of the Euclidean space-
time, the Kubo formula gives us the following relation between the correlation function
of the boson current Jµ(p) and the universal conductivity σ˜:
〈Jµ(p) Jν(−p)〉 = σ˜|p|
(
δµν − pµpν
p2
)
. (4.3)
Then because the boson current Jµ =
k
2pi
µνρ∂νaρ, the photon propagator at the quantum
critical point in the large−k limit reads
Gaµν(p) =
σ˜(2pi)2
k2|p|
(
δµν − pµpν
p2
)
. (4.4)
Or in other words Eq. (4.2) reduces to a bosonic QED in the large-k limit, and Eq. (4.4)
describes the fully dressed gauge field propagator. Throughout the paper we will choose
the gauge ∂µaµ = 0.
The rest of the calculation is pretty standard: because the photon propagator carries
a factor 1/k2, a systematic expansion controlled by small factor 1/k2 can be carried out.
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A
C D
B
Figure 4.1: The Feynman diagrams that will contribute to the the scaling dimension
of the four fermion interaction term at the 1/k2 order.
By combining the vertex correction and the wave function renormalization together, the
scaling dimension of ψ¯ψ at the 1/k2 order reads
∆[ψ¯ψ] = 2− 16σ˜
3k2
. (4.5)
A similar calculation of scaling dimension of fermion bilinear operators of the standard
QED3 with large-N flavors of fermions can be found in Ref. [134, 135, 136]. But let us
stress that in our case we only have one flavor of fermion and boson field each.
4.1.2 Scaling dimension of four-fermion interaction term
A weak short range four-fermion interaction would be irrelevant for a (2+1)d gapless
Dirac fermion. However, gauge fluctuation potentially could change the scaling dimen-
sion of the four-fermion interactions, and make them relevant. In our system Eq. (4.2),
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because there is only one flavor of Dirac fermion ψ, there is only one allowed four fermion
interaction term without spatial derivatives:
g(ψ¯ψ)2 = −1
3
g(ψ¯γµψ)
2. (4.6)
The scaling dimension of this four fermion interaction term can again be calculated with
a 1/k2 expansion. All the Feynman diagrams that contribute at this 1/k2 order are listed
in Fig. 4.1. The final result is
∆[(ψ¯ψ)2] = 4 +
16σ˜
3k2
. (4.7)
Thus the gauge fluctuation makes the four-fermion interaction term even more irrelevant
than it is at the free Dirac fermion CFT. This calculation supports that Eq. (4.2) describes
a continuous quantum phase transition, since the four fermion interaction is likely not
rendered relevant by gauge fluctuation for any k at the quantum critical point r = 0.
4.1.3 Universal electrical conductivity
As was pointed out in Ref. [116, 117, 118], in Eq. (4.2), a 2pi flux quantum of aµ carries
half electric charge. Thus the physical electric current density at the 2d surface reads
Jeµ =
1
4pi
µνρ∂νaρ. The electrical conductivity σ
e is encoded in the Euclidean space-time
correlation function of the current operator:
〈Jeµ(p) Jeν (−p)〉 =
σe
e2/~
|p|
(
δµν − pµpν
p2
)
. (4.8)
When φ is gapped (r > 0), the system is described by QED with N = 1 flavor of Dirac
fermion ψ, which by our assumption is dual to a noninteracting Dirac fermion which is
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not coupled to any dynamical gauge field. Thus this phase with r > 0 is a semimetal
with universal electrical conductivity σe = 1
16
e2
~ . The quantum phase transition we are
studying is a transition from an electrical semimetal to an electrical insulator, although
the insulator phase is also gapless.
Right at the quantum critical point, the electrical conductivity must be a different
universal value. Because we already know that in the large-k limit the photon aµ prop-
agator is given by Eq. (4.4), using the photon propagator, we can compute the physical
electric current-current correlation function:
〈Jeµ(p) Jeν (−p)〉 =
1
(4pi)2
p2Gaµν(p)
=
σ˜
4k2
|p|
(
δµν − pµpν
p2
)
. (4.9)
Comparing with Eq. (4.8), we conclude that in the large−k limit the universal electrical
conductivity at the quantum critical point reads
σe =
σ˜
4k2
e2
~
. (4.10)
The leading correction to this value must be at the 1/k4 order, which comes from the
correction to the aµ propagator from the Dirac fermion ψ.
If the time-reversal symmetry T is broken at the 2d boundary, i.e. the system develops
a nonzero expectation value of ψ¯ψ, the Hall conductivity at the quantum critical point
r = 0 will also be at order ∼ 1
k4
e2
~ .
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4.1.4 Self-duality
In this subsection we will see that Eq. (4.2) has a (quasi-)self-dual structure. The
duality transformation of the second line of Eq. (4.2) is rather standard, it is simply the
particle-vortex duality:
Lb = |(∂µ − ib(1)µ )Φ|2 + r˜|Φ|2 + g˜|Φ|4 +
ik
2pi
a ∧ db(1), (4.11)
where Φ can be viewed as the unit vortex field of φ, and it is bound with 2pik flux of aµ,
because φ carries charge-k under aµ. The duality of the first line of Eq. (4.2) requires the
newly developed (hypothesized) duality in Ref. [116, 117, 118]:
Lf = χ¯γµ(∂µ − ib(2)µ )χ+
i
4pi
a ∧ db(2), (4.12)
where now χ transforms under time-reversal as T : χ → iσyχ. If Lb in Eq. (4.11) is
ignored, integrating out aµ in Lf will gap out b(2)µ , thus Lf only has a free Dirac fermion
χ in the infrared, which corresponds to the case studied in Ref. [116, 117, 118]
In our case, due to the existence of the bosonic matter field, integrating out aµ induces
the following constraint:
b(2)µ = −2kb(1)µ = −2kbµ. (4.13)
Thus the final dual theory reads
Ldual = χ¯γµ(∂µ + i2kbµ)χ+ · · ·
+ |(∂µ − ibµ)Φ|2 + r˜|Φ|2 + g˜|Φ|4. (4.14)
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Here r˜ ∼ −r: when r˜ < 0, Φ is condensed, which is dual to the disordered phase of φ,
and low energy physics of this phase is either described by a QED with N = 1 flavor
of fermion ψ, or a single gapless Dirac fermion χ; When r˜ > 0, Φ is disordered, and
the low energy physics of this phase is described by either a QED with N = 1 flavor of
fermion χ, or a single gapless Dirac fermion ψ (which is coupled to a gapped discrete
gauge field). The dual theory Eq. (4.14) is very similar to the original theory Eq. (4.2),
the only difference is that now it is the fermionic degree of freedom that carries a large
gauge charge.
Again, in the large-k limit, Lagrangian Eq. (4.14) describes a 3d XY transition, be-
cause after rescaling kbµ = b˜µ, Φ is effectively neutral under b˜µ in the large-k limit. Again,
in the large-k limit, the propagator of gauge field bµ can be calculated exactly, based on
the observation that the fermion current Jψµ = ψ¯γµψ =
1
4pi
µνρ∂νb
(2)
µ = − k2pi µνρ∂νbµ. In
the large-k limit the correlation function of Jψµ can be computed exactly because in this
limit ψ decouples from aµ, and the correlation function of J
ψ in this limit is well-known:
〈Jψµ (p) Jψν (−p)〉 =
1
16
|p|
(
δµν − pµpν
p2
)
, (4.15)
this implies that photon bµ propagator in the large-k limit reads
Gbµν =
pi2
4k2|p|
(
δµν − pµpν
p2
)
. (4.16)
In this dual theory, operator χ¯χ breaks time-reversal symmetry, and hence it can be
identified as ψ¯ψ in the original theory Eq. (4.2) [125]. Thus the scaling dimension of χ¯χ
is also
∆[χ¯χ] = 2− 16σ˜
3k2
. (4.17)
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4.1.5 Critical exponent
We would also like to calculate the scaling dimension of the tuning parameter r in
Eq. (4.2), which is identified as r˜ in the dual theory, thus the composite operator |φ|2 is
equivalent to |Φ|2.
To calculate the scaling dimension of r˜, one strategy is to expand Eq. (4.14) at the
Gaussian fixed point of Φ and perform a combined  = 4 − D and 1/k2 expansion.
Although this calculation is straightforward, we hope to expand everything at the 3d XY
fixed point (which we assume to know everything about) in the large-k limit. In order
to carry out the renormalization group (RG) calculation, we make use of the operator
product expansion (OPE) in the momentum space:
(
1
2
r˜|Φ|2JΦµ (p)JΦν (−p)
)
Gbµν(p)
∼
(
1
2
r˜|Φ|2C
p2
(
δµν − pµpν
p2
))
Gbµν(p)
=
(
r˜|Φ|2 C|p|3
)
pi2
4k2
. (4.18)
JΦµ (p) is the current operator of field Φ in Eq. (4.14). The meaning of this OPE is that,
when the momentum p of JΦµ and the photon propagator is much larger than the momen-
tum of |Φ|2, the correlation function between the composite operator |Φ|2JΦµ (p)JΦν (−p)
and another operator can be approximated by the correlation between |Φ|2 C|p|2
(
δµν − pµpνp2
)
and that operator. We have checked this OPE by comparing the two Feynman dia-
grams in Fig. 4.2, and the correlation function 〈|Φ2|qJΦµ (p)JΦν (−p)|Φ2|−q〉 indeed scales
as ∼ 〈|Φ2|q |Φ2|−q〉 1|p|2
(
δµν − pµpνp2
)
when |p|  |q|.
In this OPE, the dimensionless number C only depends on the 3d XY universality
class, and as we stated we assume that it can be determined by studying the OPE of the
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Figure 4.2: The diagram on the right hand side is the correlation function
〈|Φ2|qJΦµ (p)JΦν (−p)|Φ2|−q〉. When |p|  |q| it scales as the left hand side correlation
function times factor 1|p|2
(
δµν − pµpνp2
)
.
3d XY transition only, through for instance the 1/N expansion as in Ref. [137]. Although
the dimensionless number C is yet to determine, the 1/|p|2 scaling of this OPE is known,
because the scaling dimension of the boson current JΦµ is ∆[J
Φ
µ ] = 2, which at the 3d
XY fixed point is unrenormalized compared with the free boson theory because it is a
conserved current.
After the standard momentum shell RG calculation, i.e. integrating out the degrees
of freedom with momentum p between bΛ < |p| < Λ, the OPE above will contribute a
correction to r˜|Φ|2 that is proportional to ln(1/b). Now we can conclude that the RG
equation for r˜ to the 1/k2 order reads
dr˜
d ln(1/b)
=
(
∆xy +
C
8k2
)
r˜, (4.19)
which determines the scaling dimension of r˜. Here ∆xy is the scaling dimension of r˜ at
the 3d XY universality class, which is very close to 3/2 [128].
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4.1.6 Summary
In this work we did our best to study the the quantum phase transition described in
Eq. (4.2), with its dual Lagrangian described by Eq. (4.14). The self-dual nature of this
transition allows us to calculate many quantities in a controlled expansion with 1/k2.
But it is possible that, with small enough k, the transition becomes first order.
The same techniques used in this work can be applied to other field theories as well.
For instance QED3 with two flavors of Dirac fermions, and one flavor of fermion carries
gauge charge−1, while the other flavor of fermion carries a much larger gauge charge−k.
A similar 1/k2 expansion can also be applied to this theory as well.
Ref. [138] has applied the mirror symmetry [139, 140, 141] (duality between super-
symmetric field theories) to the half-filled Landau level [142], which is a system closely
related to the boundary of 3d TI [116, 117, 118]. Previous study [143] also indicates that
the mirror symmetry is related to the “deconfined QCP” [123, 124]. We suspect the QCP
discussed here may also have an interesting supersymmetric version. We will leave this
to future study.
4.2 Stable Interacting (2+1)d Conformal Field Theo-
ries at the Boundary of a class of (3 + 1)d Bosonic
Symmetry Protected Topological Phases
A symmetry protected topological (SPT) phase [25, 26] must, by definition, have
a boundary state with a nontrivial spectrum when the system including the boundary
preserves certain global symmetries. Many (2 + 1)d SPT states can be described with
a similar Chern-Simons theory [31] as the quantum Hall states, their (1 + 1)d boundary
states are therefore relatively easy to understand. Thus it is more challenging to un-
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derstand the (3 + 1)d SPT states, whose boundary states can have much richer physics
under strong interaction. The following three types of (2 + 1)d states may exist at the
boundary of a (3 + 1)d SPT phase:
1) An ordered phase that spontaneously breaks the global symmetry and hence has
degenerate ground states;
2) A (2 + 1)d topologically ordered phase with topological degeneracy;
3) A stable gapless phase which is described by a conformal field theory (CFT).
Possibilities 1 and 2 have both been studied quite extensively in the last few years,
for both fermionic and bosonic SPT states [110, 111, 112, 13, 113, 32, 63], but there
is little study about the third possibility, except for the well-known simplest case of
noninteracting topological insulators/superconductors. In this work we explore the third
possibility of SPT phases: a stable (2 + 1)d interacting conformal field theory (CFT) at
the boundary of a (3 + 1)d SPT state. This CFT should be stable against any symmetry
allowed perturbations, By “stable” we mean that all perturbations allowed by symmetry
should be irrelevant (in the renormalization group sense) at this fixed point.
We will take the field theory description of (3 + 1)d bosonic SPT states, which is a
nonlinear sigma model (NLσM) with a Θ-term in the (3 + 1)d bulk spacetime. The value
Θ = 2pi corresponds to the stable fixed point of the SPT phase. This formula was used
to describe and classify bosonic SPT states in Ref. [32, 35, 33, 63]. With Θ = 2pi in the
(3+1)d bulk, the (2+1)d boundary is described by a NLσM with a Wess-Zumino-Witten
(WZW) term with level k = 1. In Ref. [32, 35, 63], the target space of the NLσM was
the four dimensional sphere S4, a WZW term can be defined based on the fact that the
homotopy group pi4[S
4] = Z. Topological phases with the same anomaly as this field
theory under various anisotropies were discussed thoroughly in Ref. [32, 63].
The presence of a WZW term is known to drastically change the behavior of the
NLσMs in lower dimensions. In particular, inw (0 + 1)d a WZW term may lead to
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degenerate ground states; in (1+1)d a WZW term drives the NLσM towards a conformally
invariant fixed point [50, 51]. An explicit renormalization group (RG) calculation in
(1 + 1)d demonstrates that this fixed point is stable and occurs at a finite value of the
NLσM coupling constant [50].
However, unlike these (1 + 1)d analogues, it is difficult to perform a controlled cal-
culation for NLσMs with a WZW term in (2 + 1)d. There are two standard controlled
RG calculations for NLσMs in 3d Euclidean space-time: (1) Generalizing the space-time
dimensions to d = 2+, perform an expansion with “small” parameter , and then extrap-
olate the result to  → 1; (2) Generalizing the target manifold to SN with N  1, and
perform an expansion with small parameter 1/N . But both of these standard approaches
fail in present context because of the WZW term. The first method is questionable in
this context because the topological term can only be defined in an integer number of
space-time dimensions. As for the second method, the fact that pid[S
N ] = 0 for d < N
implies that a naive generalization from S4 to SN would completely miss the contribu-
tion from the WZW term. An attempt of calculating the effect of the WZW term in
(2 + 1)d was made in Ref. [144], but the calculation there was uncontrolled for precisely
the reasons we mentioned above.
However, we suspect that these difficulties may be only technical in nature. We
expect that the WZW term in (2 + 1)d may still lead to a stable conformally invariant
fixed point at a finite value of the coupling. This expectation is (indirectly) supported by
recent quantum Monte Carlo simulation on a 2d lattice interacting fermion model, where
a continuous quantum phase transition described by a (2 + 1)d NLσM with a topological
Θ−term was found, and Θ was the tuning parameter for this transition [145, 146]. The
numerical data suggest that right at Θ = pi this theory is a (2 + 1)d CFT with gapless
bosonic excitations while no gapless fermion excitations. A field theory with Θ = pi can
be viewed as another field theory with a WZW term under symmetry breaking. Thus the
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results in Ref. [145, 146] actually suggest that the disordered phase of a (2 + 1)d NLσM
with a WZW term can also be a stable CFT.
Besides these recent progresses, earlier studies of the deconfined quantum critical
point [123, 124] also suggested that a WZW term in a (2 + 1)d NLσM could lead to a
stable CFT. It was conjectured that the deconfined quantum critical point corresponds to
the quantum disordered phase of the SO(5) NLσM with a WZW term at level−1 [147],
and the SO(5) symmetry could emerge at this CFT.
The goal of this work is to analytically study the effects of the WZW term on NLσMs
in (2+1)d space-time. In section 4.2.1 we first take a large-N generalization of the bound-
ary field theory of (3 + 1)d SPT states which always permits a WZW term in (2 + 1)d
space-time. This theory has a controlled large-N limit without the WZW term. In section
4.2.2 we first argue that the large-N and large-k generalization alone is insufficient to pro-
vide a reliable study of the quantum disordered phase, with presence of the WZW term.
Then we demonstrate that a combined large-N , large-k and −generalization enables us
to identify a stable fixed point in the quantum disordered phase, which corresponds to a
(2 + 1)d interacting CFT. In section 4.2.3, we will briefly discuss the connection of this
work to the “hierarchy problem” in high energy physics.
4.2.1 Lagrangian and Method
We would like to find a NLσM with a WZW term that admits a controlled approxima-
tion scheme for evaluating the RG equations (beta functions). This means that the target
spaceM should have an acceptable large-N generalization that permits a WZW term in
(2 + 1)d. One example that satisfies these constraints is the Grassmannian manifold:
M(n,N) = U(N)
U(n)× U(N − n) , (4.20)
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For any n ≥ 2, N ≥ n + 2, pi4[M] = Z while pi3[M] = 0, thus a WZW term can be
defined in (2 + 1)d forM. For n = 1, this manifold is the familiar CPN−1 manifold, and
later we will argue that even for n = 1 a similar term in the action may also be defined.
The total dimension of M scales linearly with N instead of N2 with large-N and
fixed n, thus without the WZW term, a NLσM defined with target manifold M does
not have the infinite planar diagram problem that usually occurs in matrix models. The
entire action in (2+1)d Euclidean space-time that we will study is
S =
∫
d2x dτ
1
g
tr(∂µP∂µP) +
∫ 1
0
du
∫
d2x dτ
i2pik
256pi2
εµνρλ tr(P˜∂µP˜∂νP˜∂ρP˜∂λP˜). (4.21)
The basic field P ∈M(n,N) is an N ×N hermitian matrix and it can be represented in
the form
P = V ΩV †, Ω ≡

1n×n 0n×(N−n)
0(N−n)×n −1(N−n)×(N−n)
 (4.22)
where V ∈ U(N). The matrix P satisfies P† = P , P2 = I, and tr(P) = 2n−N . (When
N = 2n, tr(P) = 0, and this was the case studied in Ref. [33]). Note that when N = 2
and n = 1,M(n,N) is SU(2)/U(1) = S2, and P can always be represented as P = n ·σ,
where n is a three component unit vector, and σ are the Pauli matrices.
P˜(x, τ, u) is an extension of P(x, τ) into the auxiliary fourth dimension parameterized
by u ∈ [0, 1]. This extended field satisfies
P˜(x, τ, 1) = P(x, τ), P˜(x, τ, 0) = Ω. (4.23)
For the (2 + 1)d boundary physics described by P(x, τ) to be independent of the chosen
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extension P˜(x, τ, u), the coefficient k must be quantized. This action Eq. (4.21) obviously
has a global SU(N) symmetry: P → U †PU , where U ∈ SU(N) 1.
Our general theory Eq. (4.21) has the following connections with the previously stud-
ied theories:
1) In order to study (3 + 1)d bosonic SPT states, Ref. [32, 63] introduced a NLσM
with target space S4. S4 can also be written as a Grassmannian: S4 ∼ Sp(4)
Sp(2)×Sp(2) . If
written in terms of P = n · Γ (where n is the five component unit vector introduced in
Ref. [32, 63] and Γa are the five 4× 4 anticommuting Gamma matrices), the topological
term of Eq. (4.21) is precisely the same as the one in Ref. [32, 63]. Thus the field theory
of Ref. [32, 63] can be viewed as our model with N = 2n = 4 after breaking the SU(4)
down to smaller symmetries considered therein.
2) Ref. [148] demonstrated that for n = 1, the topological term discussed above can
be generated by coupling the CPN−1 manifold to (2 + 1)d Dirac fermions with SU(N)
symmetry. Ref. [149] used this fact, and derived the effective field theory for the bosonic
sector for N = 2n = 2, which corresponds to the boundary of the (3 + 1)d topological
superconductor with symmetry SU(2)×T (T being time-reversal). Ref. [149] also argued
that with the full SU(2) × T symmetry, this boundary theory cannot be gapped out,
which implies that it could be an interacting CFT. Thus our theory with large-N and
n = 1 can also be viewed as a formal generalization of the case studied in Ref. [149] 2.
Instead of working with Eq. (4.21) directly, we will use a parametrization that is
more easily amenable to a large-N analysis. This parametrization was introduced in
1To be more precise, the global symmetry of this system is PSU(N)=SU(N)/ZN = U(N)/U(1). This
is because any configuration of P does not transform at all under the U(1) subgroup of U(N), or the
ZN center of SU(N). For example, for N = 2 and n = 1, the manifold M is S2, and a NLσM defined
on S2 should have symmetry SO(3) = SU(2)/Z2.
2We do note that for N = 2n = 2, the space-time integral of the topological term is quantized, i.e. it
is the Hopf term, while for larger N this term is not quantized.
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Ref. [150, 151]. We define a collection of n orthonormal complex vectors
{~ϕα}α=1,2,...,n , ~ϕ †α · ~ϕβ = δαβ. (4.24)
The order parameter P can be written as
Pij = 2
n∑
α= 1
ϕiαϕ
j†
α − δij (4.25)
with i, j = 1, ..., N . This definition is invariant under local transformations of the form
ϕiα → ϕiβ U βα (x) (4.26)
with U ∈ U(n). Hence the action in terms of the ϕiα will have a U(n) gauge symmetry,
under which each ϕi transforms as a fundamental n-dimensional representation (and
i = 1, ..., N serves as a flavor label).
Explicitly, we may observe that the quantity
a ≡ −idϕ† · ϕ = −i
N∑
i=1
dϕi†αϕ
i
β (4.27)
transforms as a U(n) gauge field. If we then define the field strength 2-form f ≡ da−ia∧a,
we find
tr
(
P˜ dP˜ ∧ dP˜ ∧ dP˜ ∧ dP˜
)
= −32 tr (f ∧ f) . (4.28)
The right-hand side of Eq. (4.28) is a total derivative in (3+1)d, and hence its integral
can be reduced to the (2+1)d integral of a local integrand, namely a U(n) Chern-Simons
term.
The right hand side of Eq. (4.28) can also be defined even for n = 1 (which corresponds
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to the case withM = CPN−1), and the integral of this term on T 4 is quantized, although
its integral on S4 is trivial. This is analogous to the topological response theory ∼ E ·B
of 3d topological insulator [55].
Following Ref. [150, 151], we block-decompose the ϕiα fields as
ϕ iα = (Φ
β
α ; φ
I
α)
t (4.29)
where I = n+ 1 · · ·N . Then we can use local U(n) transformations to make the n-by-n
block Hermitian (fix the gauge [151]): Φ = Φ†, which eliminates all the continuous gauge
degrees of freedom. The constraint Eq. (4.24) on ϕ iα now takes the form:
Φ = (I − φ† · φ)1/2 = I − 1
2
φ† · φ− 1
8
(φ† · φ)2 +O(φ6) . (4.30)
Then we find tr[P˜(dP˜)4] = 32 tr [(dφ† · dφ)(dφ† · dφ)] + O(φ6), where we suppress the
wedge product for notational convenience.
Therefore, after carrying out this procedure (and trivially rescaling the coupling as
g → g/8), we obtain an alternative form of Eq. (4.21) as a local (2+1)d action in terms
of unconstrained boson fields. The field φ is a n × (N − n) matrix, it has exactly the
same number of degrees of freedom as the target manifoldM, thus it does not have any
continuous gauge freedom. The Lagrangian density takes the form
L = LNLσM + LWZW. (4.31)
After rescaling φ→ √gφ, we find the Euclidean Lagrangian density LNLσM
LNLσM = tr
(
∂µφ
† · ∂µφ
)
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+ 1
4
gtr
[(
∂µφ
† · φ+ φ† · ∂µφ
)2]
+ 1
4
g′tr
[(
∂µφ
† · φ− φ† · ∂µφ
)2]
+ 1
4
g2tr
[
2(φ† · φ)(∂µφ† · φ)(φ† · ∂µφ)
]
+ 1
4
g2tr
[
(φ† · φ)(∂µφ† · φ)(∂µφ† · φ)
]
+ 1
4
g2tr
[
(φ† · φ)(φ† · ∂µφ)(φ† · ∂µφ)
]
+ O(g3φ8). (4.32)
The initial value of g′ equals to g, but under renormalization group flow it will be an
independent parameter from g. If we add more symmetry-allowed terms in the origi-
nal theory, they will only lead to obviously irrelevant perturbations in the Lagrangian
expanded in terms of φ.
After integrating over the u direction in Eq.(4.21), the WZW term now reads
LWZW = ikg
2
4pi
εµνρtr
[(
φ† · ∂µφ
) (
∂νφ
† · ∂ρφ
)]−
i
k
4pi
g3εµνρ
1
3
tr
[(
∂µφ
† · φ) (∂νφ† · φ) (∂ρφ† · φ)+ h.c.]
+O(kg4φ8) . (4.33)
It is convenient to adopt a double-line notation for the Feynman diagrams, where
a solid line represents I = n + 1, · · ·N , and a dashed line represents α = 1, · · ·n. We
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first compute the ordinary RG equation in the large-N limit without the WZW term.
We will calculate the beta function with k = 0 in arbitrary dimension d and insert the
physical value d = 3. In terms of the dimensionless coupling g˜ = Λd−2g and g˜′ = Λd−2g′
(Λ ∼ 1/l is the ultraviolet momentum cut-off), the beta functions in the large-N limit
for the ordinary NLσM (with k = 0) are
β(g˜)0 =
dg˜
d ln l
= −(d− 2)g˜ + N
2pi2
g˜2,
β(g˜′)0 =
dg˜′
d ln l
= −(d− 2)g˜′ + N
dpi2
g˜′2, (4.34)
in our current case d = 3. As long as n ∼ NA with A < 1, in the large-N limit we only
need to keep these terms in the beta functions. Eq. (4.34) has several fixed points. If we
start with the physical parameter g˜(Λ) = g˜′(Λ) as the tuning parameter at the beginning
of the RG flow, then increasing g˜ will lead to a quantum phase transition controlled by
the fixed point
g˜∗ =
2pi2
N
, g˜′∗ = 0, (4.35)
and the critical exponent ν = 1. The location of the critical point, and the critical
exponent is consistent with the well-known result of the CPN−1 model in the large−N
limit [152, 153].
4.2.2 Stable fixed point in the quantum disordered phase
Now let us compute the beta functions with the WZW term. Naively one would
expect that the leading order contribution from the WZW term to the beta functions
is the one-loop diagram Fig. 4.3. But because the numerator of the WZW vertex is
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Figure 4.3: One-loop diagram which involves two WZW terms in Eq. (4.33). The nu-
merator of the WZW vertex is completely antisymmetric in momenta, so this diagram
does not renormalize g or g′.
Figure 4.4: Two-loop wave function renormalization.
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completely antisymmetric in momenta, this diagram does not renormalize the coupling
constants g and g′. Fig. 4.4 is a two-loop planar wave function renormalization diagram
that renormalizes g and g′. This diagram leads to the following corrections to the beta
functions:
β(g˜) = β(g˜)0 − ck2g˜5Nn 1
(4pi)2
+ · · ·
β(g˜′) = β(g˜′)0 − ck2g˜′g˜4Nn 1
(4pi)2
+ · · · (4.36)
In this equation c is a positive number whose exact value is unimportant, because we are
going to treat k2 as a tuning parameter.
Our goal is to look for a stable fixed point which corresponds to a stable (2+1)d CFT
in the quantum disordered phase. The negative sign of the k2 term in Eq. (4.36) suggests
that this is possible. However, to make a confident conclusion, we need to choose certain
adequate scaling between k and N : k ∼ NB. If for instance 0 < B ≤ 3/2, then the k2
terms in Eq. (4.36) indeed lead to a new stable fixed point in the quantum disordered
phase at g˜∗ ∼ k−2/3 ≥ 1/N and g˜′∗ = 0. But around this “new fixed point”, infinite
number of higher loop diagrams would become nonperturbative. For example, let us
examine the four-loop WZW contribution, which is shown in Fig. 4.5. This diagram
has seven internal propagators, four WZW vertices, two closed solid loops, and two
closed dashed loops. Therefore this diagram contributes a term ∼ g9k4n2N2 to the beta
function. Then when B ≤ 3/2, this four-loop diagram (and infinite number of higher
loop diagrams) also contributes at least at the same order as the k2 terms in Eq. (4.36),
around the “new fixed point” g˜∗ ∼ k−2/3.
But on the other hand, if B > 3/2, then the k2 term in Eq. (4.36) would be too large
and make the entire RG equations flow to g˜ = g˜′ = 0. We stress that these difficulties
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Figure 4.5: A four-loop diagram with four WZW terms. When k ≤ N3/2, in the
simultaneous limit of large N and large k, this diagram contributes to the RG equation
at least at the same order as the two-loop diagram in Fig. 4.4 around the “new stable
fixed point” in the quantum disordered phase, so do infinite number of higher loop
diagrams.
only occur with the presence of the WZW term. Without the WZW term, this theory
does have a simple large-N limit.
In order to find a controlled calculation and to identify the stable fixed point in the
quantum disordered phase with confidence, we need to find another small parameter to
expand with. As we mentioned before we cannot rely on the ordinary 2 +  expansion in
our case. In this section we propose a possible solution to this difficulty in our current
context by introducing a different −generalization of our model.
We first test our approach with n = 1 (M = CPN−1). We generalize the original
action Eq. (4.31) as following:
LNLσM = ∂µφ† · ∂µφ
+ 1
4
g
(
∂µφ
† · |∂¯| −12 φ+ φ† · |∂¯| −12 ∂µφ
)2
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+ 1
4
g′
(
φ† · |∂¯| −12 ∂µφ− ∂µφ† · |∂¯| −12 φ
)2
+ 1
4
g2
(
φ† · |∂¯|−1φ) (∂µφ† · |∂¯| −12 φ+ φ† · |∂¯| −12 ∂µφ)2
+ O(g3φ8). (4.37)
Here the notation |∂¯| is most manifest in the momentum space: A†|∂¯|B in the momentum
space corresponds to A†(p)|1
2
(p+ q)|B(q). This nonanalytic generalization can be made
systematically to all higher order expansion of the Lagrangian: a singular momentum
dependence |∂¯| −12 is inserted in φ† · ∂µφ and φ · ∂µφ†, and |∂¯|−1 is inserted in φ† · φ. At
least in the large−N limit, it can be shown that all the relevant renormalizations to this
Lagrangian can still be absorbed into the RG flow of g and g′.
The nonanalytic generalization of a local field theory dated back to studies on spin
systems with long range interactions [154], and the study of the Gross-Neveu model [155].
Later a generalization of the regular p2 kinetic term to |p|1+ was used as a controlled
calculation method for 2d Fermi surface coupled with a bosonic field [156, 157, 158], which
without the nonanalytic generalization also suffers from the infinite diagram difficulty in
the large-N limit [159]. The advantage of the nonanalytic generalization is that, now the
scaling dimension of g and g′ at weak interacting limit becomes −, and we can treat 
as another small parameter to organize all the Feynman diagrams.
The WZW term is now generalized to
LWZW = ikg
2
4pi
εµνρ
(
φ† · |∂¯|−1∂µφ
) (
∂νφ
† · |∂¯|−1∂ρφ
)
. (4.38)
When n = 1 there is no higher order terms in the WZW term, which significantly
simplifies the analysis. When  = 1 this action returns to its original form Eq. (4.31).
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This generalization keeps many of the basic properties of the original WZW term:
1) this term Eq. (4.38) is always purely imaginary;
2) like the WZW term, the parameter k is always marginal for arbitrary , which is
guaranteed by the nonanalytic momentum dependence inserted in the generalized WZW
term;
3) the two φ (φ†) fields in Eq. (4.38) are equivalent to each other.
With large-N and leading order in , the RG equations of g˜ and g˜′ read (here we
redefine g˜ = Λg and g˜′ = Λg′ to make them dimensionless)
dg˜
d ln l
= β(g˜)
()
0 − ck2g˜5N
1
(4pi)2
,
dg˜′
d ln l
= β(g˜′)()0 − ck2g˜′g˜4N
1
(4pi)2
. (4.39)
β(g˜)
()
0 and β(g˜
′)()0 are simply β(g˜)0 and β(g˜
′)0 with the first term replaced by −g˜ and
−g˜′. The wave function renormalization Fig. 4.4 is the only diagram that contributes to
the last terms in Eq. (4.39) in the large−N limit. Vertex corrections in Fig. 4.6 will not
contribute here because under RG flow it generates an φ4 term with analytic momentum
dependence, which is less relevant compared with the terms in Eq. (4.37). The absence
of vertex corrections here is similar to the absence of boson field wave function renormal-
ization discussed in Ref. [157], basically because a nonanalytic momentum dependence
cannot be generated by integrating out high momentum degrees of freedom in RG. This
absence of vertex correction to terms with nonanalytic momentum dependence was also
discussed in Ref. [160, 161].
Now we need to take k2 ∼ (N/)3 to keep all the terms in these equations at the same
order, and we expect that the fixed points of these beta functions will be around g˜ ∼ /N .
With small enough , the terms we keep in Eq. (4.39) will be dominant compared with
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Figure 4.6: The vertex corrections from the WZW terms, which generate irrelevant
interactions under RG with our nonanalytic −generalization.
all higher loop diagrams.
The value of constant c is computed at  = 0: with large-N , large-k and  = 0,
the wave function renormalization in Fig. 4.4 will lead to the following correction to the
coupling constant g:
δg˜ = −8g˜5N
(
k
4pi
)2 ∫
d3p
(2pi)3
d3q
(2pi)3
× 1
3
p2q2 − (p · q)2
p2q2|p+ q|2|p− q|4 × 16
∼ − 1
3pi2
k2g˜5N
1
(4pi)2
log
(
Λ
Λ′
)
, (4.40)
where Λ and Λ′ are the ultraviolet cut-off and rescaled cut-off. Thus c = 1/(3pi2). The
value of c evaluated at  = 0 depends on the exact form of the  generalization of the
WZW term.
We take k2 = G3(N/)3 with small coefficient G. Eq. (4.39) generates several fixed
points. If we start with the physical parameters g˜(Λ) = g˜′(Λ) at the beginning of the
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RG, the flow of the parameters is controlled by two of these fixed points. The first fixed
point is the order-disorder quantum phase transition located at
g˜∗ ∼ (2pi2 + 2pi8cG3 +O(G6)) 
N
, g˜′∗ = 0 (4.41)
and the critical exponent 1/ν is
1
ν
= (1− 3cG3pi6 +O(G6)). (4.42)
If we extrapolate  to 1, ν will be greater than 1, which can already be expected from the
negative sign of the k2 term in the beta functions. This is qualitatively different from the
critical exponent without the WZW term. For instance it is well-known that the (2+1)d
CPN−1 model has ν < 1 with 1/N correction taken into account [153].
Most importantly, there is a stable fixed point in the quantum disordered phase:
g˜∗ ∼
(
1
G
2
c1/3
− 2pi
2
3
+O(G)
)

N
, g˜′∗ = 0. (4.43)
We need G small enough to guarantee that the coupling constant in Eq. (4.43) is larger
than the one in Eq. (4.41), i.e. the system is in a quantum disordered phase. In the
vicinity of this new stable fixed points, the beta functions give the scaling dimension of
two irrelevant perturbations:
∆1 = 
(
− 1
G
3
c1/3pi2
+ 5 +O(G)
)
,
∆2 = 
(
− 1
G
1
c1/3pi2
+
1
3
+O(G)
)
. (4.44)
Both scaling dimensions are negative with small enough G. The RG flow diagram for
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Figure 4.7: The RG flow diagram for the RG equations in Eq. (4.39). We chose
parameters  = 0.05 N = 10, ck2n ∼ 340. The dashed line corresponds to the
physical values of the tuning parameter g˜ = g˜′ at the beginning of the RG flow. The
RG flow is controlled by two fixed points, one is the order-disorder transition, the
other is a stable fixed point in the quantum disordered phase.
the RG equations with parameters  = 0.05 N = 10, ck2n ∼ 340 is plotted in Fig. 4.7.
In order to carry out the calculation for n > 1, we need to include higher order terms in
the expansion of the WZW term. We also need to generalize the O(φ6) order in the WZW
term to a nonanalytic form. There are certainly more than one possible −generations,
as an example, we choose the following form for the φ6 term in the momentum space:
LWZW(φ6) = −
∑
w,l,p,q,t,s
δ(w + p+ s− l− q − r)
×kg
3
4pi
1
3
εµνρlµqνtρ|l + p|−1|q + s|−1|t+w|−1
×tr (φ†(l) · φ(w) φ†(q) · φ(p) φ†(t) · φ(s)− h.c.) . (4.45)
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Figure 4.8: A two loop diagram that is a mixture between the φ4 and φ6 terms in the
WZW term for n > 1.
This generalization still keeps the basic properties of the WZW term that we need to
carry out the calculations, and when  = 1 it returns to the original form of the WZW
term. This φ6 term so designed only generates irrelevant terms in the large−N limit and
leading order  expansion. For example, Fig. 4.8 is a leading order diagram in terms of
large−N and −expansion counting, but it only generates an irrelevant analytic term to
the Lagrangian.
4.2.3 Discussions
In this work we did our best to search for a controlled study of stable interacting
conformal field theories at the boundary of (3+1)d SPT states. We performed calculation
in the large−N limit and leading order −expansion, and the desired stable fixed point
is indeed found in the quantum disordered phase. But we have not proved that higher
order expansions will not generate more relevant terms in the Lagrangian.
Besides exploring the exotic boundary states of (3+1)d bosonic SPT phases, another
motivation of this work was the “hierarchy problem” in high energy physics: why the
Higgs boson is so much lighter than the Planck mass? Compared with the Planck mass,
the Higgs boson, which is a space-time scalar, is almost massless. Gauge bosons, which
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can emerge very naturally in condensed matter systems [162, 163, 164], indeed have zero
mass. But a space-time scalar boson, unless it is a Goldstone mode, usually acquires
a mass that is comparable with the ultraviolet cut-off without fine-tuning to a critical
point. At least this is the case for space-time dimensions higher than (1+1)d (in (1+1)d
space-time scalar bosons can easily form a conformal field theory). Indeed, the little
Higgs theory hypothesizes that the Higgs boson itself is a pseudo Goldstone boson [165,
166, 167], which explains its small mass. The result of our current work suggests another
possible route to address the hierarchy problem: the Higgs boson could be rendered
massless due to a topological WZW term, even if the system is in a quantum disordered
phase, i.e. there is no (pseudo) spontaneous symmetry breaking. But, in order to show
this explicitly, one needs to first embed the Higgs boson into a larger target manifoldM
which permits a WZW term, and perform a controlled RG calculation in (3 + 1)d 3. We
will leave this direction to future study.
At the purely technical level, although the WZW term can be formally rewritten
as a Chern-Simons term, we cannot treat the gauge field aµ (Eq. (4.27)) in the path
integral as if it were an independent degree of freedom with a Chern-Simons term. For
example, when N = 2n = 2, the topological term becomes the quantized Hopf term if
written in terms of ϕi, while the Chern-Simons action of a U(1) gauge field is in general
not quantized. The WZW term can only be interpreted as the Chern-Simons term if
Eq. (4.27) holds rigorously. However, if a Chern-Simons term of aµ is already included in
the action, the equation of motion of the gauge field is no longer given by Eq. (4.27). In
the standard path integral formalism of the CPN−1 model, the gauge field aµ is introduced
as an auxiliary field through the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation. Thus one should
introduce one more vector field bµ through the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation on
3pi5[SU(N)] = Z for N > 2, thus a matrix model whose target manifold is SU(N) could have a WZW
term in (3 + 1)d. But SU(N) matrix model does not have a controlled large−N limit even without the
WZW term.
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the WZW term: ∼ ikεϕ† ·∂ϕ∂b+ ikεb∂b (indices and unimportant factors are omitted in
this equation). Integrating out bµ will regenerate the WZW term, for the simplest case
n = 1. For n > 1 this method gets more complicated.
4.3 Generalized Lieb-Schultz-Mattis theorem and its
connection to the surface states of the symmetry
protected topological phase
The Lieb-Schultz-Mattis (LSM) theorem [57], and its higher dimensional general-
izations [168, 169] state that if a quantum spin system defined on a lattice has odd
number of spin-1/2s per unit cell, then any local spin Hamiltonian which preserves the
spin and translation symmetry, cannot have a featureless (gapped and nondegenerate)
ground state. This implies that any symmetry allowed Hamiltonian on the spin Hilbert
space defined above can only have the following possible scenarios: 1. its ground state
spontaneously breaks either the spin symmetry or the lattice symmetry, hence leads to
degenerate ground states and possible gapless Goldstone modes; 2. it has gapped and
degenerate ground states without breaking any symmetry, i.e. its ground state develops a
topological order (the second possibility can only happen in two and higher dimensional
systems); 3. its ground state has algebraic (power-law) correlation function of physical
quantities, and the spectrum is again gapless (this scenario happens most often in 1d
spin systems, while still possible in higher dimensions).
On the other hand, there are lattice spin systems for which one can very easily con-
struct a local Hamiltonian with a featureless ground state that preserves all the symmetry.
One class of such states are called the AKLT states [17], which can be constructed for
an integer spin chain in 1d, the spin-2 antiferromagnet on the square lattice, and the
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spin-3/2 antiferromagnet on the honeycomb lattice, etc. Of course, these systems violate
the crucial “odd number of spin-1/2s per unit cell” assumption of the LSM theorem.
However, there are also some spin systems in the “middle ground” where the answers
are not so clear. These systems do not meet the key assumption of the LSM theorems,
while a simple analogue of the AKLT state mentioned above does not obviously exist.
For example, the honeycomb lattice has two sites per unit cell, thus a spin-1/2 system
on the honeycomb lattice has even number of spin-1/2s per unit cell, and hence there is
no LSM theorem to exclude a featureless ground state. But it has been a long stand-
ing problem whether a featureless spin-1/2 state exists or not on the honeycomb lattice.
Another example is the spin-1 antiferromagnet on the square lattice. Depending on the
Hamiltonian, possible states of this system include the Ne´el state which spontaneously
breaks the spin symmetry, and a nematic type of valence bond solid state which breaks
the lattice rotation symmetry, etc. But the existence of a featureless state is not ob-
vious. However, recent progresses indicate that featureless states do exist in these two
“middle ground” examples mentioned above [170, 171, 172], with a more sophisticated
construction compared with the AKLT state.
Another seemingly very different subject is the symmetry protected topological (SPT)
state [25, 26], which is a generalization of topological insulators. By definition, the ground
state of the (d+1)−dimensional bulk of a SPT phase must be gapped and nondegenerate,
while its d−dimensional boundary state must be either gapless or degenerate, as long as
certain symmetries are preserved. In the last few years, the classification of bosonic SPT
states with on-site internal symmetries has been well understood [25, 26, 32, 63, 46, 47,
173, 174, 69, 175]. The d−dimensional boundary of a (d + 1)−dimensional SPT state,
just like those d−dimensional spin systems where the LSM theorem applies, cannot be
trivially gapped. The key difference between these two systems is that, the former is
(usually) protected by an on-site symmetry, while the latter is protected by the spin and
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lattice symmetries together. However, the fact that neither system permits a featureless
state suggests that we can potentially formulate both systems in a similar way. The
connection to 3d bulk SPT states has been exploited in order to understand the fractional
excitations of 2d topological orders with both spin and lattice symmetries [176].
Since we are comparing two d−dimensional systems with very different ultraviolet
regularizations, their analogue can only be made precise when both systems are tuned
close to a point where a low energy field theory description becomes available. Thus
for our purpose, when we analyze a d−dimensional spin system, we will first tune it to
a critical point described by a field theory, then interpret the lattice symmetry as an
on-site symmetry, and interpret the d−dimensional field theory as the boundary state of
a (d + 1)−dimensional bulk. If the corresponding (d + 1)−dimensional bulk is a trivial
state instead of a nontrivial SPT state, then a featureless spin state must exist not too
far from that critical point in the phase diagram; if the corresponding bulk is indeed a
nontrivial SPT state, then it highly suggests that a featureless spin ground state does
not exist.
However, the latter statement may not be necessarily true: if around that selected
critical point of the spin system the field theory is formally equivalent to a SPT boundary
state, it only rules out the featureless spin state at the vicinity of that critical point. But
in principle a featureless state could be far away from the critical point in the phase
diagram, and hence beyond the reach of the field theory.
In section 4.3.1 through 4.3.4, we will discuss SU(N) and SO(N) systems on a 1d chain,
2d square lattice, 2d honeycomb lattice, and 3d cubic lattice respectively, by mapping
them to the boundary of 2d, 3d and 4d bulk states. We will identify those spin systems
that permit a featureless ground state. For all of these spin systems, we can explicitly
construct a featureless tensor product state that is an analogue of the AKLT state. Some
examples of these featureless states will be discussed in section 4.3.5. In section 4.3.5
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we will also verify our conclusions by making connection with a previous study on LSM
theorem based on lattice homotopy class [177].
4.3.1 1d spin chain
4.3.1.1 SU(2) spin-1/2 chain
In this section we first discuss one dimensional spin chains with SU(2) symmetry.
The low energy physics of the Heisenberg antiferromagnetic spin-1/2 chain with a SU(2)
spin symmetry can be captured by the following nonlinear sigma model in (1 + 1)d with
a Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) term at level-1 [178]:
S =
∫
dxdτ
1
g
(∂µn)
2 +
2pii
Ω3
∫ 1
0
du abcdn
a∂τn
b∂xn
c∂un
d, (4.46)
where n is a four component vector with unit length, and Ω3 is the volume of S
3 with
unit radius. The physical meaning of n is that, (n1, n2, n3) are the three component Ne´el
order parameter, while n4 ∼ φ is the valence bond solid (VBS) order parameter. If there
is a SO(4) rotation symmetry of the four component vector n, the coupling constant g
will flow to a fixed point, which corresponds to the SU(2)1 conformal field theory [50, 51].
The SO(4) symmetry becomes an emergent symmetry of the spin-1/2 Heisenberg chain in
the infrared: the Ne´el and VBS order parameter both have the same scaling dimension
[n] = 1/2. The key symmetry of the system, is the spin SU(2) symmetry, and the
translation symmetry. (n1, n2, n3) transforms as a vector under spin SU(2), and n4 ∼ φ
is a SU(2) singlet; and under translation by one lattice constant, Tx : n → −n. The
physical meaning of Eq. (4.46) is the intertwinement between the Ne´el and VBS order
parameter: the domain wall of the VBS order parameter carries a spin-1/2.
The field theory Eq. (4.46) also describes the boundary of a 2d bosonic SPT state
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with SO(3)×Z2 symmetry [34, 35], where Z2 acts as n → −n. This SPT state can
be understood as the decorated domain wall construction [38]: we decorate every Z2
symmetry breaking domain wall in the 2d bulk with a Haldane phase with SO(3) sym-
metry (Fig. 4.9a), then proliferate the Z2 domain walls to restore the Z2 symmetry. The
so-constructed phase in the bulk is the desired SO(3)×Z2 SPT phase. And at the 1d
boundary of the system, there is a spin-1/2 degree of freedom localized at every Z2 do-
main wall, which is also the boundary state of the Haldane phase decorated at each Z2
domain wall in the bulk. This is consistent with the physics of the spin-1/2 chain.
This simple example demonstrates that the lattice translation symmetry, once inter-
preted as an on-site symmetry in a field theory, is equivalent to an “anomalous” symmetry
of the boundary of a higher dimensional SPT state. And by definition the boundary of
a SPT state cannot be trivially gapped without degeneracy, which is consistent with the
LSM theorem of the spin-1/2 chain [57].
Here we stress that, the 1d SPT phase decorated at a Z2 domain wall must have a
Z2 classification as long as the symmetry G of the 1d SPT phase commutes with the Z2,
i.e. two of the 1d SPT phases must fuse into a trivial state. One way to see this is that,
after gauging the Z2 symmetry, the vison (pi−flux introduced by the Z2 gauge symmetry)
preserves the symmetry G as long as G commutes with Z2, and the vison is the boundary
of the 1d decorated SPT state [38]. Since two visons fuse into a local excitation, the 1d
SPT state must have a Z2 classification. But at a Z
T
2 (time-reversal) domain wall one
can decorate a lower-dimensional SPT phase with (for example) Z classification, because
the anti-domain wall of ZT2 is the time-reversal conjugate of a Z
T
2 domain wall, which is
automatically decorated with the “inverse” state of the SPT state decorated at the ZT2
domain wall 4. This observation is consistent with many known facts about SPT phases.
For instance, in three dimensional space, there is a ZT2 SPT which can be viewed as Z
T
2
4The authors thank Dung-Hai Lee for clarifying this important point for us.
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Figure 4.9: (a), the decorated domain wall construction of the 2d SPT state whose
boundary is analogous to a SU(2N) spin chain with a LSM theorem. A 1d SPT
state with PSU(2N) symmetry is decorated to each domain wall, and the domain
wall terminates at the boundary with a dangling projective representation of the
PSU(2N) SPT state. (b), the decorated vortex line construction of the 3d SPT state
whose boundary is analogous to a 2d spin system either on the square or honeycomb
lattice. Again, we decorate each vortex line with a 1d SPT state. But when the 2d
boundary is mapped to the square and honeycomb lattice spin systems, the vortex
line in the bulk has a Z4 and Z3 conservation, which must be compatible with the
classification of the 1d SPT state decorated on each vortex line in order to guarantee
a nontrivial 3d SPT.
domain walls decorated with the E8 invertible topological order [32], but there is no such
decorated domain wall construction for 3d SPT phases with a Z2 symmetry.
4.3.1.2 spin chain with reduced symmetry
Now one can exploit the connection between 1d spin chains and the boundary of
2d SPT states even further, and consider a spin chain with a reduced spin symmetry.
For example we can start with a spin-1/2 chain, and break the SO(3) spin symmetry
down to its subgroup G o Z2, where Z2 is the spin pi−rotation Sz → −Sz, Sy → −Sy,
and G is a subgroup of the inplane U(1) spin symmetry. Whether the spin chain can
be featureless or not, is equivalent to the problem of whether the corresponding bulk
state with (G o Z2) × Z2 symmetry is a nontrivial SPT state or not; and based on the
“decorated domain wall” picture mentioned above, this again is equivalent to the problem
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of whether the 1d Z2 domain wall is a nontrivial 1d SPT state with GoZ2 symmetry or
not, and if it is indeed a nontrivial SPT, whether it has a Z2 classification.
Now we can look up the classification in Ref. [25, 26]. For example, when G = Z2n+1
with integer n, since there is no nontrivial 1d SPT state with Z2n+1 o Z2 symmetry, the
bulk SO(3)×Z2 SPT state discussed previously must be trivialized by reducing the SO(3)
spin symmetry down to Z2n+1 o Z2, thus its boundary can in principle be gapped and
nondegenerate. This observation already gives us a meaningful conclusion:
A spin chain with translation and (Z2n+1oZ2) spin symmetry can have a featureless
ground state.
By contrast, for G = U(1) or Z2n, a nontrivial 1d SPT state with Go Z2 does exist,
and it does have a Z2 classification. Hence the Haldane phase with SO(3) spin symmetry
remains a nontrivial SPT state under the symmetry reduction to G o Z2. Thus the 2d
bulk SPT state with (GoZ2)×Z2 remains nontrivial, and hence the 1d boundary cannot
be trivially gapped. This observation leads to the following conclusion:
A 1d spin-1/2 chain cannot have a featureless ground state, even if we break the SU(2)
spin symmetry down to (Z2n o Z2) symmetry.
4.3.1.3 SU(2N) spin chain
Now let’s consider spin chains with higher spin symmetries. A natural generaliza-
tion of the spin-1/2 chain with translation symmetry, is a SU(2N) spin chain with
self-conjugate representation on each site (Young tableau with N boxes in one column,
Fig. 4.10a). The analogue of the “Ne´el” order parameter of this SU(2N) spin chain, is a
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Figure 4.10: (a), the self-conjugate SU(2N) spin representation on each site considered
in section 4.3.1.3. (b), For the square, honeycomb and cubic lattice, we consider a
SU(N) spin system with a fundamental representation (FR) on sublattice A, and an
anti-fundamental representation (AFR) on sublattice B.
2N × 2N Hermitian matrix order parameter P , and it can be represented in the form
P = V ΩV †, Ω ≡

1N×N 0N×N
0N×N −1N×N
 (4.47)
where V is a SU(2N) matrix. All the configurations of P belong to the Grassmanian
manifoldM = U(2N)/[U(N)×U(N)] [179, 180]. To see that P is a natural generalization
of the ordinary SU(2) Ne´el order parameter, we can take N = 1, then this Grassmanian
is precisely S2, which is the manifold of the ordinary SU(2) Ne´el order parameter. We
can also define matrix order parameter P = n · σ for the SU(2) spin chain, where n is
the SU(2) Ne´el order parameter.
The effective field theory for the SU(2N) spin chain described above, can be written
as [179]:
S =
∫
dxdτ
1
g
tr[∂µP∂µP ] + Θ
16pi
µνtr[P∂µP∂νP ]. (4.48)
This is the analogue of the Nonlinear sigma model for the SU(2) spin chain [15, 16],
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with a Θ−term which comes from the fact that for all N , the Grassmanian M satisfies
pi2[M] = Z. Under translation by one lattice constant, P transforms as Tx : P → −P
(P and −P both belong to the same Grassmanian target manifold), and the coefficient
Θ transforms as Tx : Θ→ −Θ, which guarantees that Θ is quantized to be multiple of pi.
The same field theory as Eq. (4.48) with a topological Θ term has been used to describe
the phase diagram of the integer quantum Hall systems [52, 53, 181], while there the
theory is written in the 2d real space instead of space-time. A proposed renormalization
group flow for Eq. (4.48) is that, Θ = 2pik are stable fixed points, while Θ = pi(2k + 1)
are instable fixed points which correspond to transitions between stable fixed points
Θ = 2kpi [179].
When Θ = pi, Eq. (4.48) describes the SU(2N) spin chain with self-conjugate rep-
resentation on each site; when Θ = 2pi, Eq. (4.48) describes the Haldane phase of a
SU(2N) spin-chain, or more precisely it is the Haldane phase of a PSU(2N) spin chain,
as P is invariant under the center of SU(2N). The PSU(2N) Haldane phase should
have Z2N classification [182], as its boundary could be 2N different projective represen-
tation of PSU(2N), which are also the 2N different representation of the Z2N center of
SU(2N). But the particular state described by Eq. (4.47) and Eq. (4.48) is the “Nth”
PSU(2N) Haldane phase, whose 0d boundary is a self-conjugate projective representation
of PSU(2N). This state has a Z2 nature, namely two copies of this state will be a trivial
state, i.e. its boundary is no longer a projective representation of PSU(2N).
As we discussed before, the spin-1/2 SU(2) chain can also be described by Eq. (4.46),
where a VBS order parameter is introduced. For the SU(2N) spin chain with self-
conjugate representation, the analogue of Eq. (4.46) is
S =
∫
dxdτ
1
g
tr[∂µU
†∂µU ] +
∫ 1
0
du
i2pi
24pi2
tr[U †dU ]3, (4.49)
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where U = I2N×2N cos(θ) + i sin(θ)P is a SU(2N) unitary matrix. Once again, when
N = 1, U is a SU(2) matrix, whose manifold is S3, the same as the target manifold of
Eq. (4.46). For arbitrary N , under translation, Tx : θ → pi − θ, Tx : U → −U . Thus
cos(θ) ∼ φ is the VBS order parameter.
The same field theory Eq. (4.49) describes the boundary of a 2d SPT state with
PSU(2N)×Z2 symmetry, where Z2 plays the role of Tx. And the physical picture of this
2d SPT is that, we decorate every Z2 domain wall with a Haldane phase with PSU(2N)
symmetry. Thus as one would naively expect, the SU(2N) spin chain with self-conjugate
representation cannot have a featureless ground state, because it can be mapped to the
boundary of a nontrivial 2d SPT state.
4.3.1.4 SO(N) spin chain
A SO(N) spin chain with a translation symmetry may still obey a generalization of
the LSM theorem. But first let us review the current understanding of the Haldane phase
of 1d SO(N) spin chain. When N is an odd integer, the double covering group of SO(N),
i.e. Spin(N), has a representation which is a spinor of SO(N). Thus when N is odd,
there is a Haldane phase with SO(N) symmetry with a Z2 classification, as two spinors
of SO(N) will merge into a linear representation of SO(N) [183]. Thus in 2d space,
there is a SPT state with SO(N) × Z2 symmetry, which is constructed by decorating
the 1d SO(N) Haldane phase in each Z2 domain wall. Then the 1d boundary of this 2d
SPT state with SO(N) × Z2 symmetry, has the feature that, at every Z2 domain wall
there must be a SO(N) spinor, and this 1d boundary cannot be trivially gapped without
breaking the Z2 symmetry.
Now let’s consider a Spin(N) spin chain with a spinor on every site. Two Spin(N)
spinors with odd N can always form a singlet, thus this spin chain naturally hosts two
fold degenerate VBS states, which transform into each other through translation by one
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lattice constant. The domain wall of these two VBS states is a Spin(N) spinor, which is
equivalently to the domain wall of the Z2 order parameter at the 1d boundary of the 2d
SO(N)× Z2 SPT state mentioned above. Based on these observations, we can conclude
that with odd N , a 1d Spin(N) spin chain with spinor representation on every site, does
not permit a featureless gapped state.
For even N , let’s take N = 2n, then the Haldane phase has a richer structure. SO(2n)
has a Z2 center which commutes with all the other elements, thus we can actually consider
the Haldane phase with symmetry PSO(2n) = SO(2n)/Z2. Then according to Ref. [182],
the center of Spin(2n) can be either Z4 or Z2×Z2, for odd and even integer n respectively.
But in either case, a Haldane phase with PSO(2n) symmetry could have either spinor
or vector representation at the boundary, both cases are nontrivial Haldane phase. And
we can construct a 2d SPT with PSO(2n)×Z2 symmetry, by decorating the Z2 domain
wall with a PSO(2n) Haldane phase. But this PSO(2n) Haldane phase must have a Z2
nature, in the sense that two copies of the Haldane phase must be a trivial state, because
two Z2 domain walls will fuse into a trivial defect. Thus for both odd and even n, we
can always decorate the Z2 domain wall with the PSO(2n) Haldane phase with a SO(2n)
vector at the boundary, which leads to the following LSM theorem:
A 1d SO(2n) spin chain with vector representation on every site does not permit a
featureless gapped state.
This conclusion is consistent with the result of Ref. [184].
4.3.2 spin systems on the square lattice
4.3.2.1 SU(2) spin systems
The generalized LSM theorem in higher dimensions does apply to the 2d spin-1/2
system on the square lattice [168, 169], i.e. there cannot be a featureless spin state on
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the square lattice for a spin-1/2 system with SU(2) spin symmetry. This conclusion
is consistent with many observations, including a generalization of Eq. (4.46) to (2 +
1)d [147]:
S =
∫
d2xdτ
1
g
(∂µn)
2 +
2pii
Ω4
∫ 1
0
du abcden
a∂τn
b∂xn
c∂yn
d∂un
e, (4.50)
where n is a five component unit vector, which forms the target manifold S4 with volume
Ω4. (n1, n2, n3) is still the three component Ne´el order parameter on the square lattice,
while n4 and n5 are the columnar VBS states along the x and y directions respectively.
The site-centered 90 degree rotation of the square lattice acts on (n4, n5) as a Z4 rotation,
and close to the deconfined quantum critical point [123, 124], one can usually embed the
Z4 into an enlarged U(1) group.
The physical meaning of the WZW term in Eq. (4.50) is that, the vortex of (n4, n5)
carries a spin-1/2 excitation [28], and the Skyrmion of (n1, n2, n3) carries lattice momen-
tum. If we view b ∼ n4 + in5 as a boson annihilation operator, then the Skyrmion of
(n1, n2, n3) would carry nonzero boson number of b. Thus if we destroy the ordinary Ne´el
order by condensing the Skyrmions of the Ne´el order parameter, the system automati-
cally develops a columnar VBS order; and if we destroy the VBS order by condensing
the (Z4) vortex of the columnar VBS order parameter, the system automatically breaks
the spin symmetry and develops the Ne´el order.
Eq. (4.50) can be derived explicitly by starting with the pi−flux spin liquid state
on the square lattice [185], and it was proposed as an effective field theory [147] that
describes the deconfined quantum critical point between Ne´el and VBS order on the
square lattice [123, 124], and this is the critical point whose vicinity we will study and
map to the boundary of a 3d system, as we discussed in the introduction. The key
physics of the intertwinement between the Ne´el and VBS order parameter is encoded
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in the WZW term. Eq. (4.50) is capable of encapsulating a large SO(5)×ZT2 symmetry,
and it also describes the boundary state of a 3d bosonic SPT state whose symmetry can
be as large as SO(5)×ZT2 . Eq. (4.50) can also describe the boundary of 3d SPT states
with a symmetry that is a subgroup of SO(5)×ZT2 [32, 63]. According to the definition
of SPT states, if the 3d bulk is a nontrivial SPT state, then the boundary cannot be
a featureless state; while if the 3d bulk is a trivial direct product state after breaking
the SO(5)×ZT2 to its subgroup, then the boundary in principle can be trivially gapped
without degeneracy.
It is clear that if the symmetry SO(5)×ZT2 is reduced to SO(3)×U(1), where (n1, n2, n3)
rotates as a vector of SO(3) and singlet under U(1), while (n4, n5) transforms as a vector
of U(1) and singlet of SO(3), the bulk is still a nontrivial SPT state. And this state can
be understood as the “decorated vortex line” construction introduced in Ref. [32]: one
first breaks the U(1) symmetry by condensing the two component vector (n4, n5), and
decorate a Haldane phase with the SO(3) spin symmetry on each vortex loop of (n4, n5)
with odd vorticity, then proliferate the vortex loops to restore the U(1) symmetry. The
SPT state so-constructed has a Z2 classification, which is consistent with the Z2 clas-
sification of the Haldane phase decorated in each vortex loop, and also consistent with
the Z2 nature of the fourth Steifel-Whitney class of the SO(5) gauge bundle [185]. This
implies that two copies of the 3d SPT states with SO(3)×U(1) symmetry weakly coupled
together will become a trivial 3d bulk state.
The site-centered rotation symmetry of the square lattice acts on (n4, n5) as the Z4
subgroup of U(1). The 3d nontrivial SPT state with SO(3)×U(1) symmetry survives
under the further symmetry breaking of U(1) to Z4, as a Z4 vortex loop is still a well-
define object in the bulk and can be decorated with a 1d Haldane phase. The same
conclusion still holds if we consider a spin-1/2 system on the rectangular lattice. Now
this system corresponds to the boundary of a 3d bulk SPT with SO(3)×Zx2 × Zy2 . n4,
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n5 each changes its sign under one of these two Z2s, while (n1, n2, n3) is odd under both
Z2s. The two Z2s correspond to translation along x and y directions respectively. The
3d bulk SPT state can be viewed as decorating the Zx2 domain wall with the 2d SPT
with SO(3)×Zy2 symmetry, or equivalently decorating the Zy2 domain wall with the 2d
SO(3)×Zx2 SPT state. This observation is consistent with the generalized LSM theorem
which states that a spin-1/2 system on the rectangular lattice cannot have a featureless
state.
Just like the previous section, if we break the spin symmetry down to Go Z2, when
G = Z2n+1 the spin system on the square lattice allows a featureless state, because the
Haldane phase that we decorated in the vortex loop becomes a trivial state with only
Z2n+1 o Z2 spin symmetry.
Now suppose we consider a spin-1 system on the square lattice, then a similar de-
confined quantum critical point corresponds to Eq. (4.50) with a level-2 WZW term: the
coefficient of the WZW term doubles. This equation with a level-2 WZW term can be
derived using the pi−flux spin liquid state of a spin-1 system on the square lattice: there
are twice as many Dirac fermions in the Brillouin zone compared with the case derived in
Ref. [185], thus the level of the WZW term also doubles (the difference from the spin-1/2
pi−flux state is that, the spin-1 pi−flux state has a Sp(4) gauge fluctuation [186], while the
spin-1/2 pi−flux state has a SU(2) gauge fluctuation). The physical meaning of this term
is that, the vortex of (n4, n5) now carries a spin-1 instead of spin-1/2, which is equivalent
to the physics of the boundary of two weakly coupled 3d SPT states with SO(3)×U(1)
symmetry, and as we discussed above, this state is generically a trivial state in the bulk.
Thus its boundary could be a featureless gapped state. This observation implies that a
spin-1 system on the square lattice permits a featureless state, which is consistent with
the conclusion of Ref. [171].
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4.3.2.2 SU(N) and SO(N) spin systems
Now let us consider a SU(N) spin system on the square lattice, with fundamen-
tal representation (FR) on sublattice A, and anti-fundamental representation (AFR) on
sublattice B. Since the spins on two nearest neighbor sites can still form a SU(N) spin
singlet, the columnar VBS order parameter and its Z4 structure still naturally hold: the
site-centered lattice rotation acts as a Z4 rotation of the columnar VBS order parameter
in this system. The Z4 vortex (antivortex) of the VBS order parameter always has a
vacant sublattice A (B) in the core, hence it always carries SU(N) FR (AFR). This is
consistent with the fact that a vortex-antivortex pair can always annihilate, hence the
quantum spin they carry must together form a spin singlet. An analogous effect on the
honeycomb lattice is depicted in Fig. 4.11,4.12.
With large enough N , a Heisenberg model with the representation described above
should have the four fold degenerate VBS state [187, 188]. Now we ask whether a
featureless ground state of this spin system is in principle allowed or not. Once again, we
first view the Z4 lattice rotation as an onsite internal symmetry, and enlarge it to U(1).
Then the 2d spin system on the square lattice can be potentially viewed as the boundary
of a 3d bosonic SPT state with PSU(N)× U(1) symmetry.
The bosonic SPT states with PSU(N)×U(1) symmetry do exist in 3d, and they can
be interpreted as the decorated vortex loop construction, i.e. we decorate every U(1) unit
vortex loop with a 1d PSU(N) Haldane phase, whose boundary is a projective represen-
tation of the PSU(N), or a faithful representation of SU(N). As we have discussed, 1d
PSU(N) Haldane phase has a ZN classification, which corresponds to N different projec-
tive representations of the PSU(N) group, or N different representation of the ZN center
of SU(N).
In general, the N−1 different nontrivial Haldane phases of PSU(N) can be described
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by Eq. (4.48) with Θ = 2pi, and P replaced by [179]
P = V ΩV †, Ω ≡

1m×m 0m×N−m
0N−m×m −1N−m×N−m
 (4.51)
with m = 1, · · ·N − 1, and V is a SU(N) matrix. All the configurations of P belong to
the Grassmanian manifold U(N)/[U(m)×U(N −m)]. In our case, when the vortex line
terminates at the boundary, the vortex at the boundary will carry a FR of SU(N), hence
for our case we need to choose m = 1, and P becomes the CPN−1 manifold.
However, let us not forget that eventually we need to break the U(1) symmetry down
to Z4. Then for the 3d SPT state to survive under this symmetry breaking, the ZN
classification of the PSU(N) Haldane phase must be compatible with the Z4 vortex. If
N and 4 are coprime, then this bulk state definitely becomes trivial after breaking the
U(1) to Z4. For example, when N = 3, there is no consistent way we can decorate the
Z4 vortex with a PSU(3) Haldane phase. Because four Z4 vortex loops merge together
will no longer be a well-defined defect, while four PSU(3) Haldane phases merge together
is still a nontrivial Haldane phase. Thus for odd integer N , the 3d SPT phase with
PSU(N)×U(1) symmetry becomes a trivial phase once U(1) is broken down to Z4.
To further demonstrate that for odd integer N , the 3d SPT phase with PSU(N)×
U(1) symmetry is trivialized with U(1) broken down to Z4, we need to show that its 2d
boundary can be trivially gapped out when U(1) is broken down to Z4. One of the 2d
boundary states of the 3d PSU(N)×U(1) SPT phase, is a ZN topological order, which
can be constructed by starting with a superfluid order with spontaneous U(1) symmetry
breaking at the 2d boundary, and then condense the N−fold vortex (a vortex with 2piN
vorticity) of the superfluid order. The single vortex of the superfuid phase carries a FR
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of SU(N), hence a N−fold vortex can carry a SU(N) singlet, and its condensate is a
ZN topological order which preserves all the symmetries. A 2d ZN topological order
has bosonic e and m excitations, while e and m have mutual statistics with statistical
angle θe,m = 2pi/N . In our construction, the e excitation carries 1/N charge of the U(1)
symmetry, and the m excitation carries a FR of SU(N).
Once U(1) is broken down to Z4, In order to gap out the ZN topological order, we can
condense the bound state of a e particle and 3N Z4 charges. This bound state carries
3N2+1
N
Z4 charges. Under the Z4 transformation, it acquires a phase exp
(
2pi(3N2+1)
4N
i
)
,
which can always be cancelled/compensated by a gauge transformation with odd integer
N (the numerator of the phase angle is always a multiple of 8pi with odd integer N). Thus
the condensate of this bound state will drive the ZN topological order into a completely
featureless gapped state without any anyons, and all the global symmetries are preserved.
This is only possible when N is odd.
As a contrast, for even integer N , we can always construct a nontrivial 3d SPT by
decorating the Z4 vortex loop with the 1d SPT state with SU(N)/Z2 symmetry, which
has a Z2 classification.
Now we can make the following conclusion:
A SU(N) spin system on the square lattice with fundamental and anti-fundamental
representation on the two sublattices, permit a featureless gapped ground state for odd
integer N .
We can also consider SO(N) spin systems on the square lattice. The analysis is very
similar to the previous case. We can make the following conclusion:
A SO(2n) spin system with vector representation on every site does not permit a
featureless gapped state on the square lattice.
A SO(2n+ 1) spin system with spinor representation on every site does not permit a
featureless gapped state on the square lattice.
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Figure 4.11: A Z3 vortex of the VBS order parameter on the honeycomb lattice has
a vacant site on the sublattice A, and hence carries a fundamental representation of
the SU(N) spin.
On the other hand, A SO(2n + 1) spin system with vector representation on every
site does permit a featureless gapped state.
4.3.3 spin systems on the honeycomb lattice
4.3.3.1 SU(2) spin systems
A spin-1/2 system on the honeycomb lattice, when tuned close to certain point, can
also be described by Eq. (4.50). Eq. (4.50) can be derived with the SU(2) spin liquid on
the honeycomb lattice, like the one discussed in Ref. [189]. Now the lattice symmetry,
both the translation Tx and a site-centered 120 degree rotation, acts as a Z3 subgroup of
the U(1) transformation on (n4, n5).
Once again, the question of whether a featureless spin-1/2 state exists on the hon-
eycomb lattice is equivalent to whether the 3d SPT state with SO(3)×U(1) symmetry
is stable against breaking the U(1) down to Z3. It turns out that this time the 3d bulk
becomes a trivial state. The vortex loop decoration picture fails with a Z3 symmetry.
Suppose we decorate a Haldane phase on each Z3 vortex loop, then three of the Z3 vortex
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Figure 4.12: An antivortex of the VBS order parameter on the honeycomb lattice has
a vacant site on the sublattice B, and hence carries a anti-fundamental representation
of the SU(N) spin.
loops would be decorated with three Haldane phases, and due to the Z2 classification of
the 1d Haldane phase, three Haldane phases is still a nontrivial 1d SPT state. However, a
three fold Z3 vortex loop is no longer a well-defined defect any more. Thus the decorated
vortex loop picture is incompatible with the Z3 symmetry. Thus the bulk becomes a triv-
ial state once we break the U(1) down to Z3. This implies that the 2d boundary, which
corresponds to the spin-1/2 system on the honeycomb lattice, permits a featureless spin
state. This is consistent with the previous result on the honeycomb lattice [171, 172].
We can also add other symmetries of the honeycomb lattice, such as reflection Px :
y → −y. Under this reflection, Px : (n1, n2, n3) → −(n1, n2, n3), while (n4, n5) is un-
changed. In the Euclidean space-time, a reflection symmetry can be treated equivalently
as the time-reversal symmetry. Thus with both translation Tx and reflection Px, we need
to study whether the 3d SPT state with SO(3)×ZT2 ×U(1) symmetry is stable against
symmetry breaking down to SO(3)×ZT2 × Z3. The analysis is the same as before: the
3d SPT state with SO(3)×ZT2 ×U(1) symmetry is constructed with proliferated vortex
loops decorated with a 1d Haldane phase with SO(3)×ZT2 symmetry. However, this con-
struction is still incompatible with the Z3 vortex loops, because the classification of the
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Haldane phase with SO(3)×ZT2 symmetry is Z2 × Z2.
4.3.3.2 SU(N) and SO(N) spin systems
Now let us consider a SU(N) spin system on the honeycomb lattice, again with FR
on sublattice A, and AFR on sublattice B. This system can still form the three fold
degenerate VBS states, and the vortex (antivortex) of the VBS order parameter has a
vacant site in sublattice A (B), which carries a FR (AFR) of SU(N) (Fig. 4.11,4.12).
Now we want to ask whether the 3d SPT state with PSU(N)×U(1) symmetry is
stable against breaking the U(1) down to Z3. This depends on whether the PSU(N)
SPT state decorated on the vortex line is compatible with the Z3 nature of the vortex
line, i.e. N at least cannot be coprime with 3. Thus when N is coprime with 3, the 3d
SPT state PSU(N)×U(1) symmetry is trivialized by breaking U(1) down to Z3.
Just like the case in the previous section, the boundary of a 3d SPT with PSU(N)×U(1)
symmetry could be a 2d ZN topological order, whose e particle carries 1/N charge of U(1),
and m particle carries a FR of SU(N). Once U(1) is broken down to Z3, if N is coprime
with 3, by condensing a bound state of e and certain number of Z3 charges, this 2d
boundary ZN topological order is driven into a featureless gapped state.
We can now make the following conclusion:
SU(N) spin systems on the honeycomb lattice with fundamental and anti-fundamental
representation on the two sublattices, permit a featureless gapped ground state when N is
not a multiple of 3.
Also, similar conclusions can be made for SO(N) spin systems:
A SO(2n) spin system with vector representation on every site permits a featureless
state on the honeycomb lattice.
A SO(2n + 1) spin system with spinor or vector representation on every site also
permits a featureless state on the honeycomb lattice.
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4.3.4 3d spin systems on the cubic lattice
A spin-1/2 system on the cubic lattice is subject to the generalized LSM theorem,
thus it cannot have a featureless state. Besides the common Ne´el ordered state, another
natural spin-1/2 state on the cubic lattice is the columnar VBS state. And the “hedgehog
monopole” of the VBS order parameter carries a spin-1/2, and the monopole of the Ne´el
order parameter carries lattice momentum [190], whose condensate is precisely the VBS
order. This system enjoys a nice self-duality structure. We can introduce the vector
Ne´el order parameter ne and vector VBS order parameter nm, as well as their CP1
fields [190, 191]:
ne ∼ 1
2
ze†σze, nm ∼ 1
2
zm†σzm. (4.52)
When the spin system is driven into a photon phase, which is stable in (3 + 1)d, ze and
zm are the gauge charge and the Dirac monopole of the dynamical U(1) gauge field aµ
respectively.
The cubic lattice symmetry acts on nm as the octahedral subgroup of SO(3) 5, and
ze, zm carry projective representation of the SO(3) spin and (enlarged) SO(3) lattice
symmetry respectively. The intertwinement between the Ne´el and VBS order is captured
by a (3+1)d WZW term of a six component vector which contains both ne and nm [192].
The same physics can be realized at the boundary of a 4d SPT state with SO(3)e×SO(3)m
symmetry. This state can be understood as the “decorated monopole line” construction.
In the 4d space, a SO(3)e hedgehog monopole is a line defect, and we can decorate it
with a 1d Haldane phase with SO(3)m symmetry. The CP1 field zm can be viewed as the
5The octahedral group O does not include the spatial mirror (reflection) symmetry. The mirror sym-
metry is equivalent to time-reversal symmetry in the analysis of SPT states, as we explained previously.
Including the mirror symmetry does not change our conclusions, because the SO(3) Haldane phase with
or without an extra time-reversal symmetry always has a Z2 nature, i.e. two of these Haldane phases
coupled together becomes a trivial state.
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termination of the SO(3)e hedgehog monopole line at the 3d boundary, which is also the
boundary state of the 1d SO(3)m Haldane phase. The self-duality of the boundary QED
implies that the decoration construction is necessarily mutual, i.e. we must simultane-
ously decorate the SO(3)m hedgehog monopole with a Haldane phase with the SO(3)e
symmetry.
The “mutual decoration” construction can also be perceived as follows. In the 4d
space, we can discuss the braiding process of two loops. Imagine we create two loops Le
and Lm from vacuum, and annihilate them at a later time, then the world sheets of both
loops are topologically two dimensional spheres, labelled as S2e and S
2
m. If these two loops
are braided, their world sheets are linked in the five dimensional space-time. This linking
can be interpreted as the intersection of S2e with the interior of S
2
m (which is a three
dimensional ball) at one point in the space time. Now suppose S2e and S
2
m are the world
sheets of the SO(3)e and SO(3)m monopole lines respectively, if the SO(3)m monopole
line is decorated with the SO(3)e Haldane phase, then this linking will accumulate phase
2pi, which comes from the Θ−term of the SO(3)e Haldane phase.
The linking mentioned above is also symmetric under interchanging e and m, namely
it can be viewed as the intersection of S2m with the interior of S
2
e at another point in the
space-time. Thus if this linking accumulates phase 2pi, then consistency demands that
the SO(3)e monopole line be decorated with the SO(3)m Haldane phase too.
The 4d SPT state so constructed obviously has a Z2 classification, as both the SO(3)
e
and SO(3)m SPT phases have Z2 classification. To make an explicit connection with the
(3 + 1)d QED state discussed in Ref. [190], one can first start with fractionalizing ne in
the bulk, and introduce a (4 + 1)d U(1) gauge field aµ. The hedgehog monopole line of
ne becomes the Dirac monopole line of aµ, which is decorated with the SO(3)
m Haldane
phase. Now we condense the Dirac monopole line in the bulk, but do not condense the
termination of the Dirac monopole line at the 3d boundary, which becomes the Dirac
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monopoles (point like defects) at the 3d boundary. This will lead to a gapped 4d bulk
state, while the 3d boundary is the QED state discussed in Ref. [190] with ze and zm
being the gauge charge and Dirac monopole respectively.
The picture above can again be generalized to the PSU(N) spin system with FR and
AFR on the two sublattices. Whether this spin system permits a featureless gapped state
or not, is equivalent to whether the corresponding 4d bulk state is a trivial state or a SPT
state. The CPN−1 manifold, i.e. the SU(N) generalization of the Ne´el order parameter,
has pi2[CP
N−1] = Z, and hence also has a “hedgehog monopole” line in the 4d space.
Thus we can again decorate the SO(3)m monopole line with the PSU(N) Haldane phase,
and simultaneously decorate the PSU(N) monopole line with the SO(3)m Haldane phase.
But now this 4d state is not always a nontrivial SPT state. Because the SO(3)m Haldane
phase has a Z2 classification, hence even-number copies of the 4d state must be a trivial
state, while odd-number copies of the states is equivalent to the state itself. On the other
hand, the PSU(N) Haldane phase has a ZN classification, namely N copies of the states
must be trivial. Thus the 4d bulk state so constructed has a Z(2,N) classification: the
“mutual monopole line decoration” gives us a nontrivial 4d SPT state only with even N .
The natural 3d boundary state of the 4d bulk based on the “mutual” monopole
line decoration construction, is a U(1) photon phase whose e excitations carry SU(N)
fundamental, and m carries a spin-1/2 of SO(3). When N is odd, we can drive the 3d
boundary into a featureless state by condensing the dyon which is a bound state of N e
particles and two m particles. We label this dyon as the (N, 2) dyon. This (N, 2) dyon is a
boson, and its condensate will gap out the photons, while confining all the point particles,
because there is no point particle that is mutual bosonic with this dyon, except for the
dyon itself. Also, the (N, 2) dyon could be a singlet of SU(N), and singlet of SO(3), thus
its condensate does not break any global symmetry. This means that for odd integer N ,
the 3d boundary of the 4d bulk state can be driven into a featureless gapped state, which
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again demonstrates that the 4d bulk state constructed above is trivial when N is odd.
By contrast, if N is even, then the (N/2, 1) dyon (with nontrivial representation of
SU(N) and SO(3)) is still deconfined in the condensate of (N, 2) dyon, and this condensate
has topological order.
Now we can conclude that:
For odd N , the SU(N) spin system on the cubic lattice with FR and AFR spins on
two sublattices permits a featureless spin state.
Here we propose a low energy effective field theory for the 4d SPT state that captures
the “mutual decorated monopole line” construction. We first define a U(2N) matrix field
U as
U = cos(θ)P ⊗ I2×2 + i sin(θ)IN×N ⊗ n · τ , (4.53)
where P is the CPN−1 matrix field given by Eq. (4.51). The “mutual decoration” picture
is captured by a topological term in the nonlinear sigma model of U which reads
Ltopo5d =
∫
d4xdτ
2pi
480pi3
Tr
[
(U †dU)5
]
. (4.54)
We will show that if we manually create a monopole line of n, the topological term
Eq. (4.54) precisely reduces to the topological term of the (1 + 1)d PSU(N) SPT. Let us
parametrize the (4 + 1)d space-time by Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z, w, τ) and consider
a static monopole line of n whose core line lies on the w-axis. For any fixed w and τ ,
we will see a monopole configuration of n centered at origin in the xyz space. For a
monopole configuration in the xyz space, we have
θ(r = 0) = 0,
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θ(r →∞) = pi/2
∫
r=r0>0
d2Ω
1
8pi
ijkαβn
i∂αn
j∂βn
k = 1 (4.55)
where r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2. We also assume P is a function of w and τ . Now we plug
in this configuration of n in to Eq. (4.54) and integrate over x, y and z directions. This
topological term reduces to the following (1 + 1)d topological term in the (w, τ) space:
Ltopo2d =
∫
dwdτ
2pi
16pi
µνTr (P∂µP∂νP) , (4.56)
which is precisely the topological Θ-term for the PSU(N) Haldane phase. This indicates
that Eq. (4.54) implies there is a PSU(N) SPT decorated on the monopole line of n.
If we consider a monopole line of P along w-axis, then in the xyz directions we have
θ(r = 0) = pi/2,
θ(r →∞) = 0
∫
r=r0>0
d2Ω
i
16pi
µνTr (P∂µP∂νP) = 1 (4.57)
Now integrating over x, y and z directions will give us the following topological term in
the (1 + 1)d space-time of the monopole line world sheet:
Ltopo2d =
∫
dwdτ
2pii
8pi
abcµνn
a∂µn
b∂νn
c, (4.58)
which exactly corresponds to the topological term of the (1 + 1)d SO(3) Haldane phase.
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Therefore, the topological term in Eq. (4.54) captures the “mutual decoration” construc-
tion of the (4 + 1)d SPT phase with PSU(N)×SO(3) symmetry.
4.3.5 Further proof of our conclusions
4.3.5.1 Explicit construction of featureless spin states
Let us first restate our main conclusions about SU(N) spin systems on the square,
honeycomb, and cubic lattices:
1. A SU(N) spin system on the square lattice with fundamental (FR) and anti-
fundamental representation (AFR) on the two different sublattices respectively, permits
a featureless gapped ground state when N is an odd integer;
2. A SU(N) spin system on the honeycomb lattice with FR and AFR on two different
sublattices, permits a featureless gapped ground state when N is coprime with 3.
3. A SU(N) spin system on the cubic lattice with FR and AFR spins on two different
sublattices, permits a featureless spin state when N is odd.
For all the spin systems listed above, we can construct explicit featureless tensor
product spin states similar to the AKLT states. All these states will be discussed in a
future work [193]. Here we discuss some of the examples of this construction.
On the honeycomb lattice, in the case of N = 3k+ 1, we introduce 3k auxiliary spins
on each site. We also introduce a tensor on each site:
Tαi1i2···i3k = εαi1i2...i3k , (4.59)
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where εαi1i2...i3k is the total anti-symmetric tensor with N = 3k + 1 indices. Here, the
i1, i2, · · · i3k labels the 3k auxiliary FR (or AFR) spin degrees of freedom on each site
in sublattice B (or A) before the projection. Each label in takes value in 1, 2, · · ·N
representing the N states in each FR (or AFR). The label α, which also takes value
1, 2, · · ·N , represents the physical states in AFR (or FR) spin degrees of freedom on each
site in sublattice B (or A). Physically, on each site of sublattice A, the tensor in Eq. (4.59)
projects the 3k auxiliary AFR spins into a totally anti-symmetric channel which, due to
the nature of SU(3k + 1), becomes the physical FR spin. The analysis for sites in the
sublattice B is similar. Now we can use the auxiliary spins to construct a featureless
gapped state on the honeycomb lattice with k SU(N) singlet bonds along each link of
the lattice, which is reminiscent of the AKLT state.
Obviously, the so constructed tensor product state respects the translation symmetry
of the lattice. Now we analyze the compatibility between the point group C3v and the
site tensor in Eq. (4.59). Here, notice that we include not only the C3 rotation symmetry
but also the mirror reflection symmetry of the honeycomb lattice into consideration.
We notice that the point group only induces a permutation of the singlet bonds before
the projection. Therefore, the action of the point group permutes the 3k spins on each
site. Since we project the 3k spins into a totally anti-symmetric channel using the site
tensor, the point group induced permutation keeps the site tensor invariant up to a global
sign which is unimportant for the global tensor network wave function. Therefore, we can
conclude that the choice of projection tensor in Eq. (4.59) preserves the space symmetries.
On the square lattice, in the case of N = 4k + 1, we introduce 4k auxiliary spins on
each site and let the auxiliary spins form a state with k SU(N) singlet bonds along each
link of the square lattice. We can choose the site tensors to be
Tαi1i2···i4k = εαi1i2···i4k , (4.60)
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Figure 4.13: (a) The schematic featureless SU(N) spin state on the cubic lattice when
N = 8p+ 1; (b), the schematic featureless SU(N) spin state on the cubic lattice when
N = 6q + 1. More general spin systems with N = 8p + 6q + 1 have valence bonds
extended along both the link and diagonal directions of the cubic lattice.
where εαi1i2···i4k is the total anti-symmetric tensor with N = 4k + 1 indices. Based on
analysis completely in parallel with the honeycomb lattice, we conclude that the physical
spin carries AFR (FR) under SU(N) if the auxiliary spins transform as FR (AFR). Also,
we can conclude that the tensors in Eq. 4.60 are invariant under the C4v point group
action up to an unimportant sign because the actions of the C4v point group on the site
tensor are only permutation of the tensor indices. Now we can use the 4k auxiliary spins
on each site to construct a featureless spin state on the square lattice.
On the cubic lattice, for any odd integer N that is not 3, 5 or 11, we can write N
as N = 8p + 6q + 1 with p and q non-negative integers. Again we introduce N − 1
auxiliary spins, and an on-site tensor Tαi1i2....iN−1 = εαi1i2...iN−1 . Namely on sublattice B,
we represent the AFR with N−1 auxiliary FRs, and on sublattice A we represent the FR
with N − 1 AFRs. Now these auxiliary spins can form a featureless states with valence
bonds extended either along the link (for N = 6q + 1) or the diagonal directions (for
N = 8p + 1), or both directions (when p and q are both nonzero) on the cubic lattice
(Fig. 4.13).
The point group Oh of the cubic lattice will induce a permutation among the N − 1
auxiliary spins on each site which at most leads to an unimportant sign change of the
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site tensor. Therefore, this site tensor is compatible with the point group Oh symmetry.
In fact, the Oh point group is isomorphic to S4×Z2. The Z2 part is the spatial inversion
which takes the point (x, y, z) to (−x,−y,−z). S4 is the permutation group of 4 elements,
which can be generated by a Z3 cyclic permutation and a Z4 cyclic permutation. In the
language of the point group, the S4 part is the part of Oh that preserves the spatial
orientation. It can be generated by a C3 rotation about the (1, 1, 1)-axis and a C4
rotation about the z-axis. This S4 part alone (without the spatial inversion) is usually
referred to the point group O.
The construction of these featureless tensor product wave functions does provide
strong evidence to our conclusions in previous sections. Nevertheless, we need to com-
ment that, to eventually confirm the featureless-ness of these tensor product wave func-
tions, numerical simulation of these states is demanded, in order to rule out possible
spontaneous symmetry breaking, etc. For instance, it is known that the AKLT wave
function on a three dimensional lattice could have long range spin order.
4.3.5.2 Connection to ”lattice homotogy class”
In fact, we can also simplify all the discussions by just considering a ZN×ZN subgroup
of PSU(N) and analyzing how the FR and AFR of SU(N) transform under this ZN ×ZN
subgroup. To specify this ZN × ZN subgroup, we first consider two SU(N) matrices in
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the FR:
g1 = e
ipi(N−1)

0 1 0 ... 0 0
0 0 1
. . . 0
0 0
. . . . . . . . .
...
...
. . . . . . . . . 1 0
0
. . . 0 0 1
1 0 ... 0 0 0

g2 = e
ipi(N−1)

e
i2pi
N
e
i4pi
N
. . .
e
i2pi(N−1)
N
1

, (4.61)
where g1 only has non-zero entries on a subdiagonal and the bottom left corner, and g2
is a diagonal matrix. It is straightforward to check that
gN1 = g
N
2 = 1N×N , g1g2 = e
−i2pi/Ng2g1. (4.62)
We denote the elements of PSU(N) corresponding to g1 and g2 as g˜1 and g˜2. Obviously,
g˜1,2 are elements of order N . Since the phase factor e
−i2pi/N in the commutation relation
between g1 and g2 is one of the center elements in SU(N), g˜1 and g˜2 should commute in
PSU(N). Therefore, g˜1 and g˜2 generate a ZN × ZN subgroup of PSU(N). We will focus
on this subgroup in the following. Notice that, a physical FR spin, which transforms
according to g1,2 under this ZN ×ZN subgroup of PSU(N), can be viewed as a projective
representation of ZN×ZN . In the classification of the projective representation H2(ZN×
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ZN ,U(1)) = ZN , the FR spins actually correspond to the generating element in H
2(ZN×
ZN ,U(1)). The AFR spins then correspond to the conjugate of the FR spins in terms of
projective representations of ZN × ZN .
When we restrict to the global internal symmetry ZN × ZN (which is a subgroup of
PSU(N)), we can apply the lattice homotopy classification introduced in Ref. [177]. It
was proven for 1d and 2d, partially proven for 3d, and conjectured for general dimensions
that the generalized Lieb-Schultz-Mattis (LSM) theorems will forbid the existence of
any featureless states on lattices of “non-trivial lattice homotopy class”. In fact, the
lattice homotopy classification proposed in Ref. [177] also covers the cases with continuous
internal symmetry group. However, the proof of the relations between non-trivial lattice
homotopy classes and the existence of generalized LSM theorems is less comprehensive for
the most general continuous symmetry group than for the general Abelian finite group.
Therefore, we will focus on the lattice homotopy classification with Abelian finite group
in this section.
For a lattice with n FR spins on each site of the sublattice A and n AFR spins on
each site of the sublattice B, we will refer to it as the (n, n)-lattice. The fundamental-
anti-fundamental lattices can then also be referred to as the (1, 1)-lattice. In addition to
the global internal symmetry, the lattice homotopy classification depends on the choice
of space group symmetry. Let’s specify the minimal space group symmetry for the (1, 1)-
honeycomb, (1, 1)-square and (1, 1)-cubic lattices we want to consider. For the (1, 1)-
honeycomb lattice, we want to at least include the C3 spatial rotation symmetry into
consideration. Therefore, the minimal choice of space group is the wallpaper group p3
(No. 13). For the (1, 1)-square lattice, we want to at least consider the C4 spatial rotation
symmetry. Therefore, the minimal choice of space group is the wallpaper group p4 (No.
10). For the (1, 1)-cubic lattice, we want to at least consider the symmetry of the point
group O. Therefore, the minimal choice of the 3D space group is F432 (No. 209). The
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wallpaper group and 3D space group numbers can be found in Ref. [194].
With the global ZN×ZN internal symmetry and the minimal space groups symmetry
given above, the (1, 1)-honeycomb lattice belongs to a non-trivial lattice homotopy class
when N is a multiple of 3. Similarly, (1, 1)-square and (1, 1)-cubic lattices are also non-
trivial when N is even. Therefore, according to Ref. [177], there are generalized LSM
theorems obstructing any featureless state compatible with the global and space group
symmetries on these lattices. Of course, when we enlarge the ZN × ZN symmetry back
to PSU(N), such obstructions still exist.
Hence the analysis of lattice homotopy class also indicates that there is no featureless
state with PSU(N) global symmetry on the (1, 1)-honeycomb lattice with N being a mul-
tiple of 3, or on (1, 1)-square or cubic lattices with even integer N . These conclusions
are completely consistent with those obtained from the analysis in the previous sections.
One can perform a similar lattice homotopy analysis for SO(2N) spin systems with
spins carrying the vector representation with N ≥ 1. We focus on a Z2×Z2 subgroup of
PSO(2N). When N = 4k, we construct the SO(4k) matrices
g1 = iσ
y ⊗ I2k×2k, g2 = σz ⊗ I2k×2k, (4.63)
and notice that
g21 = −1, g22 = 1, g1g2 = −g2g1. (4.64)
We denote the elements of PSO(4k) that correspond to g1 and g2 as g˜1 and g˜2. Since
−I4k×4k is a non-trivial center element of SO(4k), the elements g˜1,2 generate a Z2 × Z2
subgroup of PSO(4k). The vector representation, which transforms according to g1,2
under this Z2 × Z2 subgroup, can be viewed as a non-trivial projective representation of
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Z2 × Z2. If we restrict our attention to this Z2 × Z2 subgroup of PSO(4k), we notice
that a square lattice with a SO(4k) spin in the vector representation per site and with
the space group p4 belongs to a non-trivial lattice homotopy class.
When N = 4k + 2, we construct the SO(4k + 2) matrices
g1 =

σz
σz
iσy
iσy ⊗ I2(k−1)×2(k−1)

,
g2 =

σx
iσy
σx
σz ⊗ I2(k−1)×2(k−1)

(4.65)
which satisfy
g41 = g
4
2 = 1, g1g2 = −g2g1. (4.66)
By similar reasoning in the SO(4k) case, we find that the vector presentation of SO(4k+
2) can be viewed as a non-trivial projective representation of a Z4 × Z4 subgroup in
PSO(4k + 2). In fact, the classification of projective representation of Z4 × Z4 is given
by H2(Z4 × Z4, U(1)) = Z4 in which the vector representation belongs to the “second”
non-trivial class. When we consider the space group p4 and the Z4 × Z4 subgroup of
PSO(4k + 2) given above, we notice that the square lattice with a spin in the vector
representation on each site also belongs to a non-trivial lattice homotopy class, just like
that case of SO(4k).
Hence, we can conclude that A SO(2N) spin system with vector representation on
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every site does not permit a featureless gapped state on the square lattice. This result
completely agrees with the analysis in the previous sections.
Lastly, we consider SO(2N+1) spin systems with spinor representations. SO(2N+1)
is the group of rotations in R2N+1. Let x1,2,...,2N+1 denote the 2N+1 axes of R2N+1. We’d
like to focus on a Z2×Z2 subgroup of SO(2N+1) generated by the pi-rotation in the x1-x2
plane and the pi-rotation in the x1-x3 plane. The spinor representation of SO(2N + 1)
can be viewed as a non-trivial projective representation of this Z2×Z2 subgroup. When
we consider the space group p4 and the Z2 × Z2 subgroup of SO(2N + 1) given above,
we notice that the square lattice with a spin in the spinor representation on each site
belongs to a non-trivial lattice homotopy class. Therefore, a SO(2N + 1) spin system
with spinor representation on every site does not permit a featureless gapped state on the
square lattice. Again, this statement is consistent with the analysis given in the previous
sections.
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Chapter 5
Experimental Proposals for
Symmetry Protected Topological
Phases
The first section of this chapter is reprinted with permission from Yi-Zhuang You, Zhen
Bi, Alex Rasmussen, Meng Cheng, and Cenke Xu, authors of New J. Phys. 17, 075010
(2015) [195]. The second section is reprinted from Phys. Rev. Lett. 118, 126801 (2017)
[196] with permission from Zhen Bi, Ruixing Zhang, Yi-Zhuang You, Andrea Young,
Leon Balents, Chao-Xing Liu, and Cenke Xu. The third part is based on Phys. Rev. B
93, 125101 (2016)[197], with permission from Yi-Zhuang You, Zhen Bi, Dan Mao, and
Cenke Xu.
In this chapter, we propose an experimental realization of bosonic SPT states. The
key observation is that bosonic SPT can be built from interacting fermionic SPTs. This
connection is discussed in the first section. In the second section, we layout an experimen-
tal proposal to realize bosonic SPT in bilayer graphene system. Experimental signatures
for bosonic SPT states are also predicted. Finally, the third part is a careful theoretical
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study of the bilayer model, in which we discover a multi-layer generalization to realize
bosonic SPT with Sp(N) symmetry.
5.1 Bridging fermionic and bosonic short range en-
tangled states
A short range entangled (SRE) state is the ground state of a quantum many-body
system that does not have bulk ground state degeneracy or topological entanglement
entropy. However, these states can still have stable nontrivial edge states. Some of the
SRE states need certain symmetry to protect the edge states, and these SRE states are
also called symmetry protected topological (SPT) states. The most well-known SPT
states include the Haldane phase of spin-1 chain [15, 16], quantum spin Hall insulator [2,
3], topological insulator [5, 6, 7], and topological superconductor such as Helium3-B
phase [109, 198]. All the free fermion SPT states have been well understood and classified
in Ref. [24, 199, 23], and recent studies suggest that interaction may not lead to new SRE
states, but it can reduce the classification of fermionic SRE states [200, 201, 202, 203, 204,
205, 110, 149]. Unlike fermionic systems, bosonic SPT states do need strong interaction.
Most bosonic SRE states can be classified by symmetry group cohomology [25, 26],
Chern-Simons theory [31] and semiclassical nonlinear sigma model [63].
In this work we demonstrate that there is a close relation between fermionic and
bosonic SRE states, more precisely many bosonic SRE states can be constructed from
fermionic SRE states with the same symmetry. All fermion systems have at least a Z2
symmetry ci → −ci, where ci is a local fermion annihilation operator, thus we can couple
all fermion Hamiltonians to a dynamical Z2 gauge field, and microscopically this Z2 gauge
field commutes with the actual physical symmetry of the fermion system. Once the Z2
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gauge field is in its confined phase, the fermionic degree of freedom no longer exists in
the spectrum of the Hamiltonian, and the system becomes a bosonic system. However,
in many cases, confinement of a gauge field necessarily breaks certain symmetry of the
system, thus we have to be very careful. In both 2d and 3d, a Z2 gauge field has a confined
phase and a deconfined phase. The deconfined phase is characterized by topological
excitations of the Z2 gauge field. In 2d, the Z2 gauge field has a “vison” excitation,
which corresponds to a pi-flux seen by the matter fields. In 3d, the topological excitation
is a “vison loop”, which is a closed ring of pi-flux. In 2d/3d, when the visons/vison loops
proliferate (condense), the system enters the confined phase, i.e. fermions carrying Z2
gauge charge cannot propagate freely in the bulk due to the phase fluctuations induced
by the vison/vison loop condensation.
However, when the Z2 gauge field is coupled to a fermionic SRE state, the vison and
vison loop often carry nontrivial quantum numbers, or degenerate low-energy spectrum.
In these cases, when visons and vison loops condense, the condensate would not be a
fully gapped nondegenerate state that does not break any symmetry. Also, sometimes
visons in 2d would have a nontrivial statistics, thus it cannot trivially condense. Thus
only in certain specific cases can we confine the fermionic SRE states and obtain a fully
gapped and symmetric bosonic state. Thus analysis of spectrum and quantum number
carried by the vison and vison loop is the key of our study.
Our approach can also be viewed as a slave fermion construction of bosonic SRE
states, which has been considered in Ref. [40, 41, 206, 207, 34]. However, in all these
previous studies the gauge group associated with the slave fermion is bigger than Z2,
which means that when the gauge fluctuation is ignored, at the mean field level the slave
fermion has a much larger symmetry than the boson system, and the analysis of gauge
confined phase is much more complicated. In our case the gauge group is Z2, and since
any fermion system has this Z2 symmetry, the fermion SRE states would have the same
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symmetry as the bosonic states after gauge confinement. Thus in our case the nature
of the confined phase can be analyzed reliably, and it only depends on the properties of
visons and vison loops.
5.1.1 Construction of 3d bosonic SPT phases
Let us take the 3d topological superconductor (TSC) phase with time-reversal sym-
metry as an example. One example of such TSC is the 3He-B phase. Here instead of
focusing on the real 3He system, we are discussing a more general family of TSC phases
defined on a lattice that are topologically equivalent to 3He-B. One typical Hamiltonian
of such TSC defined on the cubic lattice reads
H =
∑
k
χ−k
[ 3∑
i=1
Γi sin ki − Γ4
(
3−m−
3∑
i=1
cos ki
)]
χk. (5.1)
Here m plays the same role as the chemical potential in real 3He system: m = 0 is the
trivial-TSC transition critical point. The time-reversal symmetry acts as χk → iΓ5χ−k.
Close to the trivial-TSC phase transition, in the continuum limit this TSC phase can be
described by the following universal real space Hamiltonian:
H0 =
∫
d3x
n∑
a=1
χᵀa
(
iΓ1∂x + iΓ
2∂y + iΓ
3∂z +mΓ
4
)
χa,
Γ1 = σ30, Γ2 = σ10, Γ3 = σ22, Γ4 = σ21, Γ5 = σ23, (5.2)
where σij = σi ⊗ σj denotes the tensor product of Pauli matrices, and a = 1 · · ·n is the
flavor index. This is a widely used approximate form for this class of TSC (For example,
Ref. [208, 209]). For each flavor index a, χa is a four component Majorana fermion. In
this Hamiltonian m > 0 and m < 0 correspond to the TSC phase and the trivial phase
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respectively. The time-reversal symmetry acts as ZT2 : χ→ iΓ5χ. Our conclusion is that,
when we couple n-copies of this TSC to the same Z2 gauge field, the Z2 gauge field can
have a fully gapped nondegenerate confined phase when and only when n is an integer
multiple of 8. And when n = 8, the confined phase is the 3d bosonic SPT state with
time-reversal symmetry first characterized in Ref. [32].
First of all, when n = 1, the vison loop must be gapless, and the gaplessness is
protected by time-reversal symmetry [198]. On a vison line along x direction, there will
be a pair of counter-propagating Majorana modes, so the effective 1d Hamiltonian along
the vison line reads (see Appendix B for derivation):
H1d,x =
∫
dx χᵀiσ3∂xχ. (5.3)
In this reduced 1d theory, time-reversal symmetry acts as ZT2 : χ → iσ2χ. The only
mass term χᵀσ2χ in this vison line would break time-reversal symmetry, thus as long as
time-reversal is preserved, the vison line is always gapless. This implies that when n = 1
the vison line definitely cannot drive the system into a fully gapped state by proliferation
without breaking time-reversal.
For n > 1, the effective theory along the vison line becomes
H1d,x =
∫
dx
n∑
a=1
χᵀaiσ
3∂xχa. (5.4)
Then for even integer n, it appears that there is a time-reversal symmetric mass term
χᵀaσ
1Aabχb, where A is an antisymmetric matrix in the flavor space. In the bulk theory
Eq. (5.2), this mass term can correspond to several terms such as χᵀaσ
13Aabχb (see Ap-
pendix B). However, none of these terms can gap out vison lines along all directions. For
example, for vison loops along y direction, the modes moving along +y is an eigenstate
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of Γ2 with Γ2 = +1, and modes moving along −y direction have eigenvalue Γ2 = −1.
Because σ13 commutes with Γ2 = σ10, χᵀaσ
13Aabχb can never back-scatter modes in the
y vison line. In fact no flavor mixing time-reversal invariant fermion bilinear terms in
the bulk would gap out the vison lines along all directions, while a Z2 gauge confined
phase requires dynamically condensing vison lines in all directions. Therefore the fermion
bilinear flavor mixing terms in the bulk do not allow us to condense the vison lines in
order to generate a fully gapped symmetric bosonic state.
Since no fermion bilinear term can gap out all the vison loops, we need to con-
sider interaction effects. In Ref. [200, 201], the authors studied the interaction effect on
Eq. (5.4), and the conclusion is that for n = 8 there is an SO(7) invariant interaction
term H1d,int =
∫
dx Vabcdχ
ᵀ
aσ
2χbχ
ᵀ
cσ
2χd that can gap out the 1d theory Eq. (5.4) without
generating nonzero expectation value of any fermion bilinear operator, where Vabcd is
some coefficient tensor specified in Ref. [200, 201]. The same field theory analysis applies
here: the effective interaction H1d,int can gap out the 1d theory Eq. (5.4) along the vison
loop without degeneracy. H1d,int corresponds
1 to the following term in the bulk:
Hint =
∫
d3x Vabcdχ
ᵀ
aΓ
5χbχ
ᵀ
cΓ
5χd. (5.5)
Since this term is rotationally invariant, it will gap out vison lines along all directions.
Thus with n = 8, and with the interaction term Hint in the bulk, all vison loops can
be gapped out without breaking time-reversal symmetry, thus we can safely condense
the vison loops and drive the system into a fully gapped, time-reversal invariant bosonic
state. But this is only possible when n is an integral multiple of 8. In the following
paragraphs we will argue that when n = 8 the confined bosonic state is a bosonic SPT
state.
1The fact that σ2 on the vison line is extended to Γ5 in the bulk is explained in Appendix B.
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Ref. [32, 63] pointed out that this 3d bosonic SPT state can be described by a O(5)
NLSM field theory with a topological Θ−term. Let us couple the 8 copies of 3He B to a
five-component unit vector n:
H = H0 +
∫
d3x
5∑
j=1
njχᵀaΓ
5γjabχb, (5.6)
where γj are five 8× 8 symmetric matrices in the flavor space that satisfy {γi, γj} = 2δij
(e.g. a particular choice could be γi = σ100, σ310, σ331, σ333, σ212). Under time-reversal
transformation, n → −n. Following the calculation in Ref. [210], we can show that for
the 3He B phase with m > 0, after integrating out the fermions, the effective field theory
for the vector n contains a topological Θ-term at Θ = 2pi:
S =
∫
d3xdτ
1
g
(∂µn)
2 +
iΘ
Ω4
abcden
a∂xn
b∂yn
c∂zn
d∂τn
e, (5.7)
where Ω4 is the volume of a four dimensional sphere with unit radius. Eq. (5.7) is precisely
the field theory introduced in Ref. [32, 63] to describe the 3d bosonic topological SC with
time-reversal symmetry.
Using the field theory Eq. (5.7), we can demonstrate that the 2d boundary of this 3d
bosonic SPT state could be a 2d Z2 topological order, whose mutually semionic excita-
tions e and m are both Kramers’ doublet [32] (The so called eTmT state)2. Ref. [110,
149, 211] argued that the boundary of 8 copies of 3He B is the (fermionized) eTmT
state. For the sake of completeness, we will repeat this argument. Based on the field
theory Eq. (5.7), the e and m excitations at the 2d boundary of the 3d bosonic SPT phase
correspond to the vortex of boson field b1 ∼ n1 + in2, and vortex of b2 ∼ n3 + in4 respec-
2The Z2 topological order at the 2d boundary has nothing to do with the bulk Z2 gauge field that
we will confine by proliferating the vison loops.
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tively 3, which can be considered as surface terminations of bulk vortex lines. By solving
the Bogoliubov-de Gennes equation with a vortex at the boundary, we can demonstrate
that there are four Majorana fermion zero modes located at each vortex core. These
four Majorana fermion zero modes can in total generate four different states. Under
interaction, time-reversal symmetry 4 guarantees that these four states split into two
degenerate doublets with opposite fermion number parity. Thus in the bulk each vortex
line is effectively four copies of 1d Kitaev’s Majorana chain. Since we are in a Z2 gauge
confined phase, we are only allowed to consider states with even number of fermions,
thus after gauge projection, only one of the two doublets survives, which according to
the supplementary material and Ref. [149] is a Kramers doublet. Also the vortex of b1
carries charge ±1/2 of b2, and vortex of b2 carries ±1/2 charge of b1, thus these two
vortices are both Kramers doublet, and they have mutual semion statistics. This means
that boundary of the confined phase is really the eTmT state.
Combining all the results together, we conclude that the Z2 confined phase of 8 copies
of 3He B is really the bosonic SPT phase with time-reversal symmetry. Furthermore, since
this bosonic SPT state has Z2 classification, it implies that two copies of the bosonic state
is trivial (which can be shown in our NLSM field theory by directly coupling two copies of
Eq. (5.7) together [63]), which then implies that 16 multiples of the 3He-B TSC is trivial
under interaction. This conclusions is consistent with the well-known Z16 classification
of DIII class fermionic SPT states[110, 149, 62].
We can also give the 8 copies of 3He B phase various flavor symmetries, and we can
construct many 3d bosonic SPT phases with symmetry that contains ZT2 as a normal
subgroup by confining the bulk Z2 gauge field. Since all the free fermion SPT states in
3assuming tentatively an enlarged U(1)×U(1) symmetry for rotation of (n1, n2) and (n3, n4) respec-
tively
4Here the time-reversal symmetry is a modified time-reversal symmetry defined in Ref. [149], which
is a product of ordinary time-reversal and a pi−rotation of boson field b1 or b2.
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3d require the time-reversal symmetry, thus so far our approach does not allow us to
construct 3d bosonic SPT phases without ZT2 .
5.1.2 Construction of 2d bosonic SPT phases
Now let us look at 2d examples. In 2d the simplest fermionic SRE state is the p+ ip
topological superconductor (TSC) that does not require any symmetry, and the simplest
bosonic SRE state is the so called “E8” state with chiral central charge c− = 8 at its
boundary [64, 65]. In the following we will prove that if we couple n copies of p + ip
TSC to a Z2 gauge field, the Z2 gauge field can confine to a gapped bosonic state when
and only when n is a integral multiple of 16. And when n = 16, the confined phase is
precisely the bosonic E8 SRE state [212]. First of all, when n = 1, the vison of the Z2
gauge field carries a Majorana fermion zero mode, which grants the vison a nonabelian
statistics, thus when n = 1 (and generally for odd integer n) the Z2 gauge field cannot
enter its confined phase by condensing the vison. When n is even, n-copies of p+ ip TSC
is equivalent to an integer quantum Hall (IQH) state with Hall conductivity ν = n/2,
thus a vison (half flux quantum) would carry charge n/4, and has statistics angle pin/8
under exchange. Thus the smallest n that makes vison a boson is 16, and when n = 16,
the Z2 gauge field can enter a confined phase by condensing the bosonic vison.
The vison condensation can be formulated by the Chern-Simons theory.[213] Let us
start from the Chern-Simons description for n-copies of p+ip TSC with even n = 2ν (i.e.
ν layers of IQH), and couple the fermion currents daI (I = 1, · · · , ν) to the Z2 gauge
field. The Lagrangian density can be written as
L =
∑
I
1
4pi
aI ∧ daI +
∑
I
1
2pi
A ∧ daI + 1
pi
A ∧ dA˜. (5.8)
Here the Z2 gauge theory is described by the mutual Chern-Simon theory of two gauge
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fields A and A˜ with the K-matrix [ 0 22 0 ]. A˜ can be considered as a Higgs field that Higgs
the U(1) gauge structure of A down to Z2. The field A couples to the fermion current
jI = ?daI with equal charge, and the field A˜ couples to the vison current in the Z2 gauge
theory. The field A can be treated as a Lagrangian multiplier and integrated out first,
which leads to the constraint
∑
I a
I + 2A˜ = 0. This constraint can be solved by the
following reparameterization
a1 = a˜1, aν−1 = a˜ν + a˜ν−1 − a˜ν−2, aν = a˜ν − a˜ν−1,
aI = a˜I − a˜I−1(for I = 2, · · · , ν − 2), A˜ = −a˜ν .
(5.9)
Substituting Eq. (5.9) into Eq. (5.8), we arrive at a bosonic theory in terms of the new
set of gauge fields a˜I , as L = ∑I,J 14piKSO(n)IJ a˜I ∧ da˜J , where KSO(n) is the Cartan matrix
of the so(n) Lie algebra(for even n > 2). For n = 16, the K-matrix reads
KSO(16) =

2 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
−1 2 −1 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 2 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 2 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 2 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 2 −1 −1
0 0 0 0 0 −1 2 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 2
 , (5.10)
which gives the SO(16)1 Chern-Simons theory. We now extend K
SO(16) by a block of
trivial boson, given by the K-matrix σ1 [214], and define Kext = KSO(16)⊕σ1. One finds
a transform W , with detW = 1, given by
W−1 =

1 0 0 0 0 0 1 −1 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 2 −2 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 3 −3 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 4 −4 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 5 −5 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 3 −4 −1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 −2 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 −1 3 −2 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 −1 0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 −1
 , (5.11)
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such that
W ᵀKextW =

2 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
−1 2 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 2 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 2 −1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 2 −1 0 −1 0 2
0 0 0 0 −1 2 −1 0 0 −1
0 0 0 0 0 −1 2 0 0 −1
0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 2 0 −2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
0 0 0 0 2 −1 −1 −2 2 0
 , (5.12)
The last 2 × 2 block describes a Z2 topological order. The fermion excitations of this
K-matrix corresponds to the original fermion in the p+ip TSC. The vison couples to the
last gauge field, i.e. it corresponds to the charge vector (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1), and is a
boson ready to condense. Thus after the vison condensation, the Z2 topological order is
destroyed and the original fermion is confined. The K-matrix is left with the upper 8×8
block, which is exactly the Cartan matrix of the E8 Lie algebra. Since all the charge
vectors of the upper 8×8 block are self-bosons, and they are bosons relative to the vison,
these charge vectors are unaffected by the vison condensate. Thus we have shown by
explicit calculation that confining the fermions in 16-copies of p + ip TSC leads to the
E8 bosonic SRE state.
Now let us investigate the p± ip TSC with a Z2 symmetry discussed in Ref. [204]. In
this system the fermions with zero Z2 charge form a p+ ip TSC, while fermions carrying
Z2 charge form a p − ip TSC. This Z2 global symmetry is different from the Z2 gauge
symmetry, since all the fermions in our system carry Z2 gauge charge. For one copy of
the p± ip TSC coupled to the Z2 gauge field, the vison carries two independent Majorana
fermion zero modes χ1 and χ2, and the global Z2 symmetry acts Z2 : χ → σzχ. There
is no nontrivial Hamiltonian for these two Majorana fermion modes that preserves the
Z2 symmetry, thus the spectrum of the vison is always two fold degenerate, and hence
condensing the vison will not lead to a nondegenerate state.
Two copies of the p ± ip TSC is formally equivalent to a quantum spin Hall (QSH)
insulator: fermions that carry global Z2 charge 0 and 1 form ν = 1 and −1 integer quan-
tum Hall states respectively. Then after coupling to the Z2 gauge field, the vison would
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carry two complex localized fermion modes c1 and c2, and a vison would carry charge
±1/2 of the Z2 global symmetry, which corresponds to n2 = c†2c2 = 1, 0 respectively.
Thus the condensate of the vison always spontaneously breaks the Z2 symmetry. This
situation is very similar to the case discussed in Ref. [215]. The universality class of the
confinement transition is the so-called 3d XY∗ transition, namely at the quantum critical
point the Z2 symmetry order parameter has an anomalous dimension η ∼ 1.49 [216, 217].
Eventually for four copies of this p ± ip TSC, a vison carries four complex fermion
modes c1A, c1B, c2A, c2B. The vison now can be a boson that does not carry any Z2
global charge, for example the state with n2A = 1 and n2B = 0 is a Z2 charge neutral
boson. Thus condensing this vison would lead to a fully gapped nondegenerate bosonic
state that preserves the global Z2 symmetry.
Now let us couple four copies of the p± ip TSC to a four-component unit vector n:
H =
∫
d2x χᵀ(iσ3000∂x + iσ
1000∂y +mσ
2300)χ
+
4∑
j=1
njχᵀγjχ,
(5.13)
with γ1 = σ2100, γ2 = σ2221, γ3 = σ2223, γ4 = σ2202. The global Z2 symmetry acts as
Z2 : χ → σ0300χ, and n → −n. After integrating out the fermions, the resulting theory
is a (2 + 1)d O(4) NLSM with a topological Θ-term at Θ = 2pi:
S =
∫
d2xdτ
1
g
(∂µn)
2 +
iΘ
Ω3
abcdn
a∂xn
b∂yn
c∂τn
d, (5.14)
where Ω3 = 2pi
2 is the volume of a three dimensional sphere with unit radius, and this is
precisely the field theory describing the 2d bosonic SPT phase with Z2 symmetry, which
was first studied in Ref. [27]. This field theory was studied in Ref. [35, 63].
Finally we condense the vison in this system to confine the fermions. Similar to our
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previous K-matrix calculation, we couple the four copies of p± ip TSC to the Z2 gauge
field, as described by the Lagrangian density
L =
∑
I,J
KQSHIJ
4pi
aI ∧ daJ +
∑
I
1
2pi
A ∧ daI + 1
pi
A ∧ dA˜, (5.15)
where the matrix KQSH is diagonal with the diagonal elements (1, 1,−1,−1). In the
theory, the global Z2 symmetry charge is given by the charge vector qZ2 = (0, 0, 1, 1).
Integrating out A leads to the constraint
∑
I a
I + 2A˜ = 0, which can be solved by

a1
a2
a3
a4
A˜

=

1 1 −1 1
0 0 1 1
1 0 −1 1
0 −1 1 −1
−1 0 0 −1


a˜1
a˜2
a˜3
a˜4

. (5.16)
Substituting Eq. (5.16) into Eq. (5.15) yields a Chern-Simons theory L = ∑I,J 14piKSPT∗IJ a˜I∧
da˜J with
KSPT
∗
=

0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 2
0 0 2 0

. (5.17)
Correspondingly, the global Z2 charge is transformed to q˜Z2 = W ᵀqZ2 = (1,−1, 0, 0),
with the transformation matrix W taken from the first 4 rows of the matrix in Eq. (5.16).
In KSPT
∗
, the lower 2 × 2 block describes the Z2 topological order, which contains the
bosonic vison with neutral global Z2 charge (as seen from q˜Z2). As the vison condenses,
the Z2 topological order is removed, leaving the upper 2 × 2 block, i.e. the σ1 matrix,
as the K-matrix describing a SRE bosonic state, with the global Z2 charge q = (1,−1)
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(as taken from q˜Z2). Such a K-matrix equipped with the Z2 symmetry matches [31] the
Chern-Simons description of the Z2 SPT state. Therefore after confining the fermions in
four copies of p±ip TSC, we obtain the bosonic SPT state with Z2 global symmetry. This
bosonic SPT state has Z2 classification [25, 27, 63], which implies that 8 copies of the
p± ip TSC with Z2 symmetry is a trivial state, which is consistent with the well-known
Z8 classification of such p± ip TSC under interaction [202, 205, 203, 204, 62]
Extra symmetries can be added to the four copies of p± ip TSC discussed above, and
other 2d bosonic TSC can be constructed in the same way. Construction of 1d bosonic
SPT phases is much more obvious, which will be discussed in the supplementary material.
5.1.3 Construction of 1d Bosonic SPT phases
In this part, we construct the 1d Haldane phase using four copies of Kitaev’s chains
with the time-reversal symmetryZT2 . Let us start from the fermionic SPT phase composed
of four copies of Kitaev’s chains coupled to a fluctuating three-component unit vector n:
H = χᵀ(iσ100∂x +mσ
200)χ+
3∑
j=1
njχᵀγjχ, (5.18)
with γ1 = σ332, γ2 = σ320, γ3 = σ312. The time reversal symmetry acts as ZT2 : χ →
σ300χ and n → −n followed by the complex conjugation (denoted K). Note that the
time reversal operator T = Kσ300 behaves as T 2 = 1 on the Majorana fermions χ.
After integrating out the fermions, the resulting theory is a (1 + 1)d O(3) NLSM with a
topological Θ-term at Θ = 2pi:
S =
∫
dxdτ
1
g
(∂µn)
2 +
iΘ
Ω2
abcn
a∂xn
b∂τn
c, (5.19)
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where Ω2 = 4pi is the volume of a two dimensional sphere with unit radius, and this is
precisely the field theory describing the 1d bosonic SPT phase with ZT2 symmetry, i.e.
the Haldane phase of 1d spin chain [15, 16].
Then we can couple the fermions to a Z2 gauge field, namely we impose the following
gauge constraint on every site: χi0χi1χi2χi3 = 1. The same gauge constraint is imposed
on the edge Majorana fermion zero modes. The edge Majorana fermion zero modes may
be arranged in a matrix as[189]
F =
1
2
(χ0σ
0 + iχ1σ
1 + iχ2σ
2 + iχ3σ
3). (5.20)
Under time-reversal transformation, ZT2 : F → F ∗ = (iσ2)F (−iσ2).
Two three-component vector operators can be conveniently constructed with these
edge Majorana operators (a = 1, 2, 3):
Sa =
1
2
TrF †σaF, Ka =
1
2
TrFσaF †. (5.21)
In fact, the boundary Majorana fermions have an emergent SO(4) symmetry, and the
two vectors correspond to the two independent SU(2) subgroups of the SO(4). The full
SO(4) rotational symmetry among the four flavors of Majorana fermions is decomposed
to SU(2)spin×SU(2)gauge, generated by S and K respectively. For the fermions in F , the
SU(2)spin rotation corresponds to a left rotation F → U †F with U ∈SU(2)spin, while the
SU(2)gauge rotation corresponds to a right rotation F → FG with G ∈SU(2)gauge.
Under the constraint χ0χ1χ2χ3 = 1, which is equivalent to the requirement of gauge
neutrality, i.e. K = 0. Therefore under the gauge constraint, the physical state of the
boundary is only two fold degenerate, and these states are invariant under SU(2)gauge.
This means that we are free to combine time-reversal symmetry with a SU(2)gauge trans-
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formation. For example, we can define a new time-reversal transformation T : F →
F ∗(iσ2) = −iσ2F , this new time-reversal transformation satisfies T 2 = −1, and it is
exactly the same time-reversal transformation for spin-1/2 object. Thus we conclude
that under gauge constraint, four copies of Kitaev’s chain is equivalent to the Haldane’s
phase.
5.2 Bilayer graphene as a platform for bosonic sym-
metry protected topological states
A symmetry protected topological (SPT) state, first defined in Ref. [25, 26], is the
ground state of a local quantum many-body Hamiltonian whose bulk is gapped and
nondegenerate, but whose boundary remains either gapless or degenerate as long as the
entire system including the boundary preserves certain symmetries. Fermionic SPT states
include the familiar quantum spin Hall (QSH) insulator [2, 3], the three-dimensional (3d)
topological insulator (TI) [5, 6, 7], and topological superconductors. Noninteracting
fermionic SPT states have been fully classified and understood [24, 23]. Unlike fermionic
systems, bosonic SPT (BSPT) states require strong interaction to overcome the tendency
to form Bose-Einstein condensates. The simplest and most well-known BSPT state is
the 1d Haldane phase, which can be realized in the simplest nearest-neighbor spin-1
Heisenberg chain [15, 16]. However, higher dimensional generalizations of BSPT states
have not been found. The only even potentially feasible experimental proposal is for a
bosonic integer quantum Hall state in ultracold atoms [218], but even this seems far
away, since as yet experiments with both rotating traps and artificial magnetic fields
are still far from the quantum Hall regime. The exactly soluble parent Hamiltonians
constructed in Ref. [25, 26] in dimensions higher than one all involve high order multiple
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spin interactions, and are thus unlikely to exist in realistic materials. Up to now, all
approaches to classifying and characterizing BSPT states [25, 26, 32, 31, 63, 219] rely
on mathematical or effective field theory descriptions, which shed little light on how to
identify a realistic candidate BSPT state.
5.2.1 The experimental proposal
In the current section, we hope to bridge the gap between theoretical studies and
experimental realizations of BSPT states. We propose that bilayer graphene in magnetic
field (with both inplane and out-of-plane components) provides a platform of realizing
and probing the 2d BSPT state with U(1)s × U(1)c symmetry, where U(1)s and U(1)c
correspond to the total spin−Sz and total electric charge conservation respectively. Based
on the formalism developed in Ref. [31, 63], this state has a Z classification, i.e. with
these symmetries there is an infinite set of non-trivial 2d BSPT classes, which are indexed
by an integer k. Effective field theory descriptions of these BSPT states have been given
in terms of Chern-Simon field theory [31] and a non-linear sigma model (NLSM) with a
Θ-term [35, 63]. The action for the latter is
S =
∫
d2xdτ
1
g
(∂µn)
2 +
iΘ
Ω3
abcdn
a∂xn
b∂yn
c∂τn
d, (5.22)
where n = (n1, n2, n3, n4) is a four component vector with unit length [35, 63], and Ω3 is
the volume of a 3d sphere with unit radius. In Eq. (5.22), the BSPT phases correspond to
the strongly interacting fixed point g →∞, and Θ→ 2kpi with nonzero integer k, while
the trivial phase corresponds to the fixed point Θ → 0. The quantum phase transition
between different BSPT phases is driven by tuning Θ in Eq. (5.22), and the critical point
is at Θ = (2k+ 1)pi. A similar phase diagram and renormalization group flow for NLSMs
in one lower dimension was studied thoroughly in Ref. [52, 53].
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of bilayer graphene in the presence of a magnetic field with both
inplane and out-of-plane components. (a) Without interactions, the boundary hosts
two channels of fermionic edge states with total central charge c = 2. (b) Including
the Coulomb interactions, there is only one gapless channel of bosonic edge state with
c = 1.
Let us elaborate on our claim. It was proposed that an out-of-plane magnetic field
drives undoped graphene into a “quantum spin Hall insulator”[220] (it is also called the
ferromagnetic quantum Hall state, since the bulk is fully spin polarized. In order to avoid
a canted antiferromagnetic phase, one also needs an inplane magnetic field to increase
the Zeeman coupling [221, 222], which will be discussed in detail in the supplementary
material 5). In a bilayer, this possesses at the Hartree-Fock level two channels of counter-
propagating spin-filtered helical fermionic edge states [229, 222]. However, when the
Coulomb interaction is included, we will demonstrate that (as illustrated in Fig. 5.1), the
behavior is qualitatively modified to correspond precisely to that of the BSPT theories,
Eq. (5.22) with k = 1, so that, although it is built from electrons, it is a proper BSPT
state in the following senses:
1. the Coulomb interaction, which is expected to play an important role in this
system, induces a gap for all fermionic excitations at the boundary, while bosonic charge
and spin excitations remain gapless and protected by the two U(1) symmetries (Fig. 5.1b);
2. after the fermions are gapped out at the boundary by the Coulomb interaction,
using the correlation functions of the boundary states, and following the procedure in
5Please see the supplementary material, which includes Ref. [223, 224, 225, 226, 227, 228].
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Ref. [230], one can derive the bulk wave function for the bosonic charge and spin, which
takes exactly the form as the BSPT wave function constructed using the mutual flux
attachment picture in Ref. [28].
3. Using the Chalker-Coddington picture, the bulk quantum phase transition be-
tween the nontrivial SPT phase (k = 1) and trivial (k = 0) phase (hereafter phrased
as “topological to trivial transition”) can be described by percolation of domains and
the corresponding network of interface/boundary states. Because the boundary only has
gapless bosonic modes, such a topological quantum phase transition can occur while pre-
serving the bulk gap for fermionic quasiparticles. The topological to trivial transition
can be driven by varying competing magnetic and electric fields, and we propose that the
bosonic scenario for this quantum phase transition could occur with sufficiently strong
interactions. This is a qualitatively different situation from the well-known topological
to trivial transitions in weakly correlated systems, such as the plateau transition between
integer quantum Hall states, or the transition between normal and topological band in-
sulators – these transitions have a free fermion description which involves the fermion
gap closing in the bulk. The above statement is supported by recent numerical studies
of a similar model on the bilayer honeycomb lattice [145, 146].
5.2.2 Boundary analysis
We now proceed to an exposition of these results. In this work we will focus on the
boundary states and the bulk wave function of the BSPT state, we will defer the detailed
analysis of the bulk topological transition to future study. For non-interacting bilayer
graphene, there are two channels of helical edge states, described by the Hamiltonian
H0 =
∫
dx
2∑
l=1
ψ†l,Liv∂xψl,L − ψ†l,Riv∂xψl,R, (5.23)
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where l = 1, 2 labels the channels, L,R denote the left and right moving fermions re-
spectively, which also correspond to electrons with spin-up and down, and v is the Fermi
velocity 6. The presence of some counter-propagating edge states was deduced exper-
imentally from non-local transport signatures [222]. When the Coulomb interaction is
ignored, the boundary is a free fermion conformal field theory (CFT) with central charge
c = 2.
The free fermion edge states can be bosonized into two flavors of free bosons:
H0 =
∫
dx
2∑
l=1
v
2K
(∂xθl)
2 +
vK
2
(∂xφl)
2, (5.24)
where [θl(x), ∂x′φl′(x
′)] = iδ(x − x′)δll′ , and ψl,L/R ∼ eiθl±ipiφl . For free 1d fermions
without interaction, the Luttinger parameter K = pi.
Coulomb interactions Hint are conveniently handled in the bosonization framework.
Using the representation of the fermion density nl ∼ ∂xφl, one obtains:
Hint =
∫
dx
2∑
l=1
Uintra
2
(∂xφl)
2 + Uinter∂xφ1∂xφ2 +Hv, (5.25)
where Uintra and Uinter represent intralayer and interlayer forward-scattering interactions,
respectively. Hv is an anharmonic vertex term, and will play a central role here
7:
Hv ∼ α cos(2piφ1 − 2piφ2). (5.26)
Here we have assumed that the long range Coulomb interaction is screened to a short
range one, but this is not essential. Physically Hv describes the backscattering between
6In principle the velocity of the two channels of edge states could be different, but this velocity
difference would be unimportant for the rest of the analysis.
7Interaction can induce another anharmonic term: cos(2θ1 − 2θ2), but this term is irrelevant in our
system.
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two channels of edge states: Hv ∼ ψ†1,Lψ1,Rψ†2,Rψ2,L. The anharmonic Hv is relevant in
the renormalization group sense, as long as Uintra > Uinter. This condition is naturally
satisfied because Uinter is suppressed by the square of the wave function overlap between
the two channels of edge states.
When it is relevant, Hv will “pin” the bosonic mode φ− = (φ1 − φ2)/2, causing large
fluctuations of θ− = θ1 − θ2, leading to a gap in this antisymmetric sector, and also
a gap for all fermions at the boundary. The symmetric edge modes φ = (φ1 + φ2)/2
and θ = θ1 + θ2, however, remain gapless, because θ transforms under symmetry U(1)c,
while φ transforms under U(1)s. It is straightforward to show – see below – that only
physical operators which create bosonic excitations can be built from the gapless φ, θ
fields, consistent with the statement that the boundary has symmetry protected gapless
bosonic modes. The size of the fermion gap at the boundary state is estimated in detail
in the supplementary material.
The effective low energy theory that describes the canonical conjugate modes φ and
θ reads
H˜ =
∫
dx
v˜
2K˜
(∂xθ)
2 +
v˜K˜
2
(∂xφ)
2. (5.27)
Hence interaction reduces the central charge of the system from c = 2 to c = 1. Because θ
and φ transform nontrivially (i.e. shift under U(1)c and U(1)s symmetries respectively),
there are no anharmonic vertex operators allowed by symmetry in Eq. (5.27). Because θ
and φ are “dual” to each other, a unit soliton of φ at the 1d boundary carries charge-2e,
and a unit soliton of θ carries spin Sz = 1. The gaplessness of the boundary state is
protected by the U(1)c×U(1)s symmetry alone: even if the translation symmetry of the
boundary is broken by disorder (which is inevitable in any real system), as long as the
U(1)c ×U(1)s symmetry is preserved, the boundary must still remain gapless. The edge
state in our system is also very different from the cases studied in Ref. [231, 232], since
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in those systems the states localized at the domain wall is unstable to disorder.
Here we note that although the bosonization of the edge states of bilayer graphene in
a magnetic field was also studied in Ref. [233, 234], in these works only the spin symmetry
was considered in the bosonization, and the conclusion of Ref. [233, 234] was that the
system is equivalent to a 1d spin model. Here we stress that, both the U(1)s and U(1)c
symmetries are crucial to define the BSPT state: i.e. if either of the U(1) symmetries is
broken (for example if the bulk forms a canted antiferromagnetic order), the system will
become a trivial state. With both U(1) symmetries in our system, the boundary theory
Eq. (5.27) must remain gapless, and it can never be realized as a 1d system, but rather
only as the boundary of a 2d system, which is an essential property of all SPT states.
Let us discuss the operator content further. Assuming φ− is pinned and θ− fluctuates
strongly, one can obtain the low energy components of the four component vector n in
Eq. (5.22):
n1 + in2 ∼ αβψ1,αψ2,β ∼ eiθ,
n3 + in4 ∼
∑
l
(−1)lψ†l σ+ψl ∼ ei2piφ. (5.28)
Here n1 +in2 corresponds to an interlayer spin-singlet (S
z = 0) Cooper pair, while n3 and
n4 correspond to in-plane magnetic order. All components of the vector n have power-
law correlations at the boundary, and their scaling dimensions are ∆[αβψ1,αψ2,β] =
K˜
4pi
,
∆[
∑
l(−1)lψ†l σ+ψl] = piK˜ . Thus we see that indeed the low energy correlations at the edge
all correspond to bosonic fields, which could be built from elementary bosons of even
charge and integer spin. The presence of four distinct “primary fields” is characteristic
of the Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) SU(2)1 CFT, which is well-known to be expressable
in terms of a single gapless boson and has c = 1[50, 51]. The model in Eq. (5.27) is a
deformation of the usual SU(2)1 theory which reduces the symmetry to U(1)c×U(1)s. It
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is also equivalent to a (deformed) O(4) NLSM with k = 1 WZW term – see e.g. Ref. [197].
Eq. (5.28) identified the effective bosonic degrees of freedom that form a bosonic SPT
state in the bulk. There are two flavors of bosons carrying charge and spin quantum
numbers respectively. Following the method of Ref. [230], we can derive the wave function
of the bosons in the bulk, by calculating the following correlation function of the boundary
conformal field theory:
Ψ(z1, z2 · · ·w1, w2 · · · ) ∼ 〈
∏
j
eiθ(zj)
∏
k
e2piiφ(wk)Obg〉, (5.29)
where zj and wk are the complex coordinates in the 2d plane for the two flavors of bosons.
This is equivalent to calculating the partition function of a 2d Coulomb gas with both
electric and magnetic charges [235, 236], and Obg represents a neutralizing background
charge operator. The correlation function in Eq. (5.29) can be evaluated with either
Eq. (5.24) or Eq. (5.27), and the result will be qualitatively the same:
Ψ(z1, z2 · · ·w1, w2 · · · ) ∼ Norm(zj, wk)
∏
j,k
(zj − wk), (5.30)
where Norm(zj, wk) only depends on the norm of zj−wk, zi−zj and wi−wj, and contains
all the dependence upon the Luttinger parameters in Eq. (5.24) and Eq. (5.27). This
wave function indeed represents a bosonic SPT state: it is symmetric under interchange
of identical zi or wj bosons, and the two flavors of bosons view each other as a 2pi−flux.
This mutual “flux attachment” picture is the very essence of the BSPT state [28].
Knowing the effective field theory at the boundary is the (1 + 1)d NLSM for n with
a Wess-Zumino-Witten term at level k = 1, the bulk theory can be constructed with the
Chalker-Coddington network model [237], and as was shown in Ref. [32, 54], the bulk
theory obtained by this construction is precisely Eq. (5.22) with Θ = 2pi. The physical
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meaning of this topological Θ−term is that, a vortex of (n1, n2), i.e. a vortex of the
superconductor order parameter, which traps magnetic flux hc
2e
, would carry spin Sz = 1,
which is perfectly consistent with the physics of the bilayer QSH state.
It is worth contrasting with the case of a single layer QSH insulator, in which the
boundary cannot be driven into a state with gapped fermions but gapless bosonic modes,
as long as the U(1)c and time-reversal (or U(1)s) symmetry of the QSH insulator are
preserved [8, 9]. The mapping between fermionic QSH insulator and BSPT is only valid
for two copies of QSH insulators (which mathematically is equivalent to four copies of
p± ip topological superconductors), as was shown in Ref. [238].
By varying competing electric and magnetic fields normal to the layer, a quantum
phase transition can occur between the BSPT and the trivial state in the 2d bulk. Us-
ing the Chalker-Coddington network picture, one may construct a theory for the 2d
bulk phase transition which involves only gapless bosonic modes and retains the single-
fermion gap. In the field theory Eq. (5.22) this transition occurs when Θ is tuned to pi.
Although directly analyzing the bulk field theory at Θ = pi is difficult, recent unbiased
determinant quantum Monte Carlo simulation on a similar bilayer honeycomb lattice
interacting fermion model confirms that this purely bosonic topological-trivial quantum
phase transition can indeed happen [145, 146], which is fundamentally different from the
ordinary topological to trivial transition in any free fermion system. Maintaining the
single particle gap requires strong interactions, and other less interesting possibilities are
possible in experiment, such as other intermediate phases between the BSPT phase and
the trivial phase. Nevertheless, a direct second order “bosonic” transition like the one
found in Ref. [145, 146] seems allowed and a quite interesting prospect.
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Figure 5.2: Our proposed set-up for measuring the carrier charge at the boundary of
our system. Most of the sample are screened by the inner symmetric gates, while the
unscreened region has a stronger interaction which leads to a CAF order, and induces
backscattering of the edge states. We also add a pair of outer gates to control the
strength of interaction in the CAF region.
5.2.3 Experimental Implications
The central prediction of our theory is that in a bilayer graphene in the quantum spin
Hall phase [222], the gapless boundary modes are bosonic rather than fermionic. The low
energy charge carriers on the edge are Cooper pairs αβc1,αc2,β, with charge 2e. Tunnelling
from a normal metal electrode or tip is predicted to show a hard gap, despite ballistic,
dissipationless in-plane resistance. Conversely, tunnelling from a superconducting tip
should show zero gap.
A purely transport measurement is also possible using shot noise, which has previously
been used to probe fractional charges in quantum Hall edge states [239, 240, 241, 242].
By introducing a quantum point contact, either using electrostatic gates or a nano-
constriction, edge-to-edge backscattering is possible at that contact, with a finite trans-
mission probability [242]. Individual tunneling events will carry charge ±2e, which is
directly observable in the noise spectrum. The detailed calculation about the shot noise
in a quantum point contact geometry has been presented in a follow-up paper by some
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of the current authors [243].
Here we propose a different method to measure the carrier charge at the boundary.
Compared with the point-contact geometry, our current proposal is easier to implement
experimentally, and more convenient to analyze theoretically, as it only involves one edge
instead of two opposite edges. Our proposal is based on the dual-gated geometry that
has been used in experiments Ref. [222]. The screened Coulomb interaction in our system
can be tuned by its distance d to the gates due to screening. The competition between
interaction and the Zeeman energy can lead to a rich phase diagram, and when the inter-
action is dominant, the system develops a canted antiferromagnetic (CAF) order [222].
The size of the fermion gap at the boundary, as well as the magnetic field required to
realize the BSPT state in this set up will be discussed in detail in the supplementary
material.
The stability of the edge states of our system relies on the conservation of Sz, and
if locally the Sz conservation is broken, the edge modes encounters backscattering, and
hence leads to noise of the current. We propose to screen the Coulomb interaction for
most of the sample, while leaving a region close to the edge unscreened, in order to
develop a local CAF order, which serves as a local “magnetic impurity” that breaks the
Sz conservation. We calculate the quantum shot noise in the supplementary material
with the proposed set-up Fig. 5.2, and recover the expected result:
S˜(ω = 0) = 2e∗〈I〉 coth e
∗V
2kBT
. (5.31)
e∗ = 2e is the smoking gun signature of the BSPT state proposed in our work.
If a direct second order quantum phase transition between the BSPT and trivial
phase found in Ref. [145, 146] indeed happens in a real system, then at the transition,
which corresponds to a (2 + 1)d CFT, the bulk conductivity should be a universal value
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σ = De2/h, where D is an order-1 universal constant [126, 127]. Moreover the transition
should be accompanied by a closing of the spin gap, with observable consequences for
spin susceptibility as well as thermal transport measurements.
5.3 Quantum phase transitions between bosonic sym-
metry protected topological states without sign
problem: a generalization of the bilayer quan-
tum spin hall model
Unlike fermionic symmetry protected topological (SPT) states (or equivalently called
topological insulators and topological superconductors), bosonic SPT states all require
strong interaction, which makes it very difficult to analyze any generic model of bosonic
SPT states. The original general Hamiltonians for bosonic SPT states proposed in
Ref. [25, 26] and the lattice models that describe the Z2 SPT state [27, 244] are exactly
soluble, but they are artificial and only describe the fixed points of the SPT states. Most
discussions of bosonic SPT states so far are based on effective field theories [31, 30, 63],
and their exact relation to lattice models was not carefully explored yet.
Besides their special symmetry protected edge states, SPT states must also have
special quantum phase transitions between each other (or from the trivial state). These
transitions are clearly beyond the Ginzburg-Landau paradigm because no symmetry is
spontaneously broken across the transition. In order to study bosonic SPT states more
quantitatively, especially at the quantum phase transitions between bosonic SPT states,
we need lattice models that can be tuned away from their fixed points, namely they
are not soluble, but can be simulated reliably without sign problem. Several lattice
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models of bosons with statistical interactions[245, 246, 247, 248] has been proposed and
studied by various numerical techniques. In this paper, we propose a series of 2d lattice
models built with interacting fermions instead of bosons. However, we argue that in the
entire phase diagram the fermions never have to show up at low energy. First of all, we
demonstrate that the edge states (interface between SPT and trivial states) at the (1+1)d
boundary only contain gapless boson modes, while fermions are gapped by interaction.
Then it is expected that at the bulk quantum phase transition between the SPT and
the trivial states the fermions are also gapped while bosons are gapless, which can be
understood in a simple Chalker-Coddington network construction of the bulk quantum
phase transition [237]. Indeed, it was shown in an interacting bilayer quantum spin Hall
model [145, 146] that the quantum phase transition between the SPT and trivial states
only involve gapless bosonic modes. Especially, the data in Ref. [146] strongly suggests
that along a special SO(4) symmetric line of the model, the SPT-trivial quantum phase
transition (which is described the O(4) nonlinear sigma model (NLSM) with Θ = pi) is a
special (2 + 1)d conformal field theory (CFT) that only involves bosonic fields, which is
consistent with the conjectured renormalization group flow diagram in Ref. [54].
In this work, we will first review and further analyze the model used in Ref. [145, 146].
Then we demonstrate that this model can be generalized to a whole series of models with
N times of fermion flavors, and we argue that the bulk is described by a Sp(N) principal
chiral model with a topological Θ−term, and by tuning one parameter this model can
have a quantum phase transition between SPT and trivial state, which in the field theory
occurs precisely at Θ = pi. In the SPT phase the boundary of this model is described
by the Sp(N)1 CFT. Again all the fermion modes at the boundary are gapped out by
interaction, and hence we expect the same happens at the SPT-trivial transition in the
bulk (based on the Chalk-Coddington construction [237]), which awaits further numerical
confirmation. Implication of our results on the 2d boundary of 3d fermionic and bosonic
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SPT states will also be discussed.
5.3.1 Bilayer Quantum Spin Hall Insulator
5.3.1.1 Bulk Theory
Model and Symmetry In this section let us first review and also further analyze the
model used in Ref. [145, 146], which is an interacting bilayer quantum spin Hall insulator
without sign problem. Let ci` = (ci`↑, ci`↓)ᵀ be the spin-1/2 fermion doublet on site-i
layer-`. The free fermion part of the Hamiltonian for the bilayer QSH model is given by
Hband = −t
∑
〈ij〉,`
c†i`cj` +
∑
〈〈ij〉〉,`
iλijc
†
i`σ
zcj` +H.c., (5.32)
where t is the nearest neighbor hopping and λij = −λji is the Kane-Mele spin-orbit
coupling, as illustrated in Fig. 5.3. The layer index ` = 1, 2 labels the two layers of
QSH systems. Without any interaction, the free-fermion Hamiltonian Hband has a pretty
high symmetry SO(4) × SO(3).[146] The symmetry will be most evident, if we rewrite
the model in a new set of fermion basis (roughly by a particle-hole transformation of
fermions in the second layer), defined by
fi↑ ≡
fi↑1
fi↑2
 =
 ci1↑
(−)ic†i2↑
 ,
fi↓ ≡
fi↓1
fi↓2
 =
(−)ici1↓
c†i2↓
 ,
(5.33)
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Figure 5.3: Honeycomb lattice with the nearest neighboring hopping tij and the 2nd
nearest neighboring hopping λij . λij = −λji = λ if i follows the bound orientation to
j. The lattice can be divided into A and B sublattices.
where (−)i = +/− on sublattice A/B respectively. In the new basis, the Hamiltonian
Hband reads
Hband =
∑
i,j,σ
(−)σf †iσ(−tij + iλij)fjσ + h.c., (5.34)
where (−)σ = +/− for spin ↑ / ↓ respectively. Here tij = t for nearest neighboring sites
i, j and tij = 0 otherwise.
The SO(4) symmetry rotates the following fermion bilinear operators Ni as an O(4)
vector:
Ni = (N
0
i , N
1
i , N
2
i , N
3
i ) = f
†
i↓(τ
0, iτ 1, iτ 2, iτ 3)fi↑ + h.c., (5.35)
where τ 0,1,2,3 are Pauli matrices acting on the f -fermion doublets. The SO(4) group is
naturally factorized to SU(2)↑× SU(2)↓ as right and left isoclinic rotations, under which
the fermions transform as fiσ → Uσfiσ with Uσ ∈ SU(2)σ for σ =↑, ↓. It is straight-
forward to see the band Hamiltonian Hband in Eq. (5.34) is invariant under both SU(2)↑
and SU(2)↓, and hence SO(4) symmetric. On the other hand, the SO(3) symmetry rotates
another set of fermion bilinear operators Mi = (M
1
i ,M
2
i ,M
3
i ) as an O(3) vector. Let
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M±i = M
1
i ± iM2i , the definition of Mi follows from
M−i =
∑
σ
fᵀiσiτ
2fiσ, M
3
i = (−)i
∑
σ
(−)σf †iσfiσ, (5.36)
and M+i = (M
−
i )
†. This also defines an SU(2) symmetry of the f -fermions, denoted as
SU(2)M . The SU(2) generators are given by Q =
∑
iQi with Q
a
i =
1
2i
abcM
b
iM
c
i . Let
Q±i = Q
1
i ± iQ2i , the SU(2)M generators can be explicitly written as
Q−i = (−)i
∑
σ
(−)σfᵀiσiτ 2fiσ,
Q3i =
∑
σ
(f †iσfiσ − 1).
(5.37)
The physical meaning of Q3 is the total number of f -fermions away from half-filling,
which is obviously conserved. It can be further checked that [Hband,Q] = 0, so the model
is indeed SU(2)M ' SO(3) symmetric. Therefore on the free-fermion level, the bilayer
QSH model has the SO(4)× SO(3) ' SU(2)↑ × SU(2)↓ × SU(2)M symmetry.
In terms of the original fermion ci` = (ci`↑, ci`↓)ᵀ, the O(4) vector Ni and the O(3)
vectorMi have simple physical interpretations. They correspond to the following fermion
bilinear orders,[145, 146]
SDW: Si = (N
0
i , N
3
i ,M
3
i ) =
∑
`
(−)i+`c†i`σci`,
SC: ∆i = N
2
i + iN
1
i = 2c
ᵀ
i1iσ
yci2,
Exciton: Di = M
1
i + iM
2
i = −2(−)ic†i1ci2.
(5.38)
The spin density wave (SDW) is an antiferromagnet both between the sublattices and
across the layers, the superconductivity (SC) is an inter-layer spin-singlet s-wave pair-
ing, and the exciton condensation is an inter-layer particle-hole pairing with opposite
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phase between the sublattices. The SO(4) symmetry rotates the SDW-XY and the SC
order parameters, and the SO(3) symmetry rotates the exciton and the SDW-Z order
parameters. In the original fermion basis, the SO(3) ' SU(2)M generators read
Q−i = −2c†i2σzci1, Q3i =
∑
`
(−)`c†i`ci`. (5.39)
So the SU(2)M symmetry rotates the original c-fermions across the layers, and Q
3 is the
charge difference between the layers. Because the layers are identical to each other in the
bilayer QSH model Eq. (5.32), the SU(2)M symmetry is manifest.
Phase Diagram A generic four-fermion interaction that preserves the SO(4)× SO(3)
symmetry takes the form of
Hint = −
∑
i,j
(JijNi ·Nj + UijMi ·Mj) , (5.40)
where Ni and Mi are fermion bilinear operators defined in Eq. (5.35) and Eq. (5.36)
respectively. To simplify, we consider the nearest neighboring coupling Jij = Jδ〈ij〉 of
O(4) vectors, and the on-site interaction Uij = Uδij of O(3) vectors. Then the full
Hamiltonian of the interacting bilayer QSH model reads
H =
∑
i,j,σ
(−)σf †iσ(−tij + iλij)fjσ + h.c.− J
∑
〈ij〉
Ni ·Nj − U
∑
i
Mi ·Mi. (5.41)
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Figure 5.4: A schematic phase diagram of the interacting bilayer QSH model.
Or in terms of the original c-fermion,
H =Hband +Hint,
Hband =− t
∑
〈ij〉,`
c†i`cj` +
∑
〈〈ij〉〉,`
iλijc
†
i`σ
zcj` +H.c.,
Hint =− J
∑
〈ij〉
1
2
(S+i S
−
j + ∆
†
i∆j + h.c.)
− U
∑
i
(
1
2
(D†iDi +DiD
†
i ) + S
z
i S
z
i
)
,
(5.42)
where S±i = S
x
i ± iSyi and Si, ∆i, Di are c-fermion bilinear operators defined in Eq. (5.38).
A schematic phase diagram of the model is shown in Fig. 5.4. In the weak interaction
limit when both J and U are small, the model is an SO(4) bosonic SPT phase. In the
next subsection we will demonstrate that the interaction gaps out the fermion modes of
the boundary states of the quantum spin Hall insulator, which leaves the boundary only
a CFT with central charge c = 1 and exact SO(4) symmetry. The boundary precisely
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corresponds an (1 + 1)d O(4) NLSM with a Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) term at level
k = 1.
S =
∫
dτdxdu
1
2g
(∂µn)
2 +
ik
2pi
abcdn
a∂τn
b∂xn
c∂un
d, (5.43)
where n = (n0, n1, n2, n3) transforms like a vector under O(4). Based on this boundary
theory, we can conclude that the bulk theory is a (2 + 1)d O(4) NLSM with a Θ-term at
Θ = 2pi:
S =
∫
dτd2x
1
2g
(∂µn)
2 +
iΘ
2pi2
abcdn
a∂τn
b∂xn
c∂yn
d, (5.44)
where the coupling strength g is controlled by J . The relation between g and J is
indirectly inferred from their physical consequences. A large J in Eq. (5.41) will favor the
ferromagnetic long-range order of Ni, which breaks the O(4) symmetry spontaneously.
A small g in Eq. (5.44) will suppress the fluctuation of ∂νn and stabilize the long-range
order of n, which also breaks the O(4) symmetry. Thus we identify the small g limit
with the large J limit, which both correspond to the spontaneous symmetry broken
(SSB) phase. Reversely in the large g (small J) limit, the model Eq. (5.44) is in the O(4)
symmetric disordered phase with a topological Θ-term, which describes the 2d bosonic
SPT phase.[30, 34, 63] The field theories, either on the boundary Eq. (5.43) or in the bulk
Eq. (5.44), can also be derive by coupling the fermions to a bosonic O(4) vector field ni
via
Hcp = −
∑
i
ni ·Ni, (5.45)
where Ni are fermion bilinear operators in Eq. (5.35). Integrating out the fermions,[210]
will generate the bosonic theories mentioned above.
Another way to connect the bilayer QSH insulator to the bosonic SPT state is to
consider the fermions as partons of the O(4) vector field Ni under the constraint Qi = 0,
which amounts to gauging the SU(2)M symmetry. After the fermions are confined by the
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SU(2)M gauge field, the remaining bulk degrees of freedom will be purely bosonic. The
gauge theory argument along this line has been discussed in Ref. [238], arriving at the
conclusion that the bilayer QSH state precisely becomes a bosonic SPT state under gauge
confinement. After coupling the fermions to dynamical gauge fields, it is equivalent to
view the fermions as “slave fermions”, which is an approach taken in Ref. [34, 249, 40].
However in this work, we will use interactions to gap out the fermions instead of confining
the fermions by gauge fluctuations.
Now we consider the effect of the on-site interaction U . Large enough U will drive the
system to a featureless Mott insulator (no symmetry breaking and topologically trivial)
as indicated in Fig. 5.4. At first glance, this seems counterintuitive because one may
expect the interaction Hamiltonian HU = −UMi ·Mi to favor a mean-field ground state
with 〈Mi〉 6= 0 on each site, which would then break the SO(3) symmetry spontaneously.
However such mean-field state is not an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian HU and hence
not the true ground state. Take the mean-field states |M3i = ±2〉 for example (where ±2
are the maximal/minimal eigenvalues of the M3i operator). Because (M
1
i )
2 + (M2i )
2 does
not commute with M3i , the states |M3i = ±2〉 must be mixed to produce the true on-site
ground state: |M3i = +2〉+ |M3i = −2〉, which is actually an SO(4)×SO(3) singlet state.
Although the expectation value of the O(3) vector 〈Mi〉 = 0 vanishes in the singlet state,
〈Mi ·Mi〉 is not zero, so that the Hamiltonian HU does gain energy from the singlet state.
The singlet state has the energy −12U (per site), which is lower than the energy of any
mean-field state. By exact diagonalization of the on-site interaction HU , it can be verified
that the singlet state is the unique on-site ground state and is gapped from all excited
states by the energy of the order ∼ U .
Therefore in the large U limit, the model has an unique and fully-gapped ground
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state, which is the direct product state of on-site SO(4)× SO(3) singlets
|GS〉 =
∏
i
M+i |0〉f =
∏
i
(f †i↑2f
†
i↑1 + f
†
i↓2f
†
i↓1) |0〉f , (5.46)
where |0〉f denotes the zero fermion state of f -fermions. One can see M+i |0〉f is just
another way of writing the singlet state |M3i = +2〉 + |M3i = −2〉, given M3i ∼ f †i↑fi↑ −
f †i↓fi↓. In the original c-fermion basis, the ground state reads
|GS〉 =
∏
i
∆†i |0〉c =
∏
i
(c†i1↓c
†
i2↑ − c†i1↑c†i2↓) |0〉c , (5.47)
where |0〉c denotes the zero fermion state of c-fermions. Because the ground state is
unique and fully gapped, it should be stable against all local perturbations, and can be
considered as a representative state that controls the whole trivial Mott phase.
The symmetry property of the ground state is most obvious in the f -fermion basis. It
is easy to see that the ground state |GS〉 in Eq. (5.46) is invariant under SU(2)↑×SU(2)↓,
because f †iσ2f
†
iσ1 is the SU(2)σ singlet operator and |0〉f is also SU(2)σ invariant (for
both σ =↑, ↓). The SU(2)M symmetry can be verified by showing Q |GS〉 = 0. Since
|GS〉 is at half-filling, Q3 |GS〉 = 0. Then by definition, [Qai ,M bj ] = 2iabcδijM ci , thus
Q−i M
+
i = M
+
i Q
−
i − 4M3i , so
Q−i |GS〉 =
∏
j 6=i
M+j (M
+
i Q
−
i − 4M3i ) |0〉f = 0. (5.48)
Because Q−i ∼ (−)σfᵀiσiτ 2fiσ only contains fermion annihilation operators and M3i ∼
(−)σf †iσfiσ is a sum of number operators, both of them quench the fermion vacuum state
|0〉f , therefore Q− |GS〉 =
∑
iQ
−
i |GS〉 = 0. In conclusion, the large-U ground state
preserves the full SU(2)↑ × SU(2)↓ × SU(2)M ' SO(4)× SO(3) symmetry.
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In the trivial Mott phase, both the fermionic and bosonic excitations are gapped. In
the large U limit, the single particle gap is 9U , the O(3) vector gap is 8U and the O(4)
vector gap is 12U . The O(4) vector gap can be soften by the inter-site coupling J . When
the gap is soften to zero, the O(4) boson will condense and the system will enter the
SSB phase. So we expect the order-disorder transition to happen at J ∼ U in the strong
interaction limit.
The most interesting feature of this model is the topological transition between the
bosonic SPT phase and the trivial Mott phase. Previous numerical study[146] shows that
with the exact SO(4) symmetry described in this section, there can be a direct continuous
transition between the bosonic SPT phase and the trivial Mott phase, where the gap of
bosonic modes N closes, while the fermion gap remains open. Thus we expect this phase
transition can be described by Eq. (5.44). The phase diagram and the renormalization
group flow of Eq. (5.44) was studied in Ref. [54]. In the large g (small J) regime, the
bosonic SPT phase corresponds to pi < Θ ≤ 2pi controlled by the stable fixed point
Θ = 2pi, and the trivial Mott phase corresponds to 0 ≤ Θ < pi controlled by the stable
fixed point Θ = 0. The two phases are separated by the quantum phase transition at
Θ = pi, which in general can be either first order or continuous, while numerical results
in Ref. [146] demonstrates that this transition is continuous, which implies that the
disordered phase of Eq. (5.44) with Θ = pi is a (2 + 1)d CFT. The stability of this CFT
against perturbations that break the SO(4) symmetry needs further studies.
Sign-Free QMC Simulation In this subsection we show that the whole J = 0 line in
the phase diagram Fig. 5.4 can be simulated by determinant QMC without fermion sign
problem. Along the J = 0 line, the interacting bilayer QSH model in Eq. (5.41) admits
sign-free QMC simulations. We perform Hubbard-Stratonovich (HS) decomposition of
the on-site interaction in the O(3) vector channel by introducing the O(3) auxiliary field
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mi, such that −UM 2i → −mi ·Mi + 14Um2i . The partition function is a sum of the
Boltzmann weight W [mi(τ)] over spacetime configurations of the auxiliary field mi(τ),
Z =
∑
[mi(τ)]
W [mi(τ)],
W [mi(τ)] = Tr
∏
τ
e−∆τH[mi(τ)],
(5.49)
where H[mi] is a fermion bilinear Hamiltonian as a functional of mi,
H[mi] = Hband +
∑
i
(
−mi ·Mi + 1
4U
m2i
)
. (5.50)
It can be verified that the Hamiltonian H[mi] has the following time-reversal symmetry
T for all configurations of mi.
T :
{
fi↑ → Kif †i↓
fi↓ → Kif †i↑
,
{
f †i↑ → K(−i)fi↓
f †i↓ → K(−i)fi↑
, (5.51)
where K is the complex conjugation operator. According to Ref. [250, 251, 252], the
time-reversal symmetry ensures the weight W [mi] to be positive definite, which allows
QMC simulations without the fermion sign problem.
However when J 6= 0, we are not aware of any sign-free QMC simulation scheme
that also preserves the SO(4) symmetry. The most straight-forward HS decomposition
of the J-term interaction is in the O(4) vector channel, as done in Eq. (5.45). However it
suffers from the fermion sign problem. Because the fermion sign structure of the weight
W [ni(τ)] must match the bosonic SPT sign structure described by the topological Θ-
term in Eq. (5.44), which requires each O(4) skyrmion in the spacetime configuration of
n to be associated with a minus sign. Such sign structure is a defining feature of the
bosonic SPT phase, and can not be avoided. It turns out that other HS decompositions
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in the fermion hopping/pairing channels do not eliminate the sign problem either.
Nevertheless if we are allowed to break the SO(4) symmetry, we can introduce the
inter-site correlation of N field without spoiling the sign-free QMC. Because as long
as the time reversal symmetry in Eq. (5.51) is preserved, the Boltzmann weight will be
positive definite. Among the four components of the vector N , only N0 is time-reversal
odd (i.e. T : N0 → −N0), and the remaining components N1,2,3 are time-reversal even
(i.e. T : N1,2,3 → N1,2,3). Hence the following decomposition is time reversal symmetric,
H[mi,ni] = H[mi] +
∑
i
∑
a=1,2,3
naiN
a
i + · · · , (5.52)
which will result in positive definite weight W [mi,ni]. Therefore it is possible to explore
the entire J-U phase diagram like Fig. 5.4, if we lower the SO(4) symmetry to its SO(3),
U(1) or Z2 subgroups.
5.3.1.2 Boundary Theory
One-Loop RG On the free-fermion level, the helical edge modes of the bilayer QSH
model is described by
Hbdy =
∫
dx(ψ†Li∂xψL − ψ†Ri∂xψR), (5.53)
where ψL (ψR) is the left (right) moving edge mode associated to f↑ (f↓). Both of them
are complex fermion doublets,
ψL =
ψL1
ψL2
 , ψR =
ψR1
ψR2
 . (5.54)
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The SO(4) symmetry is factorized to SU(2)L×SU(2)R acting on ψL and ψR respectively.
On symmetry ground, the most generic SO(4)× SO(3) invariant interaction that can be
induced on the boundary takes the form of
Hint =
∫
dx(λJN ·N + λUM ·M ), (5.55)
where the O(4) vector N follows from Eq. (5.35) as
N = ψ†R(τ
0, iτ 1, iτ 2, iτ 3)ψL + h.c., (5.56)
and the O(3) vector M follows from Eq. (5.36) as
M− =
∑
σ=L,R
ψᵀσiτ
2ψσ,M
3 =
∑
σ=L,R
(−)σψ†σψσ. (5.57)
Along the J = 0 line, we expect λJ → 0 and λU < 0 at the UV scale. To facilitate the
analysis, we split the λUM ·M interaction into the in-plane H± and out-of-plane H3
terms, and rearrange the interaction as
Hint =
∫
dx(λ±H± + λ3H3 + λ0H0),
H± = 12(M
+M− +M−M+),
H3 = M
3M3,
H0 =
1
3
M ·M − 1
6
N ·N + 2
3
=
∑
σ=L,R
(ψ†σψσ − 1)2.
(5.58)
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Here the SO(3) symmetry is allowed to be broken if λ± 6= λ3. However we will show that
the anisotropy is irrelevant under RG. The one-loop RG equations are
d
d`
λ± = −43λ±λ3,
d
d`
λ3 = −43λ2±,
d
d`
λ0 =
4
3
λ2± +
8
3
λ±λ3.
(5.59)
At the free-fermion fixed point, λ± is always a marginally relevant perturbation, regard-
less of its initial sign. The interaction will flow towards the (λ±, λ3, λ0) → (−1,−1,+3)
direction if λ± < 0, or towards the (λ±, λ3, λ0)→ (+1,−1,−1) direction if λ± > 0. The
fixed-point interaction will take the following form
Hint =
∫
dx
(− 4λ±(ψ†R1ψ†R2ψL1ψL2 + h.c.)
− 2λ3(ψ†RψR − 1)(ψ†LψL − 1)
)
.
(5.60)
with λ3 < 0 and λ± = ±λ3. In both cases, the SO(3) symmetry is restored under the
RG flow. At the RG fixed point, the interaction is expected to gap out fluctuations of
the O(3) vector M on the boundary. Since M is a collective mode of fermions, so the
fermions must also be gapped out by the interaction on the boundary.
Abelian Bonsonization In the following, we will use the Abelian bosonization to
show that the interaction indeed gaps out the fermion mode, and drive the boundary
into a SU(2)1 CFT. The boundary fermions in Eq. (5.54) can be written as
ψσα =
κσα√
2pia
eiφσα σ = L,R, α = 1, 2, (5.61)
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where a is a short distance cut-off and κσα is the Klein factor that ensures the anticom-
mutation of the fermion operators. The helical edge modes in Eq. (5.53) can be bosonized
to a Luttinger liquid (LL)
SLL =
∫
dτdx
1
4pi
(∂xφ
ᵀK∂τφ+ ∂xφ
ᵀV ∂xφ), (5.62)
where φ = (φL1, φL2, φR1, φR2)
ᵀ, and the density fluctuations are given by ψ†σαψσα =
1
2pi
(−)σ∂xφσα. The K matrix reads
K =
(
+1
+1
−1
−1
)
. (5.63)
The V matrix is an identity matrix at the free-fermion fixed point, and will be modified
under interactions.
Under the RG flow, forward scatterings become irrelevant, and the fixed point inter-
action only contains umklapp and backward scatterings as in Eq. (5.60). In terms of the
bonsonized degrees of freedom φ,
Hint =
∫
dx
g3
2pi
∑
α,β
∂xφLα∂xφRβ − 8λ± cos(lᵀ0φ), (5.64)
where g3 = λ3/pi and the vector l0 = (1, 1,−1,−1)ᵀ. So the full boundary theory reads
S = SLL − 8λ±
∫
dτdx cos(lᵀ0φ), (5.65)
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with the V matrix given by
V =

1 0 g3 g3
0 1 g3 g3
g3 g3 1 0
g3 g3 0 1

. (5.66)
So the scaling dimension of cos(lᵀ0φ) is
∆0 = 2
√
1 + 2g3
1− 2g3 . (5.67)
For small λ3, ∆0 ' 2 + 4λ3/pi (recall that g3 = λ3/pi). The gapping term cos(lᵀ0φ) is
marginal (∆0 = 2) at the free-fermion fixed point λ3 = 0, and will become relevant
(∆0 < 2) if λ3 < 0.
Although we started from a rather specific fixed point interaction in Eq. (5.60), the
resulting boundary theory in Eq. (5.65) is of the generic form which is compatible with
symmetry requirements. The SO(4) × SO(3) ' SU(2)L × SU(2)R × SU(2)M symmetry
action is not transparent in the Abelian bosonization, nevertheless its U(1)L × U(1)R ×
U(1)M subgroup is clear:
U(1)L : ψL → eiαLτ3ψL,
U(1)R : ψR → eiαRτ3ψR,
U(1)M : ψL/R → eiαMψL/R.
(5.68)
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Correspondingly the φ field is transformed as follows
φ→ φ+

1 0 1
−1 0 1
0 1 1
0 −1 1


αL
αR
αM
 . (5.69)
Therefore −8λ± cos(lᵀ0φ) is the most relevant symmetry-preserving cosine term that can
be added to the action. The O(4) vector N are linearly recombinations of the following
fermion bilinear operators (and their conjugates)
ψ†R1ψL1 = e
ilᵀ1φ, lᵀ1 = (1, 0,−1, 0);
ψ†R1ψL2 = e
ilᵀ2φ, lᵀ2 = (0, 1,−1, 0);
ψ†R2ψL1 = e
ilᵀ3φ, lᵀ3 = (1, 0, 0,−1);
ψ†R2ψL2 = e
ilᵀ4φ, lᵀ4 = (0, 1, 0,−1).
(5.70)
They transform under U(1)L×U(1)R but not U(1)M . These operators eilᵀaφ (a = 1, 2, 3, 4)
all have the same scaling dimension
∆a =
−2g3
1− 2g3 −
√
1− 4g23
. (5.71)
At the free-fermion fixed point, −8λ± cos(lᵀ0φ) is a marginal perturbation, meaning
that it is sitting right at a KT transition point. So any finite λ± will render the cosine
term relevant, regardless of the sign of λ±, as shown in Fig. 5.5. The RG equation near
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� � � � � Δ�
λ±
Figure 5.5: RG flow near the KT transition point. The free-fermion fixed point
(∆0, λ±) = (2, 0) is marked out by a red point. The red arrows illustrate the RG flow
after small λ± perturbation.
KT transition is given by
d
d`
λ± ∼ (2−∆0)λ±,
d
d`
∆−10 ∼ λ2±.
(5.72)
Plugging in Eq. (5.67) for ∆0 and expanding around λ3 → 0, we arrive at dd`λ± ∼ −λ±λ3,
d
d`
λ3 ∼ −λ2±, consistent with Eq. (5.59), therefore the λ± term is marginally relevant.
From lᵀ0K
−1l0 = 0, we know that cos(l
ᵀ
0φ) is a bosonic operator. So as λ± flows to
infinity under RG, the field φ will be pinned by the cosine term to lᵀ0φ = 0 mod 2pi.
Any operator Ol = e
ilᵀφ that does not commute with cos(lᵀ0φ) (i.e. l
ᵀK−1l0 6= 0) will be
gapped out. Using this criterion, it is easy to check that all fermions are gapped out,
and the O(4) vector operators N as in Eq. (5.70) remain gapless. Further more, lᵀ0φ = 0
mod 2pi implies that any charge vector la will be equivalent to la + nl0 (n ∈ Z). As a
result, we establish the equivalences l1 ∼ −l4 and l2 ∼ −l3 among the O(4) operators. So
under interactions, there are only two independent bosonic modes left on the boundary.
Let us choose lᵀ1φ and l
ᵀ
2φ as the bosonic boundary modes, the effective K matrix can be
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obtained from the projection K−1eff = P
ᵀK−1P with P = (l1, l2). The result is
Keff =
0 1
1 0
 , (5.73)
which exactly describes the bosonic SPT boundary. [31] According to Eq. (5.70), the
physical meaning of the bosonic boundary modes are simply the SDW-XY and SC fluc-
tuations on the boundary,
eil
ᵀ
1φ = ψ†R1ψL1 ∼ N0 − iN3 = S−,
eil
ᵀ
2φ = ψ†R1ψL2 ∼ N2 − iN1 = ∆†.
(5.74)
Then the Keff matrix describes the effect that each 2pi vortex of the pairing field ∆
† will
trap a spin-1 excitation S−. This corresponds to the spin Hall conductance σsH = 2,
consistent with the bilayer QSH state in the free-fermion limit.
As the gapping term cos(lᵀ0φ) becomes relevant, its scaling dimension ∆0 will flow to
0 as shown in Fig. 5.5. From Eq. (5.67), ∆0 → 0 corresponds to g3 → −1/2. Substitute
the fixed point g3 = −1/2 to Eq. (5.71), we find ∆a = 1/2, meaning that the scaling
dimensions of both the SDW-XY and SC boundary modes are modified to 1/2 under the
RG flow, which is consistent with the SU(2)1 CFT, and it is also described by the IR
fixed point of the O(4) NLSM with WZW term at level k = 1,[50, 51] as we have claimed
in Eq. (5.43),
S =
∫
dτdxdu
1
2g
(∂µn)
2 +
ik
2pi
abcdn
a∂τn
b∂xn
c∂un
d. (5.75)
The O(4) vector field n couples to the fermion bilinear terms N via Hcp = −
∑
ini ·Ni
as mentioned in Eq. (5.45), such that n ∼N in terms of symmetry properties. Therefore
according to Eq. (5.74), n is related to the bonsonization field φ via n0 − in3 ∼ eilᵀ1φ and
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n2− in1 ∼ eilᵀ2φ. Such a connection becomes more evident if we note that the WZW term
requires each 2pi soliton of n2 − in1 (winding of the complex field n2 − in1 along x by 2pi
phase) should carry one unite of charge that is conjugate to n0 − in3. This topological
response is nothing but the commutation relation [lᵀ1φ(x1), ∂xl
ᵀ
2φ(x2)] = 2piiδ(x1 − x2) in
the canonical quantization language, as required by the Keff matrix in Eq. (5.73). So the
Keff matrix and the WZW term describe the same topological phenomenon.
Similar Luttinger liquid analysis for the helical edge modes was carried out in Ref. [253]
under a lower symmetry, where the boundary can be unstable towards spontaneous sym-
metry breaking. In that case, the boundary bosonic modes are gapped out by symmetry
breaking, however the bulk state still corresponds to a bosonic SPT state.
In conclusion, the interaction we designed can gap out all the fermions on the bound-
ary and change the scaling dimension of the bosonic modes to that of the CFT SU(2)1,
so that the interacting bilayer QSH model has no low-energy fermion both in the bulk
and on the boundary, i.e. it becomes a real bosonic SPT state. More importantly, the
interaction −U∑iMi ·Mi admits sign-free QMC simulations, providing us powerful
numerical tools to study the O(4) bosonic SPT phase and its transition to the trivial
SPT phase. The fate of the boundary modes can also be investigated by QMC.
5.3.2 Large-N Generalization
5.3.2.1 Bulk Theory
Model and Symmetry The bilayer QSH model can be generalized to 2N layers by
simply making more identical copies. On each site i, we define 4N fermions ci`σ with
the layer index ` = 1, 2, · · · , 2N and the spin index σ =↑, ↓. Consider the following
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interacting fermion model,
H =Hband +Hint
Hband =− t
∑
〈ij〉,`
c†i`cj` +
∑
〈〈ij〉〉,`
iλijc
†
i`σ
zcj` +H.c.
Hint =− U
∑
i
Mi ·Mi,
(5.76)
where Mi follows the similar definitions in Eq. (5.38) as
M−i = 2(−)i
∑
`∈odd
ci,`c
†
i,`+1, M
3
i =
∑
`
(−)i+`c†i`σzci`. (5.77)
Following a similar transformation as in Eq. (5.33), we can switch to the more con-
venient f -fermion basis. The band Hamiltonian still takes the same form as Eq. (5.34)
Hband =
∑
i,j,σ
(−)σf †iσ(−tij + iλij)fjσ + h.c., (5.78)
but fiσ are now Sp(N) multiplets. The model has a Sp(N)↑×Sp(N)↓×SU(2) symmetry.
The fermions transform as fiσ → Sσfiσ with Sσ ∈ Sp(N)σ for σ =↑, ↓. For each spin σ,
the symplectic form is defined by an antisymmetric real matrix Jσ, such that
SᵀσJσSσ = Jσ with J
ᵀ
σ = −Jσ. (5.79)
The SU(2) ' SO(3) symmetry rotates the fermion bilinear operatorsMi = (M1i ,M2i ,M3i )
as an O(3) vector. Let M±i = M
1
i ± iM2i , the definition of Mi follows form
M−i =
∑
σ
fᵀiσJσfiσ, M
3
i = (−)i
∑
σ
(−)σf †iσfiσ, (5.80)
and M+i = (M
−
i )
†. The SU(2) generators are therefore defined as Q =
∑
iQi with
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Qai =
1
2i
abcM
b
iM
c
i . Let Q
±
i = Q
1
i ± iQ2i , we can write down the SU(2) charges on each
site explicitly
Q−i = (−)i
∑
σ
(−)σfᵀiσJσfiσ,
Q3i =
∑
σ
(f †iσfiσ −N),
(5.81)
and Q+i = (Q
−
i )
†. The 3rd component of the global SU(2) charge Q3 =
∑
iQ
3
i is the
total number of f -fermions in the system (counted with respect to half-filling), which is
obviously conserved by the Hamiltonian Hband in Eq. (5.78). It can be further verified
that Q± are also conserved, as [Hband,Q] = 0. Therefore the free fermion model Hband
has the Sp(N)↑ × Sp(N)↓ × SU(2) symmetry.
Realizing Bosonic SPT Phases We propose that the following on-site interaction
can turn the 2N -layer QSH system into a Sp(N)× Sp(N) bosonic SPT state,
Hint = −U
∑
i
Mi ·Mi. (5.82)
This interaction preserves the Sp(N)↑×Sp(N)↓×SU(2) symmetry. Tuned by the interac-
tion strength U , the model has two phases: in the weak interaction regime, the model is
in a Sp(N)↑× Sp(N)↓ (bosonic) SPT phase. In the strong interaction regime, the model
is in a trivial Mott phase.
In the next subsection we will show that the boundary states at the weakly interacting
regime is the CFT Sp(N)1, without any gapless fermion mode. Thus the bulk theory is
a Sp(N) principal chiral model with a Θ−term at Θ = 2pi,
S =
∫
dτd2x
1
g
Tr′∂µS−1∂µS +
iΘ
24pi2
µνλTr′AµAνAλ, (5.83)
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with Aµ = S−1∂µS for S ∈ Sp(N), which describes the Sp(N)↑ × Sp(N)↓ bosonic SPT
phase.
In the strong interaction limit U → ∞, the Hamiltonian is decoupled on each site.
The on-site interaction −UMi ·Mi can be exact diagonalized. We found that the on-
site ground state is unique. Its energy is EGS = −4N(N + 2)U (per site), and its wave
function is
|GSi〉 =
N∑
q=0
αq(Q
+
i )
q(M+i )
N−q |0〉f ,
with αq =

1
q+1
(
N
q
)
q ∈ even,
0 q ∈ odd,
(5.84)
where
(
N
q
) ≡ N !
q!(N−q)! is the binomial coefficient and |0〉f denotes the zero fermion state
of f -fermions. So the ground state of the whole system is simply a direct product state
of on-site ground states
|GS〉 =
∏
i
|GSi〉 . (5.85)
It is easy to see that |GSi〉 is Sp(N)↑×Sp(N)↓ symmetric, because Q+i , M+i and |0〉f are
all invariant under Sp(N)↑ × Sp(N)↓ transformations. One can further verify that |GSi〉
also preserves the SU(2) symmetry by checking that Qi |GSi〉 = 0. Thus the ground
state is fully symmetric. Upon the ground state, the single particle excitation energy is
(4N+5)U , the O(3) excitation energy is 8U and the Sp(N) excitation energy is (8N+4)U .
All the fermionic and bosonic excitations are gapped from the ground state. Therefore
the ground state describes a trivial (featureless) Mott insulator. Because the ground
state is unique and fully gapped, it should be stable against any local perturbation. So
we expect a stable phase of the trivial Mott insulator in the large U regime.
On the field theory level, the trivial Mott phase corresponds to the Θ = 0 fixed point
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of the Sp(N) principal chiral model in Eq. (5.83). If there is a single continuous transition
between the small-U SPT phase and the large-U trivial Mott phase, it must be described
by the Sp(N) principal chiral model at Θ = pi. The phase diagram and the possible
criticality can be numerically studied by QMC without fermion sign problem. Because
the interaction term can still be decoupled in the O(3) vector channel by introducing
the auxiliary field mi as in Eq. (5.50). The resulting Hamiltonian H[mi] still has the
time-reversal symmetry in Eq. (5.51), which ensures the Boltzmann weight W [mi(τ)] to
be positive definite for any configurations of the auxiliary field mi(τ).
5.3.2.2 Boundary Theory
One-Loop RG Without interaction, the boundary of the 2N -layer QSH insulator hosts
2N pairs of counter-propagating fermion modes. The edge mode chirality is locked to
the fermion spin: all the 2N left (right) moving fermions are of ↑ (↓) spin, forming
a Sp(N)L(R) multiplet, denoted by ψL(R). Thus bulk operators can be mapped to the
boundary simply by rewriting ↑→ L and ↓→ R. The boundary theory takes the same
form as Eq. (5.53), and is repeated here
Hbdy =
∫
dx(ψ†Li∂xψL − ψ†Ri∂xψR). (5.86)
On the boundary, the O(3) vector M follows from Eq. (5.80) as
M− =
∑
σ
ψᵀσJσψσ, M
3 =
∑
σ
(−)σψ†σψσ; (5.87)
and the SU(2) charge Q follows from Eq. (5.81) as
Q− =
∑
σ
(−)σψᵀσJσψσ, Q3 =
∑
σ
(ψ†σψσ −N). (5.88)
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The bulk interaction Hint in Eq. (5.82) will induce a short range interaction Hint =
−U ′ ∫ dxM ·M on the boundary at the UV scale. However under the RG flow, ∫ dxQ·Q
will be generated. In the N = 1 case, the Q ·Q term reduces to a linear combination of
the M ·M and N ·N terms, i.e.Q ·Q = M ·M−N ·N+4, which has been included in
Eq. (5.55). The one-loop RG analysis is similar for N > 1 cases. For the purpose of RG
analysis, we start with the most generic Sp(N)L×Sp(N)R×SU(2) symmetric interaction
as follows
Hint =
∫
dx(λMM ·M + λQQ ·Q). (5.89)
The one-loop RG equations are
d
d`
λM = −23(λM − λQ)2,
d
d`
λQ =
2
3
(λM − λQ)2.
(5.90)
Therefore the interaction is marginally relevant when λM < λQ, and will follow towards
the (λM , λQ) → (−1,+1) direction. The fixed point interaction is given by λQ = −λM
and λM → −∞,
Hint =λM(M ·M −Q ·Q)
=2λM
(
(ψᵀRJRψR)
†(ψᵀLJLψL) + h.c.
)
− 4λM(ψ†RψR −N)(ψ†LψL −N).
(5.91)
The fixed point interaction only contains the left-right mixing terms. The interactions
within the same chiral sector (forward scatterings) will only renormalize the mode ve-
locity, and can be ignored. In the N = 1 case, Eq. (5.91) reduces to Eq. (5.60) by
λ± = λ3 = 2λM (at the fixed point).
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CFT Analysis For each chiral sector, we have the following decomposition of CFT:[254]
U(2N)1 ' O(4N)1 ' Sp(N)1 + SU(2)N . (5.92)
This means the U(2N)1 or O(4N)1 CFT, which is described by 2N copies of free complex
fermions or 4N copies of free Majorana fermions, can be decomposed into the direct sum
of two interacting CFT: Sp(N)1 and SU(2)N . The validity of this equation can be seen
from the central charges of these CFT:
cSp(N)1 =
N(2N + 1)
N + 2
, cSU(2)N =
3N
N + 2
, (5.93)
the sum of these two gives 2N , which is the central charge of U(2N)1 or O(4N)1.
Therefore the helical fermion CFT can be written in terms of Sp(N) and SU(2) current
operators as
Hbdy =
∫
dx (TL + TR),
Tσ =:ψ
†
σi∂xψσ:
=
2pi
N + 2
(
JaSp(N)σJ
a
Sp(N)σ + J
a
SU(2)σJ
a
SU(2)σ
)
,
(5.94)
where σ = L,R. The Sp(N)σ current operators are given by
JaSp(N)σ =:ψ
†
σA
a
σψσ:, (5.95)
where Aaσ (a = 1, 2, · · · , N(2N + 1)) are the Sp(N)σ generators, which are properly
normalized according to TrAaσA
b
σ =
1
2
δab. The SU(2)σ current operators are defined as
J−SU(2)σ =
1
2
(−)σ :ψᵀσJσψσ:, J3SU(2)σ = 12 :ψ†σψσ:, (5.96)
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such that J
1(2)
SU(2)σ
= Re(Im)J−SU(2)σ . The current operators satisfy the Kac-Moody algebra
[JaSp(N)σ(x), J
b
Sp(N)σ(y)] =if
abc
Sp(N)J
c
Sp(N)σ(x)δ(x− y)
+ (−)σ iδ
ab
4pi
δ′(x− y),
[JaSU(2)σ(x), J
b
SU(2)σ(y)] =if
abc
SU(2)J
c
SU(2)σ(x)δ(x− y)
+N(−)σ iδ
ab
4pi
δ′(x− y),
(5.97)
where fSp(N) and fSU(2) are Sp(N) and SU(2) structure factors respectively.
The fixed point interaction Hint in Eq. (5.91) can be written exactly as a back-
scattering term of the SU(2) currents
Hint = −16λMJaSU(2)RJaSU(2)L , (5.98)
because this term is marginally relevant, it will gap out the SU(2)N × SU(2)−N sector
completely [178]. The boundary is left with the Sp(N)1 × Sp(N)−1 modes only. The
fermion modes at the boundary must also be gapped because the SU(2)N sector as
collective modes of the fermions are gapped. Hence indeed the interaction we design will
drive the boundary of this system to a Sp(N)1 CFT, and the bulk of the SPT is described
by Eq. (5.83).
5.3.3 Summary and Discussion
In this work, we designed a series of interacting fermion model with short-range
interaction, and we demonstrated that these models can describe the quantum phase
transition between a bosonic SPT state and a trivial Mott insulator state. These bosonic
SPT states are described by a Sp(N) principal chiral model with a Θ−term. These models
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can be reliably simulated using determinant QMC algorithm without sign problem. Our
previous results [145, 146] already suggest that this SPT-trivial transition is continuous,
which corresponds to the case with N = 1.
The Sp(N) principal chiral model with N = 1, which is also an O(4) NLSM was also
used to describe the boundary of 3d bosonic SPT states [32, 63]. But in those cases Θ
is no longer a tuning parameter, because Θ = pi is protected by the symmetry of the
system, for instance time-reversal symmetry. Our results also suggest that if there is
an exact SO(4) symmetry, the boundary of this SPT state could be a stable (2 + 1)d
CFT. But if the SO(4) symmetry is strongly broken down its subgroups, this CFT can
be further driven into various topological orders as was discussed in Ref. [32, 63].
Another interesting direction is to design a series of fermion models that would gener-
ate the SU(N) principal chiral model with a topological Θ−term. This is a little difficult
(though not impossible) to achieve using our method, because the interaction we de-
signed in this paper is based on the Sp(N) × Sp(N) singlet vector M , and because of
the properties of the Sp(N) group, its singlet can still be a fermion bilinear operator,
thus the interactions in our models are all four-fermion short range interaction. But if
we want to generalize our idea to the SU(N) groups, it seems much higher order fermion
interaction must be involved because two SU(N) fundamental fermions cannot form a
SU(N) singlet in general. We will leave this to future study.
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Appendix A
NLσM classifications
A.1 NLσM classification of BSPT phase within group
cohomology
A.1.1 Z2 symmetry
In 1d and 3d, there is no Z2 symmetry transformation that we can assign vector n
that makes the actions Eq. 2.1 and Eq. 2.3 invariant, thus there is no SPT phase in 1d
and 3d with Z2 symmetry. However, in 2d there is obviously one and only one way to
assign the Z2 symmetry:
Z2 : (n1, n2, n3, n4)→ −(n1, n2, n3, n4). (A.1)
Then when Θ = 2pi this 2+1d O(4) NLσM describes the Z2 SPT phase studied in
Ref. [27]. Using the method in section IIC, one can show that with the transformation
Eq. A.1, the 2+1d O(4) NLσM Eq. 2.2 with Θ = 4pi is equivalent to Θ = 0, thus the
classification in 2d is Z2.
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In Ref. [35], the authors also used this NLσM to derive the ground state wave function
of the SPT phase:
|Ψ〉 =
∑
(−1)dw|C〉, (A.2)
where |C〉 standards for an arbitrary Ising field configuration, while dw is the number of
Ising domain walls of this configuration. This wave function was also derived in Ref. [27]
with an exactly soluble model for this SPT phase.
The classification of SPT phases with Z2 symmetry is:
1d : Z1, 2d : Z2, 3d : Z1. (A.3)
Here Z1 means there is only one trivial state, and Z2 means there is one trivial state and
one nontrivial SPT state.
A.1.2 ZT2 symmetry
In 2d, there is no way to assign ZT2 symmetry to the O(4) NLσM order parameter in
Eq. 2.2 to make the Θ−term invariant, thus there is no bosonic SPT phase in 2d with
ZT2 symmetry. In 1d and 3d, there is only one way to assign the Z
T
2 symmetry to vector
n:
ZT2 : n→ −n, (A.4)
and Θ = 0 and Θ = 4pi are equivalent. Thus in both 1d and 3d, the classification is
Z2. Notice that time-reversal is an antiunitary transformation, thus i → −i under ZT2 ;
also since our NLσMs are defined in Euclidean space-time, the Euclidean time τ = it is
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invariant under ZT2 .
Using the method in section II.F, one can demonstrate that the boundary of the 3d
SPT state with ZT2 symmetry is a 2d Z2 topological order, whose both e and m excitations
are Kramers doublet, i.e. the so called eTmT state.
The classification of SPT phases with ZT2 symmetry is:
1d : Z2, 2d : Z1, 3d : Z2. (A.5)
Now it is understood that in 3d there is bosonic SPT state with ZT2 symmetry that
is beyond the group cohomology classification [32], and there is a explicit lattice con-
struction for such state [255]. This state is also beyond our current NLσM description.
However, a generalized field theory which involves both the NLσM and Chern-Simons
theory can describe at least a large class of BSPT states beyond group cohomology. This
will be discussed in a different paper [175].
A.1.3 U(1) symmetry
In 1d and 3d, there is no way to assign U(1) symmetry to vector n that keeps the
entire Lagrangian invariant. But in 2d, bosonic SPT phase with U(1) symmetry was
discussed in Ref. [28], and its field theory is given by Eq. 2.2. And since in this case we
cannot connect Θ = 2pik and Θ = 0 without a bulk transition, the classification is Z.
The classification of SPT phases with U(1) symmetry is:
1d : Z1, 2d : Z, 3d : Z1. (A.6)
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A.1.4 SPT phases with U(1)o Z2 symmetry
U(1) o Z2 is a subgroup of SO(3). In 1d, there is only one way of assigning the
symmetry to vector n that keeps the entire Lagrangian invariant:
U(1) : (n1 + in2)→ eiθ(n1 + in2), n3 → n3,
Z2 : n1 → n1, n2,3 → −n2,3. (A.7)
Here Z2 is a particle-hole transformation of rotor/boson field b ∼ n1 + in2. n3 can be
viewed as the boson density, which changes sign under particle-hole transformation. One
can check that the U(1) and Z2 symmetry defined above do not commute with each
other. The boundary state of this 1d SPT phase is given in Eq. 2.6. Under U(1) and Z2
transformation, the boundary doublet U transforms as
U(1) : U → eiθσz/2U, Z2 : U → σxU. (A.8)
In 3d, there is also only one way of assigning the symmetry to the O(5) vector:
U(1) : (n1 + in2)→ eiθ(n1 + in2), nb → nb, b = 3, 4, 5;
Z2 : n1 → n1, nb,→ −nb, b = 2, · · · 5. (A.9)
In both 1d and 3d, Θ = 4pi is equivalent to Θ = 0, thus in both 1d and 3d the classification
is Z2.
In 2d, there are two independent ways of assigning U(1)oZ2 transformations to the
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O(4) vector n:
(1) : U(1) : (n1 + in2)→ eiθ(n1 + in2),
(n3 + in4)→ eiθ(n3 + in4);
Z2 : n1, n3 → n1, n3, n2, n4 → −n2,−n4;
(2) : U(1) : n→ n, Z2 : n→ −n. (A.10)
The transformation (1) contributes Z classification, while transformation (2) contributes
Z2 classification, i.e. in 2d the classification is Z × Z2. The final classification of SPT
phases with U(1)o Z2 symmetry is:
1d : Z2, 2d : Z× Z2, 3d : Z2. (A.11)
A.1.5 U(1)× Z2 symmetry
In both 1d and 3d, there is no way of assigning U(1)× Z2 transformations to vector
n that keeps the Θ term invariant. But in 2d, we can construct three root phases:
(1) : U(1) : (n1 + in2)→ eiθ(n1 + in2),
(n3 + in4)→ eiθ(n3 + in4);
Z2 : n→ n;
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(2) : U(1) : n→ n, Z2 : n→ −n;
(3) : U(1) : (n1 + in2)→ eiθ(n1 + in2),
n3,4 → n3,4;
Z2 : n1,2 → n1,2, n3,4 → −n3,4. (A.12)
The first transformation contributes classification Z, while transformations (2) and (3)
both contribute classification Z2, thus the final classification of SPT phases with U(1)×Z2
symmetry is:
1d : Z1, 2d : Z× (Z2)2, 3d : Z1. (A.13)
A.1.6 U(1)o ZT2 symmetry
A boson operator b with U(1)oZT2 symmetry transforms as b→ b under ZT2 . In 1d,
the only U(1) o ZT2 symmetry transformation that keeps Eq. 2.1 invariant is the same
transformation as ZT2 SPT phase, namely vector n does not transform under U(1), but
changes sign under ZT2 .
In 2d, the only transformation that keeps Eq. 2.2 invariant is
U(1) : (n1 + in2)→ eiθ(n1 + in2), n3,4 → n3,4;
ZT2 : n1 → n1, na → −na(a = 2, 3, 4), (A.14)
and this NLσM gives classification Z2.
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The NLσMs for U(1)oZT2 SPT phases in 3d have been discussed in Ref. [32], and in
3d the classification is (Z2)2. Thus the final classification of SPT phases with U(1)oZT2
symmetry is:
1d : Z2, 2d : Z2, 3d : (Z2)2. (A.15)
A.1.7 U(1)× ZT2 symmetry
In 1d, there are two independent transformations that keep Eq. 2.1 invariant:
(1) : U(1) : (n1 + in2)→ eiθ(n1 + in2), n3 → n3;
ZT2 : n1,2 → n1,2, n3 → −n3,
(2) : U(1) : n→ n,
ZT2 : n→ −n. (A.16)
In 2d there is no U(1)×ZT2 transformation that keeps Eq. 2.2 invariant. In 3d the NLσMs
for U(1) × ZT2 SPT phases were discussed in Ref. [32]. The final classification of SPT
phases with U(1)× ZT2 symmetry is:
1d : (Z2)2, 2d : Z1, 3d : (Z2)3. (A.17)
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A.1.8 Z2 × Z2 symmetry
In 1d, there is only one Z2 × Z2 transformation that keeps Eq. 2.1 invariant:
ZA2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, n3 → n3,
ZB2 : n1 → n1, n2,3 → −n2,3. (A.18)
The boundary state U defined in Eq. 2.6 transforms as
ZA2 : U → iσzU, ZB2 : U → σxU. (A.19)
Thus ZA2 and Z
B
2 no longer commute with each other at the boundary.
In 2d, there are three independent Z2 × Z2 transformations (three different root
phases):
(1) : ZA2 : n→ −n, ZB2 : n→ n;
(2) : ZA2 : n→ n, ZB2 : n→ −n;
(3) : ZA2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, n3,4 → n3,4;
ZB2 : n1,2 → n1,2, n3,4 → −n3,4. (A.20)
In 3d, there are also two independent Z2 × Z2 transformations that keep Eq. 2.3
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invariant (two root phases):
(1) : ZA2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, na → na(a = 3, 4, 5);
ZB2 : n1,→ n1, na → −na(a = 2, · · · 5);
(2) : ZB2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, na → na(a = 3, 4, 5);
ZA2 : n1,→ n1, na → −na(a = 2, · · · 5). (A.21)
As we discussed in section II.F, the boundary of these 3d SPT phases can have 2d Z2
topological order. A 2d Z2 topological phase has e and m anyon excitations, and these
anyons correspond to vortices of certain components of order parameter n. If the e and
m anyons correspond to vortices of (n3, n4) and (n1, n2) respectively, then according to
Eq. 2.20, the e excitation corresponds to a 0+1d O(3) WZW model for vector (n1, n2, n5),
and the m excitation corresponds to a 0 + 1d WZW model for vector (n3, n4, n5). The
boundary anyons of phase (1) transform as:
(1) : ZA2 : Ue → iσzUe, Um → Um;
ZB2 : Ue → σxUe, Um → iσyU∗m. (A.22)
Notice that under ZB2 , a vortex of (n1, n2) becomes an antivortex, thus the transformation
of Um under Z
B
2 involves a complex conjugation. The transformation of boundary anyons
of phase (2) is the same as Eq. A.22 after interchanging ZA2 and Z
B
2 .
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The final classification of SPT phases with Z2 × Z2 symmetry is:
1d : Z2, 2d : (Z2)3, 3d : (Z2)2. (A.23)
A.1.9 Z2 × ZT2 symmetry
In 1d and 3d, the SPT phases with Z2 × ZT2 symmetry are simply SPT phases with
U(1) × ZT2 symmetry after reducing U(1) to its subgroup Z2. The classification is the
same as the U(1) × ZT2 SPT phases discussed in the previous subsection. In 2d, there
are two different root phases that correspond to the following transformations:
(1) : Z2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, n3,4 → n3,4,
ZT2 : n1 → n1, na → −na(a = 2, 3, 4);
(2) : Z2 : n→ −n,
ZT2 : n1 → n1, na → −na(a = 2, 3, 4). (A.24)
The final classification of SPT phases with Z2 × ZT2 symmetry is:
1d : (Z2)2, 2d : (Z2)2, 3d : (Z2)3. (A.25)
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A.1.10 Zm symmetry
In 1d and 3d, there are no nontrivial Zm transformations that can keep Eq. 2.1 and
Eq. 2.3 invariant. In 2d, we can construct the following root phase:
Zm : (n1 + in2)→ ei2pik/m(n1 + in2);
(n3 + in4)→ ei2pik/m(n3 + in4),
k = 0, · · ·m− 1 (A.26)
Using the method in section II, we can demonstrate that with these transformations,
Eq. 2.2 with Θ = 2pim and Θ = 0 are equivalent to each other, thus the classification is
Zm in 2d.
The final classification of SPT phases with Zm symmetry is:
1d : Z1, 2d : Zm, 3d : Z1. (A.27)
A.1.11 Zm o Z2 symmetry
In 1d, there is one SPT phase with U(1) o Z2 symmetry. Naively one would expect
that when U(1) is broken down to Zm, this SPT phase survives and becomes a SPT phase
with Zm o Z2 symmetry. However, this statement is only true for even m, and when m
is odd the U(1)o Z2 SPT phase becomes trivial once U(1) is broken down to Zm.
The 1d U(1) o Z2 SPT phase is described by a 1d O(3) NLσM of vector n with
Θ = 2pi, and B ∼ (n1 + in2) is a charge-1 boson under the U(1) rotation. Because the
classification of 1d U(1)oZ2 SPT phase is Z2, Θ = 2pi is equivalent to Θ = 2pim for odd
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m. As we discussed in section IID, this NLσM with Θ = 2pim is equivalent to another
NLσM defined with n′ and Θ = 2pi, where B′ ∼ (n′1 + in′2) ∼ (n1 + in2)m is a charge-m
boson. Under Z2 transformation, n
′
1 → n′1, n′2 → −n′2.
Now let us break U(1) down to its subgroup Zm. B
′ transforms trivially under Zm,
thus we are allowed to turn on a Zeeman term Re[B′] ∼ n′1 which fully polarizes n′1 and
kills the SPT phase. Thus the original U(1) o Z2 SPT phase is instable under U(1) to
Zm breaking with odd m.
The discussion above is very abstract, let us understand this result physically, and
we will take m = 3 as an example. With a full SO(3) symmetry and Θ = 2pi in the bulk,
the ground state of the boundary is a spin-1/2 doublet in Eq. 2.6. The excited states
of the boundary include a spin-3/2 quartet. When Θ = 6pi in the bulk, the boundary
ground state is a spin-3/2 quartet. The spin-3/2 and spin-1/2 states can have a boundary
transition (level crossing at the boundary) without closing the bulk gap, thus Θ = 2pi
and 6pi are equivalent in the bulk. Now let us take Θ = 6pi in the bulk, and break the
SO(3) down to Z3 o Z2. Then we are allowed to turn on a perturbation cos(3φ) at the
boundary (which precisely corresponds to the Zeeman coupling Re[B′] ∼ n′1 discussed
in the previous paragraph), which will mix and split the two states Sz = ±3/2 at the
boundary, and the boundary ground state can become nondegenerate. Thus when m is
odd, the U(1)oZ2 SPT phase does not survive the symmetry breaking from U(1) to Zm.
The same situation occurs in 2d and 3d. There is a 3d SPT phase with U(1) o Z2
symmetry, but once we break the U(1) down to Zm, this SPT phase does not survive
when m is odd. When m is even, besides the phase deduced from U(1)oZ2 SPT phase,
one can construct another root phase:
Z2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, na → na (a = 3, 4, 5);
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Zm : n1,→ n1, na → (−1)kna (a = 2, · · · 5),
k = 0, · · ·m− 1. (A.28)
Here na(a = 2, · · · 5) still carries a nontrivial representation of Zm for even integer m.
na with a = 3, 4, 5 can be viewed as the real parts of charge-m/2 bosons, while n2 is the
imaginary part of such charge-m/2 boson. This construction does not apply for odd m.
In 2d, for arbitrary m > 1, the U(1) o Z2 SPT phases survive under U(1) to Zm
symmetry breaking. With even m, another root phase can be constructed
Zm : n1,2 → (−1)kn1,2, n3,4 → n3,4;
Z2 : n1,2 → n1,2, n3,4 → −n3,4,
k = 0, · · ·m− 1. (A.29)
Here n1 and n2 are both the real parts of the charge-m/2 bosons.
The final classification of SPT phases with Zm o Z2 symmetry is:
1d : Z(2,m), 2d : Zm × Z2 × Z(2,m), 3d : (Z(2,m))2. (A.30)
A.1.12 Zm × Z2 symmetry
The case m = 2 has already been discussed. When m > 2, one would naively expect
these SPT phases can be interpreted as U(1)×Z2 SPT phases after breaking U(1) to its
Zm subgroup, but again this is not entirely correct. In 1d there is no SPT phase with
U(1) × Z2 symmetry, simply because we cannot find a nontrivial transformation of n
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under U(1) × Z2 that keeps Eq. 2.1 invariant. But when m is an even number, we can
construct one SPT phase with Zm × Z2 symmetry using Eq. 2.1:
Zm : n1,2 → (−1)kn1,2, n3 → n3,
Z2 : n1 → n1, n2,3 → −n2,3,
k = 0, · · ·m− 1. (A.31)
The Zm and Z2 transformations on n commute with each other.
Again this construction applies to even integer m only. The boundary states of this
1d SPT phase have the following transformations:
Zm : U → (iσz)kU, Z2 : U → σxU ;
k = 0, · · ·m− 1. (A.32)
Thus the boundary states carry projective representations of Zm ×Z2, and the transfor-
mations of Zm and Z2 do not commute.
Similar situations occur in 3d. In 3d, we can construct two root phases for even m,
even though there is no SPT phase with U(1)× Z2 symmetry in 3d :
(1) : Zm : n1,2 → (−1)kn1,2, na → na(a = 3, 4, 5);
Z2 : n1,→ n1, na → −na (a = 2, · · · 5);
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(2) : Z2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, na → na(a = 3, 4, 5);
Zm : n1,→ n1, na → (−1)kna(a = 2, · · · 5);
k = 0, · · ·m− 1. (A.33)
The boundary of these 3d SPT phases can have 2d Z2 topological order. If the e and
m anyons correspond to vortices of (n3, n4) and (n1, n2) respectively, then the boundary
anyons of phase (1) transform as:
(1) : Zm : Ue → (iσz)kUe, Um → Um;
Z2 : Ue → σxUe, Um → iσyU∗m. (A.34)
The transformation of boundary anyons of phase (2) can be derived in the same way.
In 2d all the Zm × Z2 SPT phases can be deduced from U(1) × Z2 SPT phases, by
breaking U(1) down to its Zm subgroup. Thus cases (1), (2) and (3) in Eq. A.12 seem to
reduce to SPT phases with Zm×Z2 symmetry after breaking U(1) down to Zm. However,
case (3) in Eq. A.12 becomes the trivial phase when m is odd. In case (3) of U(1)× Z2
SPT phase (Eq. A.12), the NLσM is constructed with a charge-1 boson B ∼ (n1 + in2),
and because case (3) contributes classification Z2, Θ = 2pim is equivalent to Θ = 2pi
for odd m. Also, the NLσM with Θ = 2pim is equivalent to the NLσM with Θ = 2pi
constructed using a charge-m boson B′ ∼ (n′1 + in′2) ∼ (n1 + in2)m. Now let us break the
U(1) symmetry down to Zm. Because B
′ is invariant under Zm and Z2, we can turn on a
linear Zeeman term that polarizes Re[B′] ∼ n′1, and destroy the boundary states. Thus
the NLσM constructed with the charge-m boson B′ is trivial once we break U(1) down
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to Zm. This implies that when m is odd, case (3) in Eq. A.12 becomes a trivial phase
once U(1) is broken down to Zm.
The final classification of SPT phases with Zm × Z2 symmetry is:
1d : Z(2,m), 2d : Zm × Z2 × Z(2,m), 3d : (Z(2,m))2. (A.35)
A.1.13 SPT phases with Zm o ZT2 symmetry
Again, the situation depends on the parity of m. If m is odd, then in 1d and 3d
the only SPT phase is the SPT phase with ZT2 only. In 2d and 3d the U(1) o ZT2 SPT
phases (except for the one with ZT2 symmetry only) do not survive when U(1) is broken
down to Zm with odd m. The reason is similar to what we discussed in the previous two
subsections.
When m is even, then in 1d besides the Haldane phase with ZT2 symmetry, we can
construct another SPT phase:
Zm : n1,2 → (−1)kn1,2, n3 → n3,
k = 0, · · ·m− 1;
ZT2 : n→ −n. (A.36)
Here n1 and n2 are both imaginary parts of charge-m/2 bosons. The boundary state is
a Kramers doublet and transforms as
Zm : U → (iσz)kU, ZT2 : U → iσyU ;
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k = 0, · · ·m− 1. (A.37)
In 2d, we can construct two different root phases:
(1) Zm : (n1 + in2)→ (n1 + in2)ei2pik/m,
n3, n4 → n3, n4;
ZT2 : n1 → n1, na → −na(a = 2, 3, 4);
(2) Zm : n→ (−1)kn;
ZT2 : n1 → n1, na → −na(a = 2, 3, 4);
k = 0, · · ·m− 1. (A.38)
Phase (1) is the same phase as the 2d U(1)oZT2 SPT phase, after breaking U(1) to Zm;
phase (2) is a new phase, where n1 is the real part of a charge-m/2 boson, while n2,3,4
are the imaginary parts of such charge-m/2 bosons.
Using similar methods, we can construct three root phases in 3d for even m. Two of
the phases can be deduced from the 3d U(1) o ZT2 SPT phases. The third root phase
has the following transformation:
Zm : n1,2 → (−1)kn1,2, na → na(a = 3, 4, 5);
ZT2 : n→ −n;
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k = 0, · · ·m− 1. (A.39)
Both n1 and n2 are imaginary parts of charge-m/2 bosons.
Just like the 3d SPT phase with U(1) o ZT2 symmetry, the 2d boundary of the 3d
ZmoZT2 SPT phase described by Eq. A.39 can have a Z2 topological order with electric
and magnetic anyons. The electric and magnetic anyons are both Kramers doublet,
and only one of them has a nontrivial transformation under Zm: Zm : U → (iσz)kU ,
(k = 0, · · ·m− 1).
The final classification of SPT phases with Zm o ZT2 symmetry is:
1d : Z2 × Z(2,m), 2d : (Z(2,m))2, 3d : Z2 × (Z(2,m))2. (A.40)
A.1.14 Zm × ZT2 symmetry
In 1d and 3d, the SPT phases with Zm × ZT2 symmetry can all be deduced from
U(1)×ZT2 symmetry by breaking U(1) down to Zm. Again, when m is odd, some of the
SPT phases become trivial, for the same reason as what we discussed before.
In 2d there is no SPT phase with U(1)× ZT2 symmetry, but when m is even we can
construct two root phases, which cannot be deduced from U(1)× ZT2 SPT phases:
(1) : Zm : n→ (−1)kn;
ZT2 : n1 → n1, na → −na(a = 2, 3, 4);
(2) : Zm : n1,2 → (−1)kn1,2, n3,4 → n3,4;
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ZT2 : n1 → n1, na → −na(a = 2, 3, 4);
k = 0, · · ·m− 1. (A.41)
The final classification of SPT phases with Zm × ZT2 symmetry is:
1d : Z2 × Z(2,m), 2d : (Z(2,m))2, 3d : Z2 × (Z(2,m))2. (A.42)
A.1.15 SO(3) symmetry
In 1d, the SO(3) symmetry leads to the Haldane phase, which is described by Eq. 2.1
with Θ = 2pi. In 3d, there is no way to assign SO(3) symmetry to the five-component
vector n which makes the Θ−term invariant, thus there is no 3d SPT phase with SO(3)
symmetry.
In 2d, Ref. [30] has given a nice way of describing SPT phase with SO(3) symmetry,
which is a principal chiral model defined with group elements SO(3). We will argue that
the SO(3) principal chiral model in Ref. [30] can be formally rewritten as the O(4) NLσM
Eq. 2.2, because we can represent every group element Gab (3× 3 orthogonal matrix) as
a SU(2) matrix Z:
Gab =
1
2
tr[Z†σaZσb], (A.43)
and the SU(2) matrix Z is equivalent to an O(4) vector n with unit length: Z =
n4I2×2 + in · σ. We propose that the minimal SO(3) SPT phase discussed in Ref. [30]
can be effectively described by Eq. 2.2 with Θ = 8pi:
S2d =
∫
d2xdτ
1
g
(∂µn)
2 +
i8pi
12pi2
abcdµνρn
a∂µn
b∂νn
c∂ρn
d
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=
∫
d2xdτ
1
g
tr[∂µZ†∂µZ] + i8pi
24pi2
tr[(Z†dZ)3]. (A.44)
Physically, Eq. A.44 with Θ = 8pi gives SU(2) Hall conductivity σSU(2) = 8, or equiva-
lently SO(3) Hall conductivity σSO(3) = 2, which is the same as the principal chiral model
in Ref. [30]. Mathematically, when fieldZ has a instanton number ∫ d3x tr[(Z†dZ)3]/(24pi2) =
+1 in the 2+1d space-time, the SO(3) matrix field Gab defined in Eq. A.43 will have in-
stanton number
∫
d3x tr[(G−1dG)3]/(24pi2) = +4. This factor of 4 is precisely why
Θ = 8pi in Eq. A.44.
In order to represent Gab as Z, we need to introduce a Z2 gauge field that couples to
Z, because Z is a “fractional” representation of Gab, and Gab is invariant under gauge
transformation Z → −Z. In the language of lattice gauge theory, our statement in the
previous paragraph implies that one of the possible confined phases of this Z2 gauge field
is trivial in the bulk without any extra symmetry breaking or topological degeneracy,
namely the vison (a dynamical Z2 pi−flux coupled to Z) in the bulk can condensed
without breaking any symmetry. This is indeed possible, because if we weakly break the
SU(2) symmetry down to U(1), Eq. A.44 describes a bosonic integer quantum Hall state
with Hall conductivity 8. A pi−flux in this system carries charge 4, which can be fully
screened by four bosons, while maintaining its bosonic statistics. Thus a vison can safely
condense in the bulk, confine the field Z, and drive the system into a SO(3) SPT phase.
The final classification of SPT phases with SO(3) symmetry is:
1d : Z2, 2d : Z, 3d : Z1. (A.45)
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A.1.16 SO(3)× ZT2 symmetry
In 1d, there are two different SPT root phases with SO(3) × ZT2 symmetry, which
correspond to the following transformations of O(3) vector n:
(1) : SO(3) : na → Gabnb, ZT2 : n→ −n;
(2) : SO(3) : n→ n, ZT2 : n→ −n. (A.46)
In 2d, the SPT phases with SO(3) × ZT2 symmetry were discussed in Ref. [34], and
it is described by Eq. 2.2 with transformation
SO(3) : na → Gabnb(a, b = 1, 2, 3), n4 → n4;
ZT2 : na → na(a = 1, 2, 3), n4 → −n4. (A.47)
In 3d, there are three root phases for SO(3)×ZT2 SPT phases, two of which have the
following field theory:
(1) : SO(3) : n→ n, ZT2 : n→ −n;
(2) : SO(3) : na → Gabnb(a, b = 1, 2, 3), n4,5 → n4,5
ZT2 : n→ −n; (A.48)
phase (1) is simply the SPT phase with ZT2 symmetry only. After we break the SO(3)
symmetry down to its inplane O(2) subgroup, phase (2) will reduce to a SPT phase with
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U(1)× ZT2 symmetry discussed in Ref. [32], which is a phase whose bulk vortex line is a
1d Haldane phase with ZT2 symmetry.
Besides the two phases discussed above, there should be another root phase (3) that
will reduce to the U(1)×ZT2 SPT phase whose boundary is a bosonic quantum Hall state
with Hall conductivity ±1, when time-reversal symmetry is broken at the boundary [32].
In the next two paragraphs we will argue without proof that this third root phase can
be described by Eq. 2.3 with the following definition and transformation of O(5) vector
order parameter n:
(3) : Z = n4I2×2 +
3∑
a=1
inaσ
a,
ZT2 : Z → iσyZ, n5 → −n5;
Θ = 8pi in bulk. (A.49)
Here Z is still the “fractional” representation of SO(3) matrix Gab introduced in Eq. A.43.
If we break the ZT2 symmetry at the boundary of phase (3), the boundary becomes a
2d SO(3) SPT phase with SO(3) Hall conductivity ±1 (when SO(3) is broken to U(1),
the boundary becomes a bosonic integer quantum Hall state with Hall conductivity ±1),
thus it cannot be realized in a pure 2d bosonic system without degeneracy.
In principle Z is still coupled to a Z2 gauge field. We propose that the confined phase
of this Z2 gauge field is the desired SO(3) × ZT2 SPT phase. In the confined phase of a
3d Z2 gauge field, the vison loops of the Z2 gauge field proliferate. Since the Z2 gauge
field is coupled to the fractional field Z, a vison loop of this Z2 gauge field is bound
with a vortex loop of SO(3) matrix field Gab [136], which is defined based on homotopy
group pi1[SO(3)] = Z2, thus the confined phase of the Z2 gauge field is a phase where
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the SO(3) vortex loops proliferate. If we reduce the SO(3) symmetry down to its inplane
U(1) symmetry, the vison loop reduces to the vortex loop of the U(1) phase. When a
bulk vortex (vison) loop ends at the boundary, it becomes a 2d vortex (vison). This
2d vortex is a fermion, because according to the previous paragraph, once the ZT2 is
broken at the boundary, the boundary becomes a boson quantum Hall state with Hall
conductivity ±1. This is consistent with the results for U(1)× ZT2 SPT phase discussed
in Ref. [32, 35, 39]. Thus the SPT phase described by Eq. A.49 is a phase where SO(3)
vortex loops proliferate, and the SO(3) vortices at the boundary are fermions.
The final classification of SPT phases with SO(3)× ZT2 symmetry is:
1d : (Z2)2, 2d : Z2, 3d : (Z2)3. (A.50)
A.1.17 Z2 × Z2 × Z2 symmetry
In 1d, we can construct three different root phases:
(1) : ZA2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, n3 → n3;
ZB2 : n1 → n1, n2,3 → −n2,3;
ZC2 : n→ n;
(2) : ZB2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, n3 → n3;
ZC2 : n1 → n1, n2,3 → −n2,3;
ZA2 : n→ n;
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(3) : ZC2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, n3 → n3;
ZA2 : n1 → n1, n2,3 → −n2,3;
ZB2 : n→ n. (A.51)
In 2d there are seven different root phases:
(1) : ZA2 : n→ −n, ZB2 , ZC2 : n→ n;
(2) : ZB2 : n→ −n, ZC2 , ZA2 : n→ n;
(3) : ZC2 : n→ −n, ZA2 , ZB2 : n→ n;
(4) : ZA2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, n3,4 → n3,4;
ZB2 : n1,2 → n1,2, n3,4 → −n3,4;
ZC2 : n→ n;
(5) : ZA2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, n3,4 → n3,4;
ZC2 : n1,2 → n1,2, n3,4 → −n3,4;
ZB2 : n→ n;
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(6) : ZA2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, n3,4 → n3,4;
ZB2 : n1,3 → −n1,3, n2,4 → n2,4;
ZC2 : n1,4 → −n1,4, n2,3 → n2,3;
(7) : ZA2 : n2,3 → −n2,3, n1,4 → n1,4
ZB2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, n3,4 → n3,4,
ZC2 : n1,2 → n1,2, n3,4 → −n3,4. (A.52)
In 3d there are six different root phases:
(1) : ZA2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, na → na, (a = 3, 4, 5);
ZB2 : n1 → n1, na → −na, (a = 2, · · · 5);
ZC2 : n→ n;
(2) : ZB2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, na → na, (a = 3, 4, 5);
ZA2 : n1 → n1, na → −na, (a = 2, · · · 5);
ZC2 : n→ n;
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(3) : ZB2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, na → na, (a = 3, 4, 5);
ZC2 : n1 → n1, na → −na, (a = 2, · · · 5);
ZA2 : n→ n;
(4) : ZC2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, na → na, (a = 3, 4, 5);
ZB2 : n1 → n1, na → −na, (a = 2, · · · 5);
ZA2 : n→ n;
(5) : ZA2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, na → na, (a = 3, 4, 5);
ZC2 : n1 → n1, na → −na, (a = 2, · · · 5);
ZB2 : n→ n;
(6) : ZC2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, na → na, (a = 3, 4, 5);
ZA2 : n1 → n1, na → −na, (a = 2, · · · 5);
ZB2 : n→ n;
(7) : ZA2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, n3,4,5 → n3,4,5;
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ZB2 : n2,3 → −n2,3, n1,4,5 → n1,4,5;
ZC2 : n4,5 → −n4,5, n1,2,3 → n1,2,3;
(8) : ZA2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, n3,4,5 → n3,4,5;
ZC2 : n2,3 → −n2,3, n1,4,5 → n1,4,5;
ZB2 : n4,5 → −n4,5, n1,2,3 → n1,2,3. (A.53)
All the other SPT phases can be constructed with these root phases above. Here we
will show one construction explicitly. For example, one may think the following state
should also exist in 3d:
ZB2 : n1,2 → −n1,2, n3,4,5 → n3,4,5,
ZC2 : n2,3 → −n2,3, n1,4,5 → n1,4,5,
ZA2 : n4,5 → −n4,5, n1,2,3 → n1,2,3. (A.54)
But this state can be obtained by “merging” state (7) and (8) in Eq. A.53. First of all,
since n
(7)
1,3,5 transform exactly equivalently to n
(8)
1,5,3 under all symmetries, we can turn on
coupling between n(7) and n(8) to make n
(7)
1,3,5 = n
(8)
1,5,3. Now without loss of generality
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these two vectors can be written as
n(7) = (cos θN1, sin θ cosα
(7), cos θN2,
sin θ sinα(7), cos θN3);
n(8) = (cos θN1, sin θ cosα
(8), cos θN3,
sin θ sinα(8), cos θN2); (A.55)
where N is a unit three-component vector. All the symmetries transformations act on
N and α(7), α(8), while θ is invariant under all symmetries.
Now let us define a new vector n(9) using the parametrization of n(7) and n(8):
n(9) = (cos θN2, sin θ cos(α
(7) + α(8)), cos θN3,
sin θ sin(α(7) + α(8)), cos θN1); (A.56)
Obviously, the O(5) instanton number of n(9) is exactly the sum of instantons of n(7) and
n(8). More importantly, n(9) transforms under all the symmetries as Eq. A.54, and since
it can be “merged” from phase (7) and (8), it should not be viewed as an independent
root phase.
The final classification of SPT phases with Z2 × Z2 × Z2 symmetry is:
1d : (Z2)3, 2d : (Z2)7, 3d : (Z2)8. (A.57)
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A.2 Examples of BSPT beyond group cohomology
A.2.1 U(1) Symmetry
• In 4d space, there is a series of BSPT states with U(1) symmetry that is beyond
the group cohomology, their field theory is given by:
LU(1)4+1d =
i2pik
2pi
ndn ∧ K
IJ
E8
8pi2
dCI ∧ dCJ , (A.58)
where CI ’s are rank-1 gauge field, and k can take arbitrary integer value. Physically this
state can be viewed as decorating the 2pi vortex of U(1) order parameter ~n = (n1, n2)
(which is a 2d membrane in this dimension) with the E8 state, and then proliferating the
vortices. As we have shown in the previous section, this phase has Z classification.
The 3 + 1d boundary of this state can be a superfluid phase with spontaneously U(1)
symmetry breaking, whose vortex line hosts the edge states of the 2d E8 state, i.e. a
chiral conformal field theory with central charge c = 8. If we couple ~n to a U(1) gauge
field, then after we integrate out the gapped matter field ~n, the boundary of the system
will have a mixed U(1)-gravitational anomaly, namely the stress tensor of the system is
no longer conserved inside the U(1) flux at the boundary. A similar mixed gauge-gravity
anomaly was also studied in Ref. [219].
• In 6 + 1d space-time, there are two root states for U(1) BSPT states beyond group
cohomology, the first state is described by the following field theory:
LU(1)6+1d,A =
i2pik
12pi2
ndn ∧ dn ∧ dn ∧ K
IJ
E8
8pi2
dCI ∧ dCJ (A.59)
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with
U(1) : (n1 + in2)→ eiφ(n1 + in2),
(n3 + in4)→ eiφ(n3 + in4). (A.60)
This state has Z classification. The state is constructed by decorating the E8 states on
the intersection of two U(1) vortices, and then proliferate the vortices (the two-vortex
intersection is now a 2d brane in 6d space).
The field theory of the second root phase is
LU(1)6+1d,B =
i2pi
2pi
ndn ∧ (iσ
y)IJ
8pi2
dBI ∧ dBJ (A.61)
where
U(1) : (n1 + in2)→ eiφ(n1 + in2) (A.62)
and B’s are 2-form fields. The state has Z2 classification according to our rules. And
physically this field theory corresponds to decorating the U(1) vortex with the 4d BSRE
state in Eq. 2.30.
A.2.2 Z2 Symmetry
• In 4 + 1d space-time, there is one nontrivial beyond-cohomology BSPT state with
Z2 symmetry, and this state is the descendant of the U(1) beyond Group Cohomology
state in the same dimension in the sense that it can be obtained by breaking the U(1)
symmetry to its subgroup Z2 from Eq. A.58:
LZ24+1d =
i2pi
2pi
ndn ∧ K
IJ
E8
8pi2
dCI ∧ dCJ (A.63)
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with
Z2 : (n1, n2)→ −(n1, n2) (A.64)
while the classification of the state is now reduced to Z2 because the n-sector is now Z2
classified.
• In 5 + 1d space-time, there is a Z2 classified new state which is not a descendant of
any U(1) state discussed in the previous subsection. Physically this state is constructed
by decorating the Z2 domain wall with 4d BSRE state:
LZ25+1d =
i2pi
2pi
ndn ∧ (iσ
y)IJ
8pi2
BI ∧ dBJ
= idθ ∧ (iσ
y)IJ
8pi2
BI ∧ dBJ
= −iθ (iσ
y)IJ
8pi2
dBI ∧ dBJ (A.65)
Here we parametrize ~n as ~n = (cos θ, sin θ). The symmetry transformation is:
Z2 : (n1, n2)→ (n1,−n2)
(B1, B2)→ (B2, B1)
θ → −θ. (A.66)
Notice that BI must transform nontrivially under Z2 symmetry, in order to guarantee
that the field theory is Z2 invariant. We can also choose a different transformation for
BI : Z2 : B → σzB, but this transformation is equivalent to the previous after a basis
change. In a Z2 invariant state, 〈n2〉 = 0, i.e. 〈θ〉 = 0 or pi, which corresponds to the
trivial and BSPT state respectively.
• In 6 + 1d space-time, there are two root states, both of which are descendants of
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U(1) BSPT states, and both have Z2 classification:
LZ26+1d,A =
i2pi
12pi2
ndn ∧ dn ∧ dn ∧ K
IJ
E8
8pi2
dCI ∧ dCJ (A.67)
with
Z2 : (n1, n2, n3, n4)→ −(n1, n2, n3, n4). (A.68)
LZ26+1d,B =
i2pi
2pi
ndn ∧ (iσ
y)IJ
8pi2
dBI ∧ dBJ (A.69)
with
Z2 : (n1, n2)→ −(n1, n2). (A.70)
A.2.3 ZT2 Symmetry
• In 3 + 1d space-time, it is well-known that there is a BSPT state beyond Group
Cohomology [32]. The state can be understood by decorating ZT2 domain walls with the
2d E8 state:
LZT23+1d =
i2pi
2pi
ndn ∧ K
IJ
E8
8pi2
CI ∧ dCJ
= −iθK
IJ
E8
8pi2
dCI ∧ dCJ (A.71)
with
ZT2 : (n1, n2)→ (n1,−n2)
θ → −θ. (A.72)
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θ is defined as before, 〈θ〉 = 0 and pi correspond to the trivial and BSPT state respectively.
This state has Z2 classification.
• In 5 + 1d space-time, there are two root states, both have Z2 classification. The
field theory for the first state reads:
LZT25+1d,A =
i2pi
8pi
ndn ∧ dn ∧ K
IJ
E8
8pi2
dCI ∧ dCJ (A.73)
with
ZT2 : (n1, n2, n3)→ −(n1, n2, n3). (A.74)
The physical meaning of this state is most transparent if we start with a system with an
enlarged SO(3)×ZT2 symmetry, and ~n forms a vector under the SO(3) symmetry. Then
Eq. A.73 can be viewed as decoration of the hedgehog monopole of ~n with the 2d E8
state. Weakly breaking the SO(3) symmetry while preserving the ZT2 symmetry does not
change the nature of this state. Alternatively, we can view the hedgehog monopole as
the intersection of three ZT2 domain walls.
The field theory for the second root state is
LZT25+1d,B =
i2pi
2pi
ndn ∧ (iσ
y)IJ
8pi2
BI ∧ dBJ
= −iθ (iσ
y)IJ
8pi2
dBI ∧ dBJ (A.75)
with
ZT2 : (n1, n2)→ (n1,−n2)
θ → −θ. (A.76)
This state can be viewed as decoration of ZT2 domain wall with the 4d BSRE state.
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• In 6 + 1d space-time, there is one new state with Z2 classification:
LZT26+1d =
i2pi
2pi
ndn ∧ (iσ
y)IJ
8pi2
dBI ∧ dBJ (A.77)
with
ZT2 : (n1, n2)→ −(n1, n2)
(B1, B2)→ (B2, B1). (A.78)
The state is constructed by decorating the vortex of ~n (or the intersection of two ZT2
domain walls) with the 4d BSRE state.
A.2.4 U(1)o ZT2 Symmetry
• In 3 + 1d space-time, there is one nontrivial beyond-cohomology BSPT state with
U(1) o ZT2 symmetry, but it is identical to the ZT2 state in the same dimension, U(1)
symmetry simply acts trivially.
• In 4 + 1d space-time, there is one root state with Z classification:
LU(1)oZT24+1d =
i2pik
2pi
ndn ∧ K
IJ
E8
8pi2
dCI ∧ dCJ . (A.79)
with
U(1) : (n1 + in2)→ eiφ(n1 + in2)
ZT2 : (n1, n2)→ (n1,−n2). (A.80)
• In 5 + 1d space-time, there are two root states, both are identical to the ZT2 state
in the same dimension with trivial U(1) symmetry transformation, and both are Z2
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classified.
• In 6 + 1d space-time, in Ref. [69] there are four root states, all Z2 classified.
However, we can only find three Z2 classified root states by our construction. The first
one is identical to the ZT2 state in 6 + 1d. The other two root states are given by:
LU(1)oZT26+1d,A =
i2pi
12pi2
ndn ∧ dn ∧ dn ∧ K
IJ
E8
8pi2
dCI ∧ dCJ (A.81)
with
U(1) : (n1 + in2)→ eiφ(n1 + in2),
ZT2 : (n1, n2, n3, n4)→ (n1,−n2,−n3,−n4) (A.82)
and
LU(1)oZT26+1d,B =
i2pi
2pi
ndn ∧ (iσ
y)IJ
8pi2
dBI ∧ dBJ (A.83)
with
U(1) : (n1 + in2)→ eiφ(n1 + in2),
ZT2 : (n1, n2)→ (n1,−n2) (A.84)
We suspect the state we missed here is the mixed SPT state described by Ed(G) in
Ref. [69].
A.2.5 U(1)× ZT2 Symmetry
• In 3+1d space-time, there is a state identical to the pure ZT2 state with trivial U(1)
symmetry transformation.
• In 5+1d space-time, we find three Z2 classified root states. Two of them are identical
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to the ZT2 states in 5 + 1d space-time, with trivial U(1) symmetry transformation. The
third state is given by:
LU(1)×ZT25+1d =
i2pi
8pi
ndn ∧ dn ∧ K
IJ
E8
8pi2
dCI ∧ dCJ (A.85)
with
U(1) : (n1 + in2)→ eiφ(n1 + in2),
ZT2 : (n1, n2, n3)→ (n1, n2,−n3). (A.86)
This state can be viewed as decorating the 2d E8 state on the intersection of a Z
T
2
domain wall and a U(1) vortex (it can also be viewed as the hedgehog monopole of ~n),
then proliferating both the domain walls and vortices.
• In 6 + 1d space-time, in Ref. [69] there are three Z2 classified root states. However,
using our method we can only construct two Z2 classified root states. The first one is
identical to the ZT2 state with trivial U(1) symmetry transformation. The other one is:
LU(1)×ZT26+1d =
i2pi
2pi
ndn ∧ (iσ
y)IJ
8pi2
dBI ∧ dBJ (A.87)
with
U(1) : (n1 + in2)→ eiφ(n1 + in2),
ZT2 : (n1, n2)→ −(n1, n2), B1(2) → B2(1). (A.88)
One may ask whether field theory like Eq. A.81 could correspond to a new root state.
However, there is no consistent way to assign the U(1)×ZT2 symmetry transformations
on Eq. A.81, namely Eq. A.81 cannot be invariant under U(1)×ZT2 symmetry, although
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it is invariant under U(1)oZT2 symmetry.
A.2.6 U(1)o Z2 = O2 Symmetry
• In 4 + 1d space-time, there is one root state identical to the BSPT state with Z2
symmetry in the same dimension, the U(1) symmetry simply acts trivially.
• In 5 + 1d space-time, there are two root states, both Z2 classified. One is the same
Z2 state with trivial U(1) action. The other one is given by:
LU(1)oZ25+1d =
i2pi
8pi
ndn ∧ dn ∧ K
IJ
E8
8pi2
dCI ∧ dCJ (A.89)
with
U(1) : (n1 + in2)→ eiφ(n1 + in2),
Z2 : (n1, n2, n3)→ (n1,−n2,−n3). (A.90)
This state can be viewed as decorating the 2d E8 state on the intersection of U(1) vortex
and Z2 domain wall. Also, the O2 symmetry is a subgroup of SO(3) symmetry, thus the
vortex-domain wall intersection is simply the hedgehog monopole of the SO(3) vector ~n.
• In 6 + 1d space-time, we find four root states, which is more than the results in
Ref. [69]. Two of them are the same as the BSPT states with Z2 symmetry, both of
which are Z2 classified. The third root state is described by
LU(1)oZ26+1d,A =
i2pik
12pi2
ndn ∧ dn ∧ dn ∧ K
IJ
E8
8pi2
dCI ∧ dCJ (A.91)
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with
U(1) : (n1 + in2)→ eiφ(n1 + in2),
(n3 + in4)→ eiφ(n3 + in4),
Z2 : (n1, n2, n3, n4)→ (n1,−n2, n3,−n4) (A.92)
This state is Z classified. This state can be viewed as decorating the 2d E8 state on the
intersection of two vortices, then proliferate the vortices afterwards.
The last root state in 6 + 1d space-time is described by
LU(1)oZ26+1d,B =
i2pi
2pi
ndn ∧ (iσ
y)IJ
8pi2
dBI ∧ dBJ (A.93)
with
U(1) : (n1 + in2)→ eiφ(n1 + in2),
Z2 : (n1, n2)→ (n1,−n2),
(B1, B2)→ (B2, B1). (A.94)
This state has Z2 classification.
A.2.7 U(1)× Z2 Symmetry
• In 4 + 1d space-time, we have two root states, both of which are descendants from
pure U(1) state and pure Z2 state respectively.
• In 5 + 1d space-time, there is only one root state, which is the same as the state
with Z2 symmetry only.
• In 6 + 1d space-time, there are five root states. The first three states can all be
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described by the same field theory:
LU(1)×Z26+1d,A =
i2pik
12pi2
ndn ∧ dn ∧ dn ∧ K
IJ
E8
8pi2
dCI ∧ dCJ (A.95)
These three different states have the same form of Lagrangian, but they are distinguished
from each other by their symmetry transformations:
(1) U(1) : trivial,
Z2 : (n1, n2, n3, n4)→ −(n1, n2, n3, n4). (A.96)
(2) U(1) : (n1 + in2)→ eiφ(n1 + in2),
Z2 : (n1, n2, n3, n4)→ −(n1, n2, n3, n4). (A.97)
(3) U(1) : (n1 + in2)→ eiφ(n1 + in2),
(n3 + in4)→ eiφ(n3 + in4),
Z2 : (n1, n2, n3, n4)→ −(n1, n2, n3, n4). (A.98)
The classification of the three states are Z2, Z2 and Z respectively.
The other two states are described by the following field theory:
LU(1)×Z26+1d,B =
i2pi
2pi
ndn ∧ (iσ
y)IJ
8pi2
dBI ∧ dBJ (A.99)
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again, these two states have different transformations under symmetry groups:
(4) U(1) : trivial,
Z2 : (n1, n2)→ −(n1, n2). (A.100)
(5) U(1) : (n1 + in2)→ eiφ(n1 + in2),
Z2 : trivial. (A.101)
The classification of the two states are both Z2.
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Appendix B
Fermion σ-model
B.1 Vison Loops in 3He B TSC
In this appendix, we derive the effective theory along the vison loop in the 3He B
TSC. Let us start with Eq. (5.2), and first consider a straight vison line along the x-
direction. The vison line can be considered as a thin hollow cylinder through the bulk
of the TSC with a Z2 flux (pi-flux) threading through the hole of the tube. For this con-
figuration, it could be convenient to use the cylindrical coordinate defined as (x, y, z) =
(x, ρ cos θ, ρ sin θ). Applying the coordinate transform to Eq. (5.2), the Scho¨rdinger equa-
tion reads
(
iΓ1∂x + iΓ
2eΓ
2Γ3θ∂ρ + iΓ
3eΓ
2Γ3θρ−1(∂θ − iωθ) +mΓ4
)
χ = Eχ, (B.1)
where ωθ = iΓ
2Γ3θ/2 is the spin connection that corresponds to threading the pi-flux (as
e
∮
iωθdθ = −1). The low-energy fermion modes around the vison line are given by the
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following ansatz in the asymptotic limit,
χa(x, ρ, θ) ' e−mρe−Γ2Γ3θ/2χa(x). (B.2)
Substitute Eq. (B.2) to Eq. (B.1), one can see χa(x) must satisfy iΓ
4Γ2χa(x) = χa(x) in
order to obtain the low-energy modes (whose energy E → 0 as the x-direction momentum
i∂x → 0). The matrix iΓ4Γ2 = σ31 has two eigenvectors of the +1 eigenvalue:
χ1 =
1√
2
(1, 1, 0, 0)ᵀ, χ2 =
1√
2
(0, 0, 1,−1)ᵀ, (B.3)
corresponding to the two counter-propagating Majorana modes along the vison line.
It is straight forward to see that the 4 × 4 matrix Γ1 = σ30 represented on the basis
(χ1, χ2) becomes the 2× 2 matrix σ3, so the effective 1d Hamiltonian should be H1d,x =∫
dxχᵀ(x)iσ3∂xχ(x) as shown in Eq. (5.3).
In general, any operator O (as a 4 × 4 matrix) defined in the 3d bulk can be thus
projected to the subspace of the fermion modes along the vison line, as the corresponding
2× 2 matrix O˜ by (a, b = 1, 2)
O˜ab =
∫
dρ dθ χᵀa(x, ρ, θ)Oχb(x, ρ, θ)
'
∫
dθ
2pi
χᵀae
Γ2Γ3θ/2Oe−Γ
2Γ3θ/2χb.
(B.4)
In Tab. B.1, we conclude the projection of all 4 × 4 Hermitian matrices (16 complete
basis) to the 2-dimensional subspace of counter propagating Majorana modes along the
vison line. This establishes the correspondence between the operators in the bulk and
that on the vison line. One can see Γ5 in the bulk would correspond to σ2 on the vison
line. So the action of the time-reversal symmetry ZT2 is reduced to χ→ iσ2χ on the vison
line.
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Given the effective Hamiltonian Eq. (5.3) and the above ZT2 symmetry on the vison
line, it seems that if we make even copies of the system, the vison line can be gapped out
by a bilinear mass term of the form χᵀσ1 ⊗ Aχ (with A = −Aᵀ) which does not breaks
the time-reversal symmetry. However, this is only true for our analysis of the straight
vison line along the x-direction. Because according to Tab. B.1, the mass term χᵀσ1⊗Aχ
would extend to the bulk as χᵀσ13 ⊗ Aχ, which can not gap out the vison lines along
any other directions, as σ13 commutes with both Γ2 = σ10 and Γ3 = σ22. Therefore it is
impossible to fully gap out the vison loop by any fermion bilinear term.
Table B.1: Projection of bulk operators to the vison line (x-direction)
O → O˜
σ00
∫
dθ
2pi
σ0 = σ0
σ31
∫
dθ
2pi
cos θ σ0 = 0
σ03 − ∫ dθ
2pi
sin θ σ0 = 0
σ13
∫
dθ
2pi
σ1 = σ1
Γ3 = σ22
∫
dθ
2pi
cos θ σ1 = 0
Γ2 = σ10 − ∫ dθ
2pi
sin θ σ1 = 0
Γ5 = σ23
∫
dθ
2pi
σ2 = σ2
σ12 − ∫ dθ
2pi
cos θ σ2 = 0
σ20 − ∫ dθ
2pi
sin θ σ2 = 0
Γ1 = σ30
∫
dθ
2pi
σ3 = σ3
σ01
∫
dθ
2pi
cos θ σ3 = 0
σ33 − ∫ dθ
2pi
sin θ σ3 = 0
Γ4 = σ21 0
σ02 0
σ11 0
σ32 0
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